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Miners Press On Despite Sellout Attempt

Support Struggle
in the Coaifieids!
"A vote against this proposed contract will be, in

effect, a vote to destroy the UMW," said Arnold Miller.
"I would hope our miners recognize that this contract
meets the human needs they have had through the
years and meets them well," said West Virginia Gover
nor John D. Rockefeller IV. The Bituminous Coal

Operators Association offered a $100 bonus per man
if the contract is ratified at the first presentation.

And so it went, a united effort by the top union

hacks, the capitalists and their government to ramrod
through one of the most grotesque sellouts in the long
history of the United Mine Workers of America. Look
ing and sounding like a mongrel just whipped by its
master, Miller went on TV to tell the miners that they
could either accept the wonderful benefits the compa
nies were offering them or they could go on striking
over "every little bitch and gripe" and suffer the con
sequences.

It was clear long before contract negotiations began
that the coal companies and the rest of the capitalist
class were out to deliver a severe beating to the rank

and file of the UMWA and to break apart the militant
wildcat movement that has grown in size and signifi
cance in recent years. Number one, the coal bosses
are determined to force greater productivity out of the
miners. This means continuing their onslaught on
job rights, safety conditions and depriving miners of
their main weapon in defending themselves against
these attacks: their ability to strike. Number two,
die coal company owners and the whole capitalist class
fear the militancy of the miners and their strike move
ment because it represents a challenge to their "right"
and ability to keep the rank and file in chains. Num
ber three, the struggle being waged by the miners, de
spite all the slander and distortion ladled out by the

capitalists and the union leadership, has been a source

of inspiration and pride for hundreds of thousands of

other workers throughout the country and if it con
tinues to grow will certainly serve as a spark and example
to workers in other industries. Further, the attempts
to beat down the minefs is part of an overall attack by

a crisis-ridden capitalist class on the whole working class.

This was illustrated recently at the John Amos power
plant in St. Albans near Charleston, West Va. Over 100
miners, including members of the Miners Right to Strike
Committee, went to stop a train of scab coal being
taken into the plant. When they got there they discov-

,ered that workers at John Amos, an open shop organiz
ed by the United Steelworkers Union, had been on strike
for two weeks.

The union hacks had told the steel workers that they
could not stop the scabs who were keeping the plant in
operation and had to limit the number of pickets to
two pe_r gate. The miners were outflanked tactically by
the company and were not able to stop the coal train.

What they did do was Join with their brothers on the
picket line, talk with them about how miners were fight
ing their strike and exposed the fact that the fat cats and

bureaucrats running the steel workers union and trying
to sabotage the John Amos strike were the same breed
of sellout flunkies as Miller and his crew. Before the

night was out, the steel workers had gotten on their CBs
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As Miller and the BCOA try to "merchandise" their outrageous sellout, miners are continuing to mobilize to reject
ratification and to fight for their own demands. Above demonstration against the 1974 contract.

Arrogant Clique Suffers Defeat

RCYB Consolidates

On Correct Line
Braving severe winter blizzard conditions, nearly 100

youth and students traveled long distances to attend a
crucial meeting of the recently formed Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade (RCYB) held in Cincinnati
on January 21. The delegates were sent as representa
tives by a large majority of the RCYB's chepters from
all areas of the country-frbm Boston and New York to
California and Hawaii, and everything in between. Al
though it had only been two short months since the
RCYB's founding convention, this Cincinnati confer
ence was critical in determining whether the Brigade
would continue under the basic principles unanimously
adopted at the convention or whether they would be
reversed by a small but arrogant faction. It was the
unity and understanding achieved at that convention
that forged the RCYB as a vital force in organizing youth
to fight shoulder to shoulder alongside the working class
for proletarian revolution.

But this was not achieved without struggle-not only
mass struggle, but also struggle within the RCP between
two sharply opposed tines. This struggle focused on
the name of this youth organization, with a number of
leading comrades in youth and student work, together
with some others, opposing the Party's line of having
the word "communist" in the name of the organization.
Their opposition to the name "communist" reflected
a right-wing, contemptuous view of the masses of
youth, as well as the working class in general-an out

look which permeates a paper they wrote and submitted
as an appeal to the Party leadership prior to the conven
tion. (This paper, together with the reply by the leader
ship, has been published as a pamphlet for all to
examine.)

As has now become clear, these people had been
organized for some time as part of a revisionist head
quarters within the RCP which engaged in factional
opposition to the central leadership of the Party not
only on the question of the communist youth organ
ization, but many other questions as well. The line
put forward by this clique of careerists (which in
cluded members of the former National Office [NO] of
the Revolutionary Student Brigade) would have led this
newly formed youth organization down the swampy
low road of reformism and revisionism-eventually
to become an obstacle in the path of the workers
struggle rather than a weapon in its hand in the fight
against the bourgeoisie.

"Too Much Anti-Communism"?

These revisionists claimed that working class youth
in particular would be "turned off" by the name
"communist," and in essence (and in practice) they
felt that the working class youth could not and would
not grasp communism in this period. Their rationaliza
tion for this rotten stand-was that "for the past 20-30

years the bourgeoisie has been beating the s— out of
socialism and communism," and there's too much anti-
communism among youth and in society overall.

While paying lip-service to the concept of a com
munist youth organization, they put forward a totally
different formulation-an "advanced mass organization."
The main basis on which people would become members
of this organization would be their desire to fight
against the attacks coming down on youth. This denies
in effect that there is a qualitative leap involved between
the problems and outlook of the masses of youth and
of a communist youth group. It forgets that the main
reason the RCYB is involved in battles is not because
of the particular problems of youth, but to help make
proletarian revolution. They went so far as to say that
a good chapter would have as many as 30% of its mem
bers being people who didn't consider themselves
communist or aspiring to communism!

This line was defeated within the Party prior to the
RCYB founding convention, and on that basis, the RCYB
was founded November 22-23 on a fundamentally sound
political and ideological line. There was lively discussion
describing the miserable conditions youth face under
capitalism—the high unemployrrient, dead-end jobs with
lousy wages, as well as discrimination, terrible schools
and widespread drug abuse. And beyond all this,
youth tend to question the injustices of society, the
whole set-up and what it holds for them. In response
to all this, many youth rebel and boldly fight back—
and any youth organifation must join and lead these
growing struggles. But the delegates to the convention
saw that this was not enough, because merely fighting
for partial "solutions" or a few piecemeal reforms
never has and never will end these conditions.

Only a total overthrow of the existing system—a
revolution— can solve this, not a vague "youth revo
lution" or a drug-filled "youth culture" or reformism.

There was sharp discussion at the convention on
the question of whether being openly known as com
munists would "get in the way" of building mass

Continued on page 18
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West Coast UWOC demonstration Jan. 21 in Oakland, California united 350 employed and unemployed in the
struggle of the working class around unemployment.

Jan. 21 Unemployment Demo

350 March In

California
On January 21, around 350 workers—steel workers,

farmworkers, workers from auto, garment, electronics,
cannery and other industries, employed and unem

ployed—from cities up and down the West Coast united
In a powerful demonstration in Oakland, California,
demanding Union Jobs at Union Wages, Stop the At
tacks on the Unemployment Insurance System, and
Smash Carter's Workfare Plan, Fed up with continuing

high unemployment-with speedup and forced overtime

for some while others search In vain for a decent paying
job—and angry at having unemployment benefits chip
ped and chopped away, forcing workers to accept slave-

wage jobs, they came to fight the capitalists' attacks and
target the fight at their crisis-ridden system as the source
of unemployment.

Many were members of the National United
Workers Organization (NUWO) or from chapters of
the Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee

(UWOC), the two groups which jointly initiated
this campaign early in the fall. Since then the cam
paign against the capitalists' unemployment attacks,
typified in part by Carter's programs—cutting back
benefits and forcing the unemployed and welfare

recipients into minimum wage jobs—has been built
at unemployment centers and plants across the
country. Local and regional demonstrations were held

to build this campaign and get the word of the fight

out broader.

Throughout the campaign it became clear that
workers, both employed and unemployed, have many
basic questions about the causes of unemployment
and what to do about it. While many people would
agree with the demands being put forward, and even
join these demonstrations, it was not enough to
simply talk about Carter's "one-two" punch of attacking
unemployment insurance and driving down wages.
The campaign had to be built as a political campaign
in the interest of the working class, in contradiction
to the capitalists' necessity of cutting off benefits
and lowering the wages and working conditions of
workers. The understanding that the capitalists and
their system were the cause had to be brought out
and deepened.

Around the country the Worker newspapers held
forums on unemployment with speakers from the
RCP. By going into a Marxist-Leninist analysis of
unemployment, targeting the bourgeoisie, and
through lively question and answer sessions afterwards,
piercing the smokescreeens around imports, "illegals,"
and other questions, a number of active workers were
able to understand the nature and scope of the battle
more clearly. Struggle around these questions helped
move workers' understanding forward, release their
initiative and better enable them to struggle with

their fellow workers in the process of taking up the
campaign. Through mass leafletting, these forums,
newspaper articles, demonstrations and other means,
the basic reason for the nearly 10 million people out -

of work in the U.S. today became clearer to more
workers-the built-in inability of the system to provide
work for all who need it.

D.C. Demonstration Cancelled

UWOC and the NUWO had also planned for a
demonstration in Washington, D.C. on the 21st, which
workers from die East and Midwest had been building
for. These two actions were timed to counter Carter's

State of the Union address with the working class's
message that the only road forward is to fight these

capitalists tooth and nail. But a blizzard in the East

and heavy snow in the Midwest forced the cancellation
of the D.C. demonstration. Still, understanding the
necessity for these actions, some workers from as far

away as Denver and El Paso set out for D.C. before

actually getting stopped by the snow or getting word
of the cancellation.

Carter in his State of the Union address tried to

claim that progress is being made on unemployment
and push the line of unity between the capitalists and
workers, saying—we can move mountains if you will

just get behind me and pull together. His officials are
even bragging that he lived up to his promise to reduce

unemployment to around 6.5% by the end of 1977.
But their statistics don't begin to reflect the true ex

tent of unemployment and aren't meant to. The

big drop they are claiming in unemployment was
achieved by juggling the "seasonal adjustments" of
their "statistics" around, which had one Wail Street
research firm shaking their heads in disbelief and

calling it "incredible." Some bourgeois economists
are even running around trying to redefine "full em

ployment" at around the present official rate of
7% unemployment.

The capitalists are trying to convince people that
everything Is fine, that unemployment Is disappearing

and is no longer the big problem it was. But the
fact remains that the only jobs-if any-to be found

for a great many are minimum wage and part time

jobs, which don't even begin to pay for the necessi-
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ties of life. Because of this and as unemployment
benefits are being cut away, more and more workers
are squeezed into accepting these jobs. Soon after
Carter's address, on the strength of these new
"statistics," 300,000 more workers were dropped
off of benefits and the maximum length of claims
was cut to 26 weeks in 41 states. This is the future

the capitalists have to offer.

Oakland Action

But the future will certainly not be as the capitalists
would like it. Workers are beginning to understand that
the only road forward is through struggle against these
capitalists and to fight in their own interests, as the
Oakland demonstration and the response to its stand
showed. Clenched fist's, honking horns and shouts of

"Right on!" greeted the march. On the morning before
the march, a 20-car caravan and two flatbed trucks

wound through the streets of San Francisco with an
eight-foot effigy of the capitalists' current chief rep
resentative hung with a sign saying, "Let them eat
peanuts," and drew an enthusiastic response from people
on the streets. On the march itself spirits were high and
the demonstrators, displaying their militant and multi
national unity, were clearly proud to be taking the fight
right up against the capitalists and all their servants.

As an unemployed worker said at the rally said,
'They always say the Democrats are for the working

man, but I've been voting for 20 years and nothing has
basically changed. The way I see ft, the Democrats and
the Republicans both represent the rich. Really there's
only two parties in this country, the rich and the poor.
But wrfiat they try to accomplish with the Democrats
and Republicans thing is to get the people of the
country fighting each other. We aren't failing for this.
Even a horse gets tired of pulling a plow, and we're tired
of carrying the rich on our backs for 200 years,"

The road forward is not easy, but it is the only
road-determined struggle coupled with a deeper under
standing of the battle. As the speaker from the RCP
said, "As long as Carter's class Is on top of the moun
tain, workers are going to have to fight them and
there's going to be nothing but misery for us. In the
course of this battle and many others like it, workers

will come to see revolution as the only real hope for
the future, but getting there means taking the high road
of struggle. By any other road, whether it promises
'vote for me and I'll set you free' or union leaders or
political hacks telling us to limit ourselves to what we
can win right away-these easy 'solutions' are just
dead ends. This march and demonstration, though the
numbers are small compared to the millions of workers

in this country, shovved that the working class can and
will fight in ifs own interests and that this Is the road
to victory."

On the night of the demonstration, 350 people
attended a cultural program capping the day off. The
program included songs by Prairie Fire and Firebrand,
a group from Los Angeles, which sang "Bloody Ludlow,"
the new single about the coal miners' struggle. The pro
gram also Included a ventriloquist. Of particular sig
nificance was the performance of the original dramatic
play Hard As Steel by an ongoing revolutionary theater
group formed In the Bay Area.B

Sadat. Davan Visit U.S.

Reactionaries'

'Peace Plan'Sours
The Egypt-Israel road show arrived in Washington,

D.C. in early February. First came Anwar el-Sadat,
trying to maintain some semblance of dignity as he
desperately pleaded with President Carter to pressure
Israel into making at least the appearance of some con
cessions in the "peace talks" which Sadat so dramatical
ly initiated last November by crawling to Israel. Hot
on his heels came Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
for a 10-day speaking tour of major American cities.
"My objective is to try my best to explain our attitude,"
said Dayan. "I wish it would have been President Sa
dat's attitude too so I wouldn't have to contradict him."

Dayan's statement is a bit more than silly propaganda.
It is a succinct statement of Israel's position. They want
complete and open Egyptian capitulation to their de
mands for continued occupation and sovereignty over

the West Bank and the Gaza Strip and Israeli settlements
and military bases in the Sinai.

Sadat has made it more than dear that he is willing

to capitulate to the Zionists, but it cannot be quite so
naked and complete as the Israelis are demanding. He
is willing to bend over to the Zionists, but if he bends
too far, too fast, he will be toppled right out of his
seat of power. Hence when the Zionists, in the middle
of the so-called "peace negotiations," not only stonewall
ed on their positions, but announced that they would go

ahead with the creation of new Israeli settlements in

the West Bank and maintained that they would not re
linquish their settlements and key military bases in the
Sinai (where Prime Minister Begin has purchased a "re
tirement" home), Sadat had little choice but to de
nounce them and break off the negotiations. This he
did on January 22, recalling his envoys from the talks
of the committee set up to work out the political as
pects of a "settlement." However, the military repre
sentatives of Israel and Egypt'continue to meet In Cairo.

Sadat asked that, for a minimum, the Carter admin

istration sell Egypt the highly sophisticated and versa-
. tile F15 fighter plane which the U.S. has been supply

ing to Israel in large quantity. This was not for the pur
pose of war against Israel, said Sadat, but for defence
against possible Soviet backed attacks from Libya or
Ethiopia. On the surface Sadat was pleading that such
a sale would in itself be pressure on Israel to be more
forthcoming in negotiations and would demonstrate
that the U.S. was taking an "evenhanded" stand towards
both sides, i.e., that there was some tangible payoff
for hitching Egypt's star to U.S. imperialism. Included,
though, was the warning that if he failed to make some
"justifiable" capitulation to Israel it would leave the
door open to new Soviet inroads in the Middle East-

Continued on page 23
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Party of Proletariat Strengthened

How Bdsheviks
;

Defeated Menshevics
All revolutionary, all genuinely communist parties,

grow and develop and can only do so through the pro
cess of struggle-not only the mass struggle of workers
and other victims of exploitation and oppression but
also intense struggle within such parties between
Marxism and opportunism, between the interests and
outlook of the working class and those of the bour
geoisie. in fact, it was through such struggles that
the first Party to be based on Leninist principles
was forged, the party which led the working class
in Russia in making the world's first successful social
ist revolution and building the world's first socialist
state, the Soviet Union. The fact that, beginning with
the seizure of power by Khrushchev in the mid-50s,
that Party has been transformed Into one based on op
portunism and representing the interest of a new bour
geoisie in restoring capitalism in the Soviet Union, does
not in any way detract from the great contributions of
the Party of Lenin (and after him led by Stalin) or the
lessons that can and must t)e drawn from the history of
the Bolshevik Party.

In particular, the early history of the struggle to found
this Party and to safeguard it against the attempts to
split and destroy it shortly after its birth holds many
crucial lessons for us today. It is a stirring history of
relentless struggle against opportunism, of upholding
revolutionary principles in the face of rabid and vicious
attack, and finally, of decisive victory for the Party of
Lenin. It was out of this struggle that Lenin's Party
earned the proud title "Bolshevik." Originally, the term
simply denoted the fact that Lenin's supporters hap
pened to have a majority at the Second Congress of
Russian Social-Democratic Labor Party (RSDLP): ever
since it has meant staunchness of revolutionary will,

thoroughgoing Marxism-Leninism, refusal to con
ciliate with opportunism or to sacrifice the long-

term interest of the proletariat for some petty temporary

expediency. And the opportunist minority at the second

Congress also earned a title-the title of "Menshevik",
a term of stinging contempt reserved only for those
jackals and traitors, who having failed to tear the revolu
tionary heart out of the new Party of the proletariat,
fell completely into the swamp of opportunism and,

following the logic of their revisionism, ended up
selling their services to the bourgeoisie and joining the
camp of counter-revolution.

Today the struggle between Bolshevism and Men-
shevism, between communism and cowardly capitula-
tionism, goes on and must go on within the ranks of
the revolutionary movement and we can, by examining

the original Bolshevik-Menshevik battle, learn more
deeply some of the basic laws of this cruclaf part of

the overall class struggle.

The Period Preceding the Founding of the Party

In the late 1800$ in Czarist Russia, capitalist
development began to accelerate dramatically,
and this had the effect of rapidly transforming the
conditions of the class struggle. The creation of the
beginnings of a modern industrial proletariat, a growing
bourgeoisie which to a certain degree had come into
contradiction with Czarism, the abolition of serfdom and

so on, all began to undermine the economic base which
served as the foundation for the autocracy. It also gave

rise to the swift spread of revolutionary sentiments,
among the peasants and workers and sections of the
intelligentsia. Groaning under the weight of 14 and 15
hour work days, at wages of seven or eight rubles per
month, the peasant-iurned-proletarian soon learned
the benefits of his new found "freedom". Already

in the 1870s and '80s, strikes became commonplace,
and trade-union consciousness began to grow. By the
eighties, Marxist theory began to take root in Russia,
with the formation of the "Emancipation of Labor"

group formed by G. Plekhanov, who played a critical
role In introducing Marxism to Russia but who later
completely betrayed the revolution and the proletariat.

The first formidable opponent of struggling Marxism
in Russia was Narodism, a populist, anti-Marxist trend
>M>ich held that a form of "communism" could be

built out of the feudal base in the countryside, that
the peasantry was the main force in the revolution,
that the working class was insignificant and would
never be a serious factor, and which adopted ter

rorism as its chief tactic in the struggle against
Czarism. This trend had broad appeal, not only among
the peasants, but also among the new breed of revolu
tionary intellectuals in the cities.

While the early Narodnik movement was genuinely
progressive, the continued rise in the struggle of the
working class against the capitalists and the devasting

critique of the Narodniks by the Marxists caused the
Narodniks and the terrorists to lose much of their
influence by the nineties. By then, in fact, the line
of the Narodniks represented the needs, not of the mass
of poor peasants, but the interests of the more well to
do peasants. The ideological struggle against Narodism
in the I890's led by Lenin was an essential step towards
laying the basts of unity among revolutionaries for the
founding of a real Marxist Party. Of interest, in light
of his later behaviour, was Plekhanov's tendency to
conciliate with some features of Narodism. Even then,
despite his overall positive role , Plekhanov's inability
to radically break from all forms of bourgeois ideology
showed itself. In his critique, "What the 'Friends of
the People' Are and How They Fight the Social Demo
crats" (Collected Works, Vol. 11, Lenin for the first
time outlined what was then the principal task of the
Russian Marxists: to weld the scattered, isolated Marx
ist circles and study groups into a single, united and
revolutionary Party of the working class.

Following the complete ideological defeat of Naro
dism. a first, unsuccessful, attempt was made in 1898
to found a Party. TTie First Congress of the RSDLP,
which was attended by only nine persons (Lenin was
not present, being in exile'in Siberia), was significant
in that the Congress formally proclaimed the forma
tion of the Party. But actually; no real Party had yet
been formed. The Central Committee elected at the

1898 Congress was arrested almostjmmediately, and
the program it issued negated .the leading rote of the
working class and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The real task of Party-building still lay ahead. This was
a situation specific to Russia.

Hie Struggle Against Economisni

In the period of time after the First Congress, the

ideological confusion among the Russian Marxists
began to increase. It became clear that the ideolo
gical defeat of Narodism and terrorism alone could
not provide a sufficient basis of unity for the forma

tion of a genuine independent proletarian Party. In
particular, the influence of a revisionist deviation from
Marxism, known as Economism, was growing rapidly.
Economism, a trend in the international Social-Democratic
movement of that time, advocated that the workers should

engage in only the strictly economic struggle, the struggle
for better wage$> working conditions, and so on.

The Economists advocated the theory of "spontane
ity," which held that the economic struggles of the
workers would spontaneously generate socialist conscious
ness. "A kopek added to a ruble is worth more than any
socialism or politics," cried the Economists, and "the
workers must fight, knowing that they are fighting, not
for the sake of some future generation, but for them
selves and their children." By this the Economists
meant that the workers were absolutely incapable of
seeing anything but their own most narrow, most

immediate interest. Further, the Economists sneered

at revolutionary theory as useless, and opposed spread
ing it among the workers. While the workers'struggle
was to be limited to the economic arena, the Economists

reserved the political struggle for the liberal bourgeoisie,
which they called the leaders of the people In the fight
against Czarism.

Lenin saw that as long as such opportunist trends
and theoretical disorder reigned supreme, it would be
impossible to forge a single, united Marxist Party in
Russia. First, a strict line of demarcation had to be
drawn between genuine Marxism and revisionism para
ding under the guise of Marxism.

The struggle against Economism reached a decisive
turning point in 1902, with the publication of Lenin's
famous work, What Is To Be Done?, Lenin showed that
to chain the workers to the "strictly economic strug
gle," even under cover of "lending the economic strug
gle itself a political character," meant to condemn the
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workers to eternal slavery. The real interest of the
workers lay in the abolition of the capitalist systerri
itself, and the abolition of all forms of exploitation,
not in merely "adding a kopek to a ruble." The so-
called "theory of spontaneity" was nothing more than
tailism, making the task of the so-called "Marxists"
who adhered to this theory concentrating on build
ing the immediate, economic struggle of workers, with
the aim of achieving "palpable results."'

To sneer at and belittle revolutionary theory meant
not only knocking out of the hands of the Party the
only weapon it had to scientifically analyze the situa
tion and find the road forward; it meant assuring that
the working class, would be maintained in a state of
darkness and enslavement. Lenin also exposed the links
between the then-fashionable Economism and the
terrorist trend of recent memory, showing that their
common opportunist root lay in denying the ability
of the working class to grasp the necessity for revolu
tion and to gain revolutionary consciousness.

Lenin went on to show the connection between

opportunist theories of the Economists and their prl-
mitlveness in organization, their aversion to a central
ized and disciplined Party of the working class. Since
in point of fact, the Economists did not see the .
"necessity" of conducting revolutionary propaganda
and agitation among the masses, preferring to "lend the
economic struggle Itself a (bourgeois) political charac
ter," they found it impossible to understand the need
for any form of organization beyond the trade unions.
The Economists thought it wise to tie the workers
to the tail of the "liberal" bourgeoisie, and that was
politics enough.

Lenin had a different view of the tasks of the work

ing-class movement:
"We must bear in mind that the struggle with the

government for partial demands, the winning of par
tial concessions, are only petty skirmishes with the
enemy, petty encounters on the outposts, whereas the

decisive engagement is still to come. Before us, in all
its strength, stands the enemy's fortress, which is

raining shot and shell upon us and mowing down
our best fighters. We must capture this fortress;
and we shall capture it if we unite all the forces of

the awakening proletariat with all the forces of the
Russian revolutionaries into one party, which will
attract all that is alive and honest in Russia. And only
then will the great prophesy of Pyotr Alexeyev, the
Russian worker revolutionary, be fulfilled: 'the mus
cular arm of the working millions will be lifted, and
the yoke of despotism, guarded by the soldiers' bayo
nets, will be smashed to atoms!' " (Quoted in the His
tory of the Communist Perry of the Soviet Union [Bol-

.shevik], page 34)
■ What Is To Be Done? accomplished two major tasks:

1) It marked a devastating defeat for the Economists,
and a great victory for Marxism, on the fundamental

questions of the nature and goals of the workers'
struggle. 2) Based on this Lenin elaborated on the
kind of Party the working class needed to lead it in the

fight against Czarism and in the fight-for socialism: A
disciplined, militant and centralized vanguard Party,
a Party of professional revolutionaries, in which every
member was subject to the discipline of the Party and
was obligated to work actively In a Party organization.

The ideological defeat of Economism and the wide
popularization of Lenin's conception of a Party, in
What Is To Be Done? and through the pages of the
Leninist Iskra newspaper, laid the basis for the actual
formation of the Party.

The Struggle at the Second Congress

Less than a year after the publication of
What Is To Be Done?, the Second Congress of the
RSDLP was convened. The chief purpose of the Con
gress. according to Lenin, was "to create a real party on
that basis of principles and organization which had been

advanced and elaborated by iskra." Forty-three dele
gates , representing 26 organizations, were present. The

majority of the delegates were supporters of Iskra, but
there were divisions within the Iskra-ists themselves;

a bloc of vacillators commanded about 10 votes, and

avowed opponents of iskra, including the Bundists, -

disposed of 8 votes. Thus, a split in the ranks of the

Iskra-ists would be enough to give the enemies of
iskra the upper hand.

The adoption of the Party program, a revolution
ary program supported by Lenin and the Iskra-ists,
proceeded fairly smoothly, despite some opposition
from the opportunists. But a bitter struggle arose
over the adoption of the Party rules, particularly on

Paragraph 1, the section dealing with Party membership.
Lenin's formulation was that anybody could be a mem
ber of the Party who accepted Its program, supported,
it financially, and belonged to one of its organizations.
One Martov, himself an Iskra-ist, put forward a differ
ent formulation in opposition to Lenin; that Party
members must accept the program and support the
Party financially, but need not belong to and actively
work in a Party organization. Stalin summarized the
difference in the History of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks) (HCPSU):

"Lenin regarded the Party as an organized detach
ment, whose members cannot just enroll themselves in

Continued on page 4
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Editorial

First Time fVagedy
Second Time Farce

In an effort to break new ground In the area of sen
sationalist journalism and spice up page one, two news
papers have recently announced the disintegration of
the Revolutionary Communist PartylRCPI-both for
the umpteenth time and both, alas, prematurely {for
we ourselves are determined that the RCP will wither

away, but only with the achievement of communism!).

The papers In question are the January 27 edition
of Workers' Vanguard, newspaper of the Spartacist
League (a microscopic Trotskyite sect headquartered
in New York) and the February 6 Call. While there are
striking similarities between the two-both In form and

political content-the Spartacists lump Marxism-Le
ninism with revisionism and attack both, while our

CP(ML) authors attack Marxism-Leninism in order to

unite with revisionism.

It would be a waste of time (though perhaps an en
tertaining diversion) to rake the self-proclaimed Trot-
skyites over the coals, but the Call article is worth a

comment or two as an example of Menshevism running
obscenely exposed.

The Call article is an open appeal to an arrogant
clique—a revisionist headquarters recently exposed and
defeated within die RCP—to join the CP{ML) in form
ing a new Menshevik Party. The tone of the article Is

one of pleasant surprise that a revisionist line and head

quarters could actually exisi in a genuine communist

Party.
For Marxist-Leninists this is certainly no surprise.

As Engels once said, "It seems that every workers' par
ty of a big country can develop only through internal
struggle, which accords with the laws of dialectical de
velopment in general." {Engels to Eduard Bernstein In
Zurich, London, Oct. 20, 1882, emphasis In original.

Lest our CP(ML) authors or their fellow opportunist
Mensheviks be confused, It should be noted that this
statement by Engels was not an attempt to distinguish
workers' [communist] parties of b/g countries from
those of little countries, but to make the point that
c/«s struggle exists inside all such parties.) And as Mao
stressed, and our own history has repeatedly borne out,
such two-line struggle is vital to the proletariat and its
Party, to Its Ideological and political development and
to its growth.

Opportunist Patchwork

But the CP(ML)'s consistent ability to avoid any
serious two-line struggle over the years has been yet
another damning piece of evidence that Marxism-Le
ninism, Mao Tsetung Thought has never made any
serious Inroads Into the revisionism of their organiza
tion. (The recent spat with Martin NIcolaus was cer
tainly no two-line struggle. It was simply the opposite
poles of the same revisionist stupidity. Just another
case of CP[ML] posturing—feigning two-line struggle
[because, after all, real Marxist-Leninist Parties have
such struggles] when in fact NIcolaus had only taken
their line to Its logical, embarrassing extreme. With
NIcolaus gone, they have lost even the pretense of
scientifically analyzing Soviet social-imperialism,
which reduces their "opposition" to mindless name-

calling Incapable of arming anyone with a grasp of why
and how it Is one of the two main enemies of the peo
ple of the world.)

We do not intend at this time to do a definitive

analysis of CP(ML) revisionism (much of the ground
work has already been laid in previous Issues of Revo
lution], nor to fully Illustrate their fundamental and

pervasive unity with our degenerate Menshevik "super

stars." So repugnant are the opportunist machinations
of the people Involved that they are a true self-
exposure. Picture our Mensheviks, In league with the

Klonskyites, running to the Spartacist League with
cooked up tales and sensational "scoops," relying on the
Trots to "spill the beans" so that when the CP(M L)
publishes "excerpts" from those same pirated wares,

our Mensheviks can point to the Trots rather than
themselves as the culprits and try to hide from dieir

misled followers the obvious fact these Menshevik

"leaders" are negotiating with Klonsky & Co.
Those with vWtom the Klonsky Corporation seeks

to merge are under the leadership of a handful of
former members of the old CP who never thoroughly

broke with Its revisionism.

This is entirely in keeping with the history of M.

Klonsky_himself, who has never made a thoroughgoing
break with the upbringing he received In a den of lead
ing revisionist CPers. This background has come to the
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fore in the CP(ML)'s (and the OL's before it) thorough
rightism, bolstered heavily by dogmatism.

They negate the revolutionary character of the stu
dent movement of the '80s, They attack those who
took advanced action, who shocked (yes. Klonsky,
shocked) many people—even many in the antiwar
movement itself—by calling for the defeat of U.S. Im

perialism, for waving NLF flags, throwing Purple Heart
medals at the White House and declaring that their
next war would be to take the Capitol steps! The
CP(ML) heaps scorn on all this, and In contrast offers
a gratuitous self-exposure of the reactionary role of
their own leaders during that period, replete with Its
CP-style rightism and fear of the masses, its "love" of

the mass movement and hatred of its revolutionary

content.

First Time Tragedy, Second Time Farce

All their talk of "Marxist-Leninist Unity" is a thin

veneer covering their deep desire to recreate the CP

USA as it was before it went thoroughly revisionist,
but keeping all the right deviations that eventually led

to Its degeneration. The revisionist degeneration of
the old CP was indeed a tragedy, but the CP(ML)'s
dreams of a "second time around" are a farce. Their

bankrupt line on the International situation is a clear

indication that they are prepared to capitulate to U.S.

imperialism-to "out-Browder Browder." In the De

cember 26 Call they openly declare their desire to

split off and absorb a section of the CP—a blatant ad
mission of their revisionism and a ridiculous effort to

swell their numbers and coffers any damn fool way
they can. What significant section of revolutionaries
can be found today In the CPUSA?

Is it any wonder, then, that M. Klonsky & Co.

would reach out to embrace those who festered in

the RCP as a right-wing revisionist headquarters?
Those whose fear and contempt for the masses was
such that they didn't want anyone to know our youth

organization Is a commun/sf youth organization? The
Call's contortionist attempts to slip and slide past the

glare of this embarrassingly obvious revisionism, while
embracing Its proponents, is truly amusing.

To the CP(ML) we say, concerning the top, ex-CP,
revisionist ringleaders of the Menshevik headquarters;
"You want them? You can have them! You deserve

each other."

But Menshevik unity will be nearly as hard to
achieve as It is shallow. Clearly die jockeying for posi

tions in the planned conglomerate has already begun,

along the lines described in last month's Revolution
editorial on the call for Menshevik unity. At the same
time Klonsky & Co. reach out to embrace the pathetic
remnants of this revisionist headquarters, they also

rabbit punch in the clinches. Their message is clear;
"We are pleased that you have returned to the swamp.

Comrades, but we have been here consistently and

you have not. Never forget that we are the true guar

dians of the swampi" ■

Mensheviks...
Continued from page 3

the Party, but must be admitted Into the Party by one
of its organizations, and hence must submit to Party
discipline. Martov, on the other hand, regarded the Par
ty as something organizationally amorphous, whose
members enroll themselves In the Party and are diere-
fore not obliged to submit to Party discipline, inasmuch
as they do not belong to a Party organization." (p. 42)

The debate at the Congress, analyzed in detail in
Lenin's pamphlet. One Step Forward, Two Steps Back
(1904), makes interesting reading; we are watching the
opportunists in the agonies of labor, straining to give
birth to Menshevism. Lenin refers to the speech of a
certain Comrade Goldblatt: "... He inveighs against
my 'monstrous' centralism and claims that it would
lead to the 'destruction' of the lower organizations,
dtat it is 'permeated through and through with the de
sire to give the center unrestricted powers and the un
restricted right to interfere in everything, that it allows
the organizations only one right-to submit without a
murmur to orders from above,'etc." {Collected Works,
Vol. 7, p. 249, emphasis ours) Martov and Co. raised
the slogan: "Every striker a Party member," and pro
posed to essentially liquidate the distinction between
the Party and its mass organizations.

Lenin pointed out that the Martov formulation,
while in words defending the "interests of the broad
strata of the proletariat... in fact serves the interests
of the bourgeois intellectuals, who fight shy of prole
tarian discipline and organization. No one will venture
to deny that the intelligentsia, as a special stratum of
modern capitalist society, is characterized, by and
large, precisely by Individualism and incapacity for
discipline and organization. This, incidentally, is a fea
ture whidi unfavoraWy distinguishes this social stratum
from the piotetarist; it is orte of the reasons for the
flabbiness and Instability of the intellectual, which the
fwdetariat so often feels ̂ . It was not champions of

a broad proletarian struggle ... but the supporters of
bourgeois-Intellectual individualism who clashed with
supporters of proletarian organization and discipline."
{Collected Works, Vol. 7, p. 267)

It was evident, that the emerging Menshevik trend
was quickly moving to embrace the Economist view
on questions of organization. At the Congress itself,
and during the period immediately subsequent to the
Congress, it was opportunism in organizational af
fairs—factionalism, careerism, spllttism, clinging to

organizational primltiveness and the old "circle spirit"
—that most clearly distinguished Menshevism as a
trend. But this organizational opportunism in fact
stemmed from an all-out revisionist program, a pro

gram which only revealed Itself in all its true splendor
after die split, after the Mensheviks were "freed" from
all the constraints of Leninism. Indeed, the line of the
Mensheviks on organizational questions paralleled their
whole political program. For them. It was fine for
"every striker," professor or high school student to
declare himself a member of the Party because they
were not interested in building a Party that would
actually try to seize power from the bourgeoisie.
While a Party organized along Menshevik principles
could not wage a revolutionary struggle, it could
be a form for providing a thin "socialist" veneer
on top of the economic struggle the workers were
already waging while doing nothing to develop the
workers' struggle into an all-around fight against
capital. The Mensheviks dusted off all the broken-
down arguements of Eoonomism, and pushed a version
of what subsequently became known as the "theory
of the productive forces," whining that since the
working class is so backward and far less numerous than
the peasantry, and since the revolution was to be in its
immediate stage, a democratic, not a socialist revolution,
that it should be led by the bourgeoisie; and the work
ing class should not do anything to scare off the bourg
eoisie.

■Rius the Mensheviks underplayed, and in fact
totally negated, the conscious, dynamic role of the
workingr' _•'ndopenly opposed its lead- 'o in
the democratic revolution, demanding ii. ;hat the

workers attend to "their own," strictly wage-worker
interests. They rabidly promoted once again the theory
of spontaneity, which holds that the workers movement
will develop socialist consciousness through its own
spontaneous development, i.e., out of the day to day
economic struggle. This theory is closely linked with
the "theory of the productive forces" which holds
that socialism and communism will develop automat
ically, as a result of the growth of the productive forces,
without political revolution. The Mensheviks took up
the stance of tailing behind the most backward and least
conscious elements of the working class, and holding
them up as models for everybody else to follow.

The Mensheviks, because of their deadly fear of
genuine, revolutionary theory and its spread among the
workers (seeing as how they, especially Trotsky-for
the Mensheviks were the real kindred souls and col
leagues of Trotsky-based their careers on speculating
on backwardness and primitiyeness) made a big noise
about "practice," "practical work" and "the tasks
of real life which demand our attention;" etc.
But in fact their "practice" following the split with
Lenin, when it was not entirely direct splitting and wreck
ing activity, was the practice of timid and limp-wristed
cowards, weak-bladdered Nellies damp with fear at the
prospect that they might, after all, be dragged into
the revolutionary storm. (In fact, the storm that was .
to explode in the 1905 Revolution was already brewing.
And what was their role in that historic upsurge-to
whine, like Plekhanov did-that the masses "shouldn't
have taken up arms"!) The depths of Menshevik oppor
tunism were not yet so dear at the time of the Second
Congress. What was striking there was that the forces
led by Martov, the little band of bourgeois intellectuals
he represented, were demanding in their formulation
of Paragraph I the right to float around in the Party,
enjoying a position oiprivilege above the rest of the
Party, utilizing discipline only when it suited them—
discipline for the "common herd" and anarchist
freedom for the condescending saviours ruling from
their judgment hall. Leritn pointed out a specific charac
teristic of the emerging Menshevlst trend; ". .. when

Continued on page 10
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Summing Up Advanced Experience

TheHigh Road
In Vets' Work

Ed. Note: The following article was submitted by
Party members active in building the struggle of vet
erans in California. At the time of the formation of

die RCP, many activists from the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW) joined the Party. Since that
time the leadership of the Party has attached impor
tance to building the struggle of veterans and VVAW
as a mass veterans organization fighting in unity with
the working class against the imperialist system. As
the article points out, this line has met resistance from
the revisionist headquarters that developed within the
Party, which held that VVAW diould, for all practical
purposes, be liquidated and only a shell retained to be
Votad out on occasion to bolster some political gim

mick. Despite this line, work among veterans develop
ed in several places—most notably California where
work began widt VVAW having one small chapter in
one city and now diree vigorous chapters exist with
regular regional coordination of activities. The work
in California is a good, if only beginning, aample of
the revolutionary potential that ecists among veterans
and which can be unleashed by persistent work under
the guidance of a correct line.

In the California area over the last two years and

more, significant advances have been achieved and im
portant lessons learned in the Party's work among
veterans, especially in helping to build the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War (VVAW) as a key mass or
ganization to tap the revolutionary reservoir of veter
ans. The key to advancing the Party's work has been
deepening our grasp of the Party's line—particularly
sticking to the hard, high road of revolutionary work
in today's non-revolutionary situation. This has in
volved struggling with both Party and non-Party com
rades against pragmatism and rightism, a tendency
that arises spontaneously from the work but which
was increasingly championed by the revisionist head
quarters in the Party.

As we have more and more developed our work to
organize veterans, going deep into the day-to-day strug
gles of veterats and attempting to lead them in waging
the economic and political battles against die capitalists,
there has been a lot of struggle among comrades to
come to an understanding of how to correctly apply
the Party's line in our work.

The Programme of the Revolutionary Communist
Party states: "As the working class and its Party in
creasingly takes up and leads the struggle of veterans
and this struggle becomes more consciously aimed
against the imperialist system, veterans become a spark
for the entire working class movement."

Implementing this, more than anything, has been a
battle against pragmatism and rightism, and a battle to
carry out the diree objectives laid out in the Party Pro
gramme-. "... to win as much as can be won in the
immediate battle and weaken the enemy; to raise the
general level of consciousness and sense of organiza
tion of the struggl'mg masses and instill in them the
revolutionary outlook of the proletariat; and to develop

the most active and advanced in these struggles into
communists, recruit them into the Party and train them
as revolutionary leaders." (p. 102)

Our understanding of the importance of work among
veterans, and the correct line which must lead this work,

has been continually deepened and developed through

the course of our work and the struggle to apply our
Party's line. Though this has been no straight line for
ward, the gains made in this way serve as proof that,
as Mao Tsetung says, "The correctness or incorrectness
of the ideological and political line decides everydiing."

Taking Up July 4th

In early 1976, in one of the California chapters, and

on through that summer, we began building for
the Battle of the Bicentennial, it was during
this period, as we struggled politically within

the Party and in VVAW, that we began to gain a better
understanding of the "use once and throw away" reality

of vets' lives. Before this period we led the chapter to
concentrate almost exclusively and very narrowly on

the "throw.away" aspect—in particular doing work only

to extend and expand the Gi Bill. The chapter went
out to a number of colleges, including one where every
single vet had been cut off the GI Bill, while the Veter
ans Administration (VA) and the college blamed each
other, and the vets, for the cuts. In the course of this
work, through struggle within the Party we started to

understand that while it was correct to build fights like
this it was incorrect to take up only those kinds of bat
tles and to take them up divorced from other things af

fecting vets. We saw more clearly the need to link bat
tles around vets being "thrown away" with the way im
perialism had "used" us, and continues to try to use

vets as a reactionary political force.
As VVAW got more involved in the July 4th cam

paign against the bourgeoisie's Bicentennial celebration
in Philadelphia, the chapter began to consciously speak
about why "We Won't Fight Another Rich Man's War"
—iMhy we won't be used as the imperialists' cannon

fodder in their wars of plunder-and to better under
stand the special ability of veterans to speak on this
question. This helped us better link up the Philly cam
paign with the fight against the Memorial Day cutoffs—
3.7 million vets cut off the GI Bill—to put forward

how these cutoffs represented yet another abuse from
the rule of the bourgeoisie.
On Memorial Day itself, in 1976, there was a large

demonstration at the VA in Los Angeles with many

new vats coming to confront the politicians and hacks •
who cried crocodile tears and spewed warmongering

tripe over our partners' graves, all the while stabbing us
in the back with these cutbacks. Exposing this, VVAW
was also able to bring out the real nature of the capital
ists' Bicentennial celebration, and put forward the slo
gan—"We've Carried the Rich for 200 Years, Let's Get
Them Off Our Backsl"

These struggles, combined with sharp discussion
within the Party around veterans work, helped us bet-

The West Coast Regional Veterans Day '77 demonstration in San Francisco was the product of constant struggle
to do revolutionary work in a non-revolutionary situation. It showed the powerful potential of an organized and
politically conscious veterans movement.
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ter understand how the "use once" and "throw away"
aspects of veterans' experience interact and interpene
trate with each other. We could not just build battles
around the "throw away" aspect (say, the GI Bill cuts,
or jobs) and divorce this from the way vets have been
used. To divorce them would lead to falling into a
more militant form of the bourgeois line that veterans
deserve special privileges because they "served their
country," In addition, we saw much more sharply the
need for veterans to speak from their experience around
the question of war.

Ashby Leach Campaign

Our understanding about doing revolutionary work
deepened again in the period after the July 4th demon
stration, and especially as VVAW began to take up the
campaign to Free Ashby Leach. (See Revolution, partic
ularly Vol. 2, Nos. 1, 6 & 7) Key to this was struggle
to better grasp the mass line campaign being waged by
the Party. Particularly our work with the advanced

moved forward as we struggled to go deeply into polit
ical questions, release their initiative, and rely on them
to help build VVAW and the Leach campaign. By this
time, active work was going on in three major cities in
the state. The work included fighting the attacks on
the GI Bill, battling campus administrators who tried

to suspend one chapter, and extensive work around the

Ashby Leach campaign. Leach became a big social
question as a concentrated example of the conditions

many veterans face and the fighting anger they feel.
Many speaking engagements were set up on campuses

and in working class neighborhoods, with as many as
100 people attending. In one city, on the weekend
before Leach's trial ̂ gan, over 50 vets participated
in an action on the VA's front lawn, demanding his
freedom and an end to the attacks on all veterans.

Building the Revolutionary Movement among Vet«ans

During this period we began consciously struggling

to center the meetings and the life of VVAW generally,
around political discussions concerning questions com
ing up in the work and in society overall. We began to
more consciously integrate discussion about where we

saw the struggle heading and the goal of revolution
with VVAW's daily activities. For the first time in the
largest chapter, we made sure there was at least one
comrade who openly spoke as a Party member. This
same chapter developed a real life of its own, with
many members participating in debate and struggle
around our activities, and chapter members developed
an active social life with each other. We were able to

bring a large number of members to May Day celebra
tions that year, and soon developed a Party-led Marx
ist-Leninist study group of veterans.

This was an important step in the struggle to over

come rightist and pragmatic errors, and develop the
"class consciousness and revolutionary unity" of both
comrades arid the veterans involved in the struggle

with us. In one of the chapters in the region, a sharp
example of rightism surfaced, with some comrades say
ing they were "too busy" to do independent commu
nist work with the advanced. This line essentially made

the task of developing the most active and advanced into
communists a question of "icing on the cake"—a nice
extra for "spare time" instead of an inseparable part of
approaching our work as communists, with the final
goal of communism always in mind. Again, these right
ist tendencies were overcome, through struggling to

apply the Party's line in general and in particular the
mass line in the course of our work.

Another sharp area of struggle within the Party and
VVAW was around the question of taking up national
oppression particularly as It came out in the Pendleton
14 case during 1977. (See Revolution, Vol. 2, No. 4)
As VVAW began to build the fight to Free the 14, our
initial tendency was to forget the question of national
oppression in society as a whole and just talk about the
KKK, why the military would support the KKK, and
what this shows about the nature of the military.

It was important to bring out the nature of U.S. im
perialism, the military and their puppets in the Klan,
but the Pendleton 14 case was much more than that.
It offered the raw material to bring out in a graphic
way how capitalism breeds discrimination and racism
and in fact depends on national oppression for its sur
vival. Capitalism reaps superprofits off keeping minor
ities and whole nations in oppressive conditions where
they can work them harder, pay them less, charge them
higher prices and exorbitant rents and much more.
The military in turn takes advantage of the divisions,
created by capitalism to maintain control over the
troops.

As comrades deepened their understanding of
these questions we were able to unite VVAW to help
build the Pendleton 14 case into a large social issue in
southern California. Members of VVAW also saw that
to deal with discrimination we couldn't just wish it

away but had to take it up and get at its roots.
In the past we had brought forward a lot of new

people around particular events, but we were always
beset by what we called."the revolving door"-having
forces in and around VVAW, but also regularly losing
old forces as new ones came forward. While it's true

Continued on page 20
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Crisis

Grips

Auto

Giants
Already the rosy future predicted for the auto indus

try is revealing itself to be considerably greyer than such
heavies as Thomas Murphy (the president of General
Motors) forecast in a press conference just a few short
months ago. Instead of another "banner" year, 1978
sales have been consistantly below last year's levels..

Total January car sales are down over 5% from last
year, and domestic car sales (excluding imports) are
down 10%.

Auto has always been considered a "pillar" of U.S.
capitalism. One out of every seven jobs in the U.S. is

either in auto or auto related. Steel, rubber, and many
other industries depend heavily on continued demand

from the auto industry. The continuing serious prob
lems in auto threaten to pull the rest of the economy
even lower. This is especially significant in light of the
fact diat it was the increase of consumer spending for
autos, along with housing construction that fuelled the
so-called "recovery" of '76-'77. The bourgeoisie looked
to the performance of diese industries as bright spots.
But then, even tfie Age of Reptiles had its moments too.

Afraid of the possibility of a repeat of the overpro
duction crisis of 1974-75 (when the Big 3 had stockpiles
of over 90 days) auto manufacturers are cutting back on
production. January has seen large and in many cases
permanent, layoffs in many plants. This is especially
true at Chrysler, die weakest of the "Big Three." Over
1,000 workers at Chrysler Sterling Stamping outside of
Detroit have been laid off since December. One and two
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week shutdowns have become commonplace at assem
bly plants like Lynch and Hamtramck in the Detroit
area and Newark, Delaware.

Increasingly desparate competition among the auto
makers leads them to even more savage attacks on auto
workers through grinding speed-up, job eliminations and
combinations, and rapidly deteriorating working condi
tions. The profits that the bosses so desperately vie for
come from only one source, the labor of workers.
Without workers their factories are only ghost towns,
their precious machinery just so much scrap metal.
Fundamentally competition between them comes down
to competition in exploitation. To maximize their profits
these bloodsuckers are driven constantly to get more
labor out of their workers. As die industry tries to claw
out of this downturn, conditions for the workers are
bound to worsen even further.

But auto workers are not standing idly by while the
companies squeeze the life out of them. As much as
the UAW hacks try to keep the lid on things, struggle
continues to break out. There has been a recent rash
of strike votes at GM plants—a successful strike at Van
Nuys, California over production standards and the
current strike at the Fisher Body plant in Euclid,
Ohio.

At the Detroit trim plant 250 have been laid off
since November due to a combination of job elimina
tions, production cutbacks and transferring of opera
tions to a non-union plant in northern Michigan. This
last fact was only uncovered by rank and file initiative
with UAW leadership doing its best to cover up the
situation. It has led to a number of sharp confronta
tions between the workers and the hacks from UAW

Local 212. Besides the Detroit trim workers them

selves, workers from other plants in the same loi^l
have taken up the fight, circulating petitions condemn
ing the company and the union leadership's collusion.

Bourgeois spokesmen have traditionally pointed to
auto as a symbol of American capitalism's ability to
"deliver the goods." During the 20's the bourgeoisie
cried "Ford-not Marx," claiming that the continued
growth of U.S. industry and technology would even
tually provide a better life for the working class un
der capitalism. After climbing out of the Depression
through WW 2, the auto companies, as well as other
U.S. capitalists, were able to expand into foreign mar
kets and set up profitable overseas production as well.

At home. Increasing capital investment refined the
technology of production, and this, combined with
speed-up and increasingly enforcement of labor "dis-
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Auto workers fighting forjobs in 1974joined with UWOC and other unemployed workers at the International
Harvester plant in San Leandro, Cat.—which the company had announced it was closing.
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cipline" by the UAW top leadership, led to greater
capitalist efficiency and profits. The political power
of the auto companies was used to stifle development
of mass transit, and trolley and rail systems in several
major cities were completely shut down. Instead of
a luxury, cars became a necessity. As the overall econ
omy expanded in the '50s and '60s, car sates climbed,
buoyed by an increasing amount of consumer credit
buying.

But as Marx and Engels said over 100 years ago,
the very means by which the bourgeoisie gets over one
crisis lays the basis for more extensive and destructive

crises to come. One can see that all the factors which

earlier encouraged capitalist growth in auto and the
economy generally have today turned into their op
posite or are in the process of doing so. Consumer
credit.is so strung out today that the ratio of savings
to debt has reached an all time low. A big part of
consumer debt today is tied up in auto loans, and
40% of these are for 42 months or longer.

The auto giants need enormous amounts of capital
Investment to continue to remain competitive with
each other and—increasingly—with foreign auto
manufacturers (imports accounted for a whopping
21% of January 1978 auto sales In the U.S.) But
their ability to raise the necessary capital Internally
has deteriorated, as the rate of profit in the auto in
dustry has been falling since the mid-60s. Reflecting
this, even in the banner sales year of 1972, the profit
return on sales in auto was only 4.3% as compared to
5.9% in 1966. In the record sales year of 1973, profit
rates fell even further. The productivity drives of '72,
especially sharp at GM, met with resistance in strikes
such as those at Lordstown and Norwood, Ohio. The
massive speedups and job eliminations of '75-'76-lead-
ing to the permanent loss of about 100,000 jobs in auto
—succeeded only In restoring profit margins back to
1972 levels.

Auto companies had to spend $3.75 billion in 1976,
and $5.7 billion in 1977 on downsizing, research and
development, and even greater amounts are forecast
over the next few years. As Ford Chairman lacocca

put it, "The laws are frozen in cement. If Ford wants

to stay in business the money must be spent." But
money like that doesn't fall out of corporate piggy
banks these days—the auto bosses have been forced to

go to the money markets for loans to finance their ex
pansion. In especially serious shape in the competition
for loan money is Chrysler, which has the least confi

dence from the banks and is saddled with a BBB bond

rating (in contrast to AAA for Ford and GM).
A large part of Chrysler's car sales revenue goes just

to make payments to its debtors. AMC, along with
Chrysler, have to pay higher than the prime rate for its
loans.

For the auto bosses there is only one way to deal
with the crisis, temporarily—automation, cutbacks in

the workforce, and increasing exploitation of the work

ers. Chrysler's future plans can be seen from the recent

retooling of their Belvedere, III. plant to bring out the
new Omni-Horizon line. This resulted in a 33% increase

in production (from 40 to 60 cars an hour) with several

hundred less workers called back! The addition of 20

robot welders in the body shop replaced 75% of the

hand welding done before.
Ford has remodeled its Escort (built in Europe for

European markets) into the Fiesta (now being imported
back into the U.S.). The Escort had 2140 parts in ail

that had to be assembled, beginning to end. The Fiesta
had 1394 parts, 42% less electrical connections, etc.,
which adds up to a lot fewer job operations and jobs!

In a recent Ford World, a paper the company sends

out every month to "its" workers, there's an article en
titled "Produce or Perish." In it the bosses extol the

virtues of productivity and say that they aim to "win
the hearts and minds of our workers." They proudly

say they borrowed the phrase from the Vietnam War.
Typical of the bourgeoisie, they can't seem to remem
ber who won that round. ■

Chrysler
Strikers
Regain
Jobs

Last summer a massive wave of walkouts and wild
cats over the intense heat took place among auto wor
kers around the country. At issue wasn't just the tem

peratures outside but die deteriorating conditions inside-
like at Chrysler Trenton Engine near Detroit where over
50% of the fans lay in disrepair. Walkouts happened
everywhere, spilling into wildcats in several Chrysler
plants as the company tried to fire "ringleaders." The
high point of this struggle was the weeklong wildcat

at Trenton Engine (See article in September, 1977
Revolution).

Overall the wildcats broke new ground for the
rank and file around the right to strike. Instead of
their usual policy of wide scale firings over "illegal"

work stoppages, Chrysler was forced to reinstate
the few they decided to fire. This left in the end
seven workers from Trenton Engine out on the

streets.

These firings at Trenton were coupled with a legal
railroad in which the same seven were tried and found

guilty of contempt of Federal court. (They were recent
ly sentenced to one week jail sentences.) This pressing
of legal charges after a strike ended is unprecedented
in recent years in auto and sparked a broad movement
among auto workers.

In no recent times has the collective power of auto

workers from so many plants been brought to bear in
support of workers fired in a wildcat situation. "Sup
port the Trenton 7" became a real cry on the part of
auto workers from Detroit and to a significant extent

around the country, and Auto Workers United to
Fight played a key role in spreading this single spark of
resistance, using leaflets, declarations of support
for the Trenton workers, demonstrations and show

of support at the trial, protests to Chrysler and the

International signed by hundreds, union resolutions
passed in many locals, etc.

The International particularly felt the heat. As the
International rep handling the Trenton case told one
of the workers involved, "We're on the verge of a

breakthrough around your firing, but please tell your
people to cool it in these other locals." Other hacks
revealed how annoyed Doug Frazer, (UAW president)
was to be getting new telegrams every week from lo
cals where resolutions were passed.

This broad support helped the Trenton workers
keep the struggle going and last fall they forced a
strike vote over plant conditions and the firings, as
one way to continue the fight. Although all their lo
cal officers and reps campaigned hard against it, the
vote carried overwhelmingly. As we go to press,

Chrysler has just announced that six of the Trenton
Seven have been reinstated leaving one, an alternate

steward who played a key role in the wildcat, out.
While by no means does this represent a complete
victory, the struggle overall has shown a real step for
ward in making a single spark of the class struggle a
real prairie fire. And it.has put into practice the work
ing class principle: an Injury to one is an injury to all. I
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District 65 Hacks Exposed

NYC Steeiworkers
Wage Militant Strike

Last November 7th the 540 workers at Art Steel in

New York City went on strike. In recent years the

Art Steel workers have fought many battles, including
slovnlowns, work stoppages, wildcats and strikes. The
most recent strike was the most militant of all these

struggles, and lasted the longest, six weeks.
The workers at Art Steel make office equipment,

and the wages and conditions there are very bad. The
majority of the workers are Latin—mainly Dominican
and Puerto Rican—and the rest mostly Black. A group
of them came to the founding convention of the Na
tional United Workers Organization (NUWO) last La
bor Day weekend in Qiicago, and learned a lot there
about how working people are standing up against the
capitalist class, about how the workers have nothing
In common with the bosses, and how working people

have to unite to lead the fight against all oppression.
Many of the Art Steel workers, especially the Do

minicans and Puerto Ricans, have a lot of experience
with U.S. imperialism because of what it has done to -

their homelands. This experience was one of the rea

sons why this strike was a militant and determined one.

At the beginning of the strike the workers formed
tfieir own strike committee to unite workers more sol

idly and take things into their own hands. The second
week the strike committee organized a powerful march
through the community, against the will of the union
misleaders from District 65 (Distribution Workers of

America).

The cops hassled the workers during the march,
threatening to arrest one of them in an effort to intim
idate everyone else. And all during the strike the
cops hassled the picket line, trying to break the strik
ers' unity and militance.

District ̂  Misleaders

While District 65 has a big reputition as one of the
more "progressive unions" around, such as being one
of the first unions to come out against the Vietnam
War, in reality its officials hav'fe been and to a large de
gree still are closely associated with the revisionist

CPUSA. Under a phoney progressive and sometimes
socialist banner, they do everything they can to limit,

narrow and openly sabotage the struggle of the union's
rank and file.

During the strike these union misleaders further

exposed themselves in the eyes of many of the work
ers (many of whom already knew to some degree what
these hacks were all about), which is why they formed

their own strike cofnmittee. The misleaders used a

number of tactics, including a vicious red-baiting cam
paign against the NUWO and especially against a mem

ber of the RCP, USA who was involved in the strike.

These scum even sent goons to try to kick this Party
member out of the picket line. But workers on the
line, seeing this as a threat to the unity of the whole

strike, stood up, defied the goons and prevented them
from kicking out the Party member.

These great "heroes of the people" stooped to the
typical capitalist tactic of trying to pit one nationality
against the other in an effort to vwaken the strike.
There are two main Art Steel plants, a couple of mites
apart. The hacks pushed the line tfiat the reason \Atiy ^
there was more strike activity and rebelliousness at

one of the plants was because "that's where all the radi
cals and Dominicans are working," and it was these
"radicals and Dominicans" who were endangering the
success of the whole strike!

The truth'is that while many Dominicans did play a
strong and leading role in the strike, so did many of
the strikers of other nationalities. A lot of the workers

were angered by this blatant divide-and-rule tactic, and

m
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Henry Ford and Vorster, two reactionaries pressed from the same mold.

Masses Have Better Idea...

Henry Ford: we'll
Never Leave S. Africa

In the face of worldwide mass protest against
the fascist white settler regime in South Africa, Henry
Ford 11 recently made clear (not that there was any
doubt) the intention of the U.S. imperialists to con
tinue propping up the regime for as long as they can.
"We are not going to move!" declared Ford, after
meeting with South African Prime Minister Vorster.
Ford Motor Company, as a company, has a 55-year
presence in South Africa (with current investments of
$70 million) and represents one of the oldest U.S.
operations in that country. Henry Ford was clearly
not just speaking for himself.

Indeed, the U.S. ruling class ha^ been trying des
perately to justify its continued support for the racist
Vorster regime-even to the point of arguing that their
departure would mean further unemployment among
black workers in South Africal

This disgusting example of bourgeois logic is a
feeble attempt to cover the fact diat U.S. monopolies
are reaping super-profits from the near slavery of
black and "mixed race" workers in their South African

operations. At Ford Motor Company plants the
average wage for hourly workers is $1.27 per hour for
those of "mixed race," and $1.09 for blacks (less than
half the rate of whites).

The only thing more ludicrous than their feigned
concern for black unemployment is the idea that any
one would believe It. A great many autoworkers in
this country, who have seen their numbers shrink
dramatically over the last few years-due to speedup,
job combinations and the like-have no illusions about
it." In fact, Henry Ford may find that his crimes in
South Africa will have repercussions in his own back
yard of Detroit.

Millions of black South Africans are rising up in
open rebellion against the system of apartheid, moving
once and for all to rid themselves of the hated white
settler government and its U.S. backers. The fact that
Henry Ford, one of the most notorious slavedrivers in
the U.S., is helping prop up the Vorster regime is fur
ther evidence that the people of South Africa and
'workers in this country face the same enemy,®
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it backfired because it led to even stronger unity be
tween the different nationalities. in a similar vein-
afraid of the effect of the strike throughout District
65-they spread all kinds of stuff about how the Art
Steel strikers were a cancer eating away at the union.

The strikers elected their own negotiating commit
tee made up of shop stewards, but the bosses and hacks
ignored this committee and negotiated a sweetheart
deal behind the workers' backs, then told the rank and

file to come to"a meeting to vote for the contract. But
once again the workers showed their anger and deter
mination not to go along with any sellout.

After lots of discussion they decided to go to the
meeting and jam the hacks and to demand that the
company sit down with the strikers' negotiating com
mittee. At the start of the meeting the District 65
President David Livingston thought he had everything
under his thumb. But many workers called on their
fellow strikers not to vote for the sweetheart contract.

Offictals Beaten Back

For the first time in the whole history of District 65
these misleaders got a taste of what they deserved. The
strikers called Livingston and the others traitors and sell

outs, and after they had made it very clear to these
traitors what their demands were, that they wanted the

company to sit down with their negotiating committee,
they walked out of the meeting before it was even over.

Both the company and union misleaders were badly
shaken by this show of workers' power. They were

forced to recognize the workers' negotiating committee,

but they weren't reconciled to overall defeat and came
up with another tactic to turn the tide in their favor.
Once they sat down with the negotiating committee
they tried to divide it by uniting with one of the most

backward shop stewards and getting him on their side.
Having been defeated before, the company and the

hacks finally succeeded. They were able to split the
negotiating committee around the contract demands,

and when the workers found out about the split many

of them became confused and demoralized, and many
felt they could now do no better and they had to go

back to work.

The strikers' demands were for awage increase of

Continued on page 17

Pittsburgh
Program
Exposes'Black
Majority Rule5?

[Editor's Note: The following article is edited from
the January-February 1978 issue of The Worker for
Western Pennsylvania and the Eastern Coalfields.]

The truth about Ian Smith's "majority rule" propo
sal was exposed recently in Pittsburgh. Allegheny Lud-
lum Industries and Union Carbide Corporation have
funded a $500,000 program at Carnegie-Mellon Univer
sity to train black Rhodesians to work in Smith's
threatened "majority rule" government.

For decades Allegheny Ludlum and Union Carbide
have made hundreds of millions in profit from their
control of Rhodesia's main product, chrome. They
have loved and supported in every way the enslavement
of the 6.3 million blacks because it has allowed them to
pay near nothing to the African workers, killing thou
sands under brutal working conditions. If it wasn't for
the backing of corporations like these, white minority
rule would have toppled long ago.

So why are Allegheny Ludlum and Union Carbide
now funding a "black majority rule training program"?
For the same reason they have in the past funded white
minority rule. To protect their profits! And this is also
why Jimmy Carter and Andy Young are now pushing
black majority rule.

The Zimbabwe liberation forces are getting nearer
to victory every day. That victory will mean the end of
U.S. and British imperialism's enslavement of Zimbabwe
Africans, and therefore the end of huge profits to the
U.S. and British corporations, especially Allegheny Lud
lum and Union Carbide.

Carter, Young, Allegheny Ludlum, Union Carbide
and Carnegie-Mellon University (interesting name for a
university, don't you think?) plan on training a loyal,
pro-American blacks to join a government that will over
see the exploitation of black Africans.

But already eight of the 25 students brought to Pitts
burgh from Zimbabwre have quit the program when they
realized its true purpose. They are now being threaten
ed with deportation. Students at CMU, the University
of Pittsburgh, and people in the Black community are
organizing for their defense.®
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Chile Election Hoax

Meets Resistance
On January 3, according to foreign press reports, on

the eve of an election organized at gunpoint by Chile's
generals, 500 people demonstrated on the mairr avenue
of the capital, Santiago—the first such mass demonstra
tion to defy the fascist dictatorship since the armed
for«s took over nearly five years ago.

Police carrying machine guns finally broke up the
demonstration and dragged off a few people, although
they weren't able to just open fire as they would have

a little while ago. Nevertheless, the generals' phoney
"election" was ruined even before it began. First of all,
the brutality of the electoral hoax left the regime even
more exposed than ever, not only in the eyes of the

Chilean masses (M^to've seen enough to need no more),
but also in the eyes of the world. Second, rather than
allowing the military governrnent to extend its support
among some sections of the population, the election was
the occasion for some of the most open and mass de

fiance of die government yet.

Election Hoax

Of course the results of the election itself had never

been in doubt. A little over a week before, military jun
ta chief General Agusto Pinochet had announced that
Chileans would be "allowed" to vote yes or no on a
referendum which stated: "In the face of international

aggression against the government of the homeland, I

support President Pinochet in his defense of the dignity '
of Chile and I reaffirm die legitimacy of the republic
TO conduct in a sovereign way the process of the insti-
tutionalization of the country."

This wording was intended to play on the nationalis

tic sentiments of many people which have been stirred

by intense border disputes and threats of war between

Chile and several of her neighbors. But it turned reality
completely on its head, because in fact the Pinochet
regime, like the big capitalists and landowners who stand
behind it, is tied by a thousand threads to the U.S. rul
ing class to whom the generals have turned over Chile's
resources and the fruits of its people's labor. The junta
hoped to use the referendum to silence international

criticism (including several votes of condemnation in
die UN) and rally to its cause some backward elements

among the masses, especially small and medium business
men and others from the petty bourgeoisie.

The. ([^ile.an armed forces have ruled nakedly and
with heavy force—jailing tens of thousands, murdering
untold thousands more and driving a tenth of the popu
lation (one out of ten million) into exile. In this

"election," the generals never intended to take any
chances—diey printed up twice as many ballots as

there were voters and counted them diemselves. Their

real problem was getting people to go along with this
farce. As usual, they resorted to terror.

The U.S. press was full of reports about how people
had "voluntarily" lined up to vote hours before the
polls opened, but they didn't say why. All Chileans
must carry identity cards, and the government announc
ed that no card would be valid unless it was marked to

show that the holder had voted. Further, just in case
the people didn't get the point, in some cases the polls
were located in the large sports stadiums used a few
years ago by the military to hold thousands of prison
ers carry out mass executions.

Under these circumstances, the fact that Pinochet
announced that 77% of the votes had been in his favor

was no surprise. If he'd said 100%, the whole thing
would have looked even more phoney. But according
to several reports, a sizable minority of voters defiantly
cast blank ballots.

This whole turn of events was especially bad news
for the U.S. JUa Wall Street vbuma/editorialized that

Pinochet's clumsines5'"could give dictatorship a bad
name." Carter has tried to keep the Pinochet regime
at arm's length, covering up the links between the Chi
lean fascists and the U.S. which greatly helped them
come to power in the first place. He has hypocritical
ly criticized Chile around "human rights" and his aides
spoke harshly of the phoney referendum after it had
taken place and it was already clear that few were fool
ed by it. But Chile is a neocolony of the U.S., and de

spite Carter's cover-up U.S. Imperialism is more and
more involved in the robbery of the Chilean people.

U,S. Props Up Pinochet

Public opinion in the U.S. forced the U.S. govern
ment to back off on the generous loans it made at first
to the Pinochet regime. Still, none of the Chilean
government's requests for massive loans have been de-

nied-they have all been fully met by private loans from
U.S. banks such as Citibank, which are enjoying fat
profits from the interest which is paid from the wealth
created by the Chilean working people.

The more the Chilean government removes all ob
stacles to imperialist goods flooding the country, the
more Chile's economy is ruined and the more the Chi

lean government has to borrow abroad to keep going—
and the more the government will have to bleed the peo
ple through taxes and state-owned enterprises in order
to pay. The Chilean government's economic policies

are openly set by the U.S.-dominated International
Monetary Fund and a group of economic advisors from
^e University of Chicago.

In addition, the American monopolists are once

again becoming more involved in the direct exploita
tion of Chile's people. The Exxon corporation has

recently announced huge investments in Chile's copper
mines (its main industry). The Citibank of New York,
which is controlled by the Rockefeller family, in turn

not only controls Exxon, but also is a major lender to
the Chilean government and is deeply involved in con

trolling credit, seed and fertilizer for Chile's farms. In
this way Chile is almost completely the private preserve

of the Rockefellers and other big American monopo
lists.

This has led to a situation where the U.S. ruling class,
no matter how much they find it against their political
interests to be openly associated with the Chilean govern

ment (especially in regard-to keeping their mask on be
fore the American people), still can't afford economical
ly or politically to see the Chilean government's grip
on the people loosen even an inch.

The AHende Government and the Coup

The 1960$ saw a raging storm of struggle in Chile, as .
in most of Latin America. The workers, students and

others in the cities and the farm laborers and hard-press-

The Chilean ianta can .rase the pecl.-s call -Long Liva Libang- from the wells, hut will neger he ahle to remove
it from the hearts and organization of the masses.
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ed peasants in the countryside battered the government.
From this arose the 1970 election of Salvador Allende,
whose government nationalized the imperialists' major
holdings and made some steps toward agrarian reform
and improving conditions for workers and others. Most
importantly, it helped create favorable objective condi
tions for the development of revolutionary conscious
ness and organization among the workers and peasants,
although the revisionist CP which dominated the Allen
de government served as the main obstacle to this de
velopment. But exactly as this consciousness and or
ganization grew, the big bourgeoisie and landlords who
hoped that the Allende government could tame the
masses threw their support to the armed forces who
marched in and drowned the revolutionary masses as
well as the Allende regime in a sea of blood in 1973.

Since tfie first few weeks after this coup, when the
military crushed the poorly armed and loosely organiz
ed forces who fought against it, the resistance has been
scattered and relatively weak. There has been hit-and-
run leafletting, slogans painted on walls, sabotage and
occasional armed clashes in the countryside and the
working class neighborhoods. But in the face of the
military's efforts to systematically hunt down and
eliminate all revolutionary elements, and because the
people were largely unprepared politically or organi
zationally for such conditions, a period of regroupment
and reorganization has been necessary. Although the
extent of the resistance movement is not known'to us,
there have been many reports of actions taken by resis
tance committees organized in the factories and neighbor
hoods and among other sections of the people.

But the people have had no choice but to resist.
Tens of thousands of workers have been blacklisted,
hundreds of thousands more just can't find work.
Tens of thousands of peasants have lost their land
and face starvation. Most of the gains workers and
peasants fought for over the last 50 years have been
wiped out. Hunger has swept across the land like a

plague, slaughtering tremendous numbers of people,
especially children. Although the junta has done its
best to cultivate support among the commercial and
other sections of the petty bourgeoisie which has been
its main base of support among the masses, many small
and even larger businesses have gone under in the flood

of foreign (chiefly American) goods.
Last summer, the families of 26 political prisoners

who "disappeared" while in police custody staged a
sit-in and hunger strike in the Santiago offices of a UN
agency. This courageous act of rebellion had great im
pact on the people. Then, in November, about 10,000

workers at the El Teniente copper mine, the biggest in
the world, walked out on strike. Previously there had
been slowdowns, sick-outs and a few strikes among
textile and construction workers, but this action by

the miners was by far the most powerful yet. This set
the stage for the Santiago demonstration against the
junta's "eleption" farce.

Revisionism

Along with this mass upsurge there have been impor
tant advances in the political struggle over what line
should guide the anti-junta resistance. Although the

election of the Allende government represented a step
forward, its victory at the polls also enabled leading forc
es in that government to promote a tremendous amount
of reformism, preaching to the workers and peasants
that their struggle could and had to stay within the con
fines of the bourgeois democratic system, and presenting
the conditions created by the Allende government as an
end in themselves rather than as a period to prepare for

a revolution in whfch the armed workers and peasants

themselves would take power in alliance with other

forces among the people. Above all, this
was the criminal role played by the revisionist, pro-
Soviet Communist Party of Chile, which not only told
the workers-who were heavily under CP leadership-

that they could achieve their emancipation through
elections, but even went so far as to support the armed
forces in-taking away guns stored in factories and farms
so as to not "provoke" the military and "insure the
democratic process." Throughout the Allende years
the revisionists tried to convince the workers that their

main task was "to win the battle of production" and

not to make political revolution.
When the mass movement overflowed the bounds of

bourgeois democracy despite the revisionists' efforts,
with extensive armed seizures of land in the country

side and the organization of workers councils in the
cities, then the military moved in to crush it. This polit
ical and physical disarming of the masses by the revi
sionists—and the lack of a genuine communist party which
had developed deep influence among the masses to com
bat it-was the chief reason why the fascists were able to
come to power in Chile.

The revisionists are still pushing their poison today.
The struggle against their line is clearly a life and death
matter for the Chilean resistance movement. The CP
has called for the resistance movement to unite with-
and tail along behind-the Christian Democratic Party,
a party of the big bourgeoisie tied by a thousand polit
ical and financial threads to U.S. imperialism. The
Christian Democrats are in "opposition" today, banned
as are all political parties in Chile, but they are a hour-

Continued on page 23
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Steel workers march in Youngstown, Ohio last October, demanding their jobs after company announced the plant
would be dosed.

Youngstown Steel Shutdown

'Worker Ownership
Dead End Scheme

An awfut lot of workers have dreamed of being their

own boss someday. Now, just when times are looking
pretty hard for 5000 faid-off steel workers at Youngs-
town Sheet & Tube's all but completely shut down

Campbell Works near Youngstown, Ohio, the capitalists
are peddling that myth in a new form and on a mam
moth scale.

The idea is to make the mill "a showcase of modern

employee ownership." With the aid of the Youngstown
Religious Coalition and a publicly funded economic
planning agency, a company has been formed to borrow
$535 million in a plan for "steelworkers and the com
munity to buy, reopen and run the mill." This plan has
been given very wide publicity, not only in the Youngs
town area, but also on national TV.

When the announcement came out that Campbell

Works was being closed, people in the area were out
raged. In both large meetings and dinner time conver
sation, the workers heatedly discussed why this was hap
pening and how to fight it. The president of the steel-
vwrkers union and the local politicians all moaned that

nothing could be done about it at all. Their argument
diat the mill was closing due to mismanagement began

to smell even more like baloney when U.S. Steel an
nounced that sooner or later it would close down its

operations in Youngstown too, throwing another 5000
out of work.

Ten thousand workers who poured their lives and

sweat and blood into these companies to be thrown

out with nothing! Unemployed steel workers sitting
around while the mills rust away. This is a clear ex
posure and indictment of the capitalist system.

Fight for Every Job Committee

Soon after Youngstown Sheet & Tube announced
the closing last Fall, workers at the mill and workers
around the Steelworker, w^iich is affiliated with the
NUWO, formed a Fight for Every Job Committee, hold
ing a very successful march on Oct. 26 and another ac
tion several weeks later. The campaign against the shut
down and the demands for the benefits due the laid-off

workers became the center of resistance, rallying active
workers and speaking to the feelings of many more.

The bourgeoisie took this seriously enough to mention
the October 26 march in Fortune, a prestigious monop-

.PsgeS

olists' mouthpiece. Clearly the capitalists felt very ex
posed in this situation and needed to be able to throw

some sand in the workers' eyes.

This was the context for the much publicized found
ing of the Mahoning Valley Steel Corporation with its

"employee ownership" scheme. This fraud plays on
the workers' demand for jobs, their longing to.get the
bosses off their backs, and their feelings that they could
run the job much better themselves, using these senti
ments to push the idea that capitalism could work just
fine if the workers ran it.

Obviously the Lykes Corporation that now owns the
mill would love to be able to sell what it considers to

be an obsolete and completely unprofitable operation.
The Mahoning Steel Company is trying to raise the
nearly half a billion dollars necessary by borrowing
from banks, churches, private investors, the government
-and maybe robbing life savings as well. On the face of
It, it seems unlikely that the capitalists are going to
throw out that kind of money in an industry where
the owners are already crying about too much produc
tive capacity and competition. But just the existence
of the scheme serves the capitalists well as a way to
mislead and confuse the workers struggling for their
jobs, and to spread some general confusion about the
nature of the capitalist system—in other words, to try"
to turn around the situation that has been bad for them

so far.

Even if they got the capital, how could the new com
pany make enough to repay the loans plus interest and
still turn a profit? How could it accumulate the neces

sary funds needed for future modernization? Only by
being better than other steel companies at squeezing
the hell out of the workers. This is what competition
is all about.

The Western Reserve Economic Devetoprfieni Agen
cy whose attorney has become the president of this
"workers' management" venture admitted this them
selves in their report: "because the company is start
ing from scratch ... Labor costs would be reduced

and higher levels of productivity would be possible."
Translated, this means lower wages and more speed
up. Two thousand men are proposed to do the work

once done by 5000.

Even If the workers could somehow avoid falling
into becoming employees of men like this attorney
who are out for their own business careers, being "their
own boss" would be more like being your ovvn foreman
—working harder for less and never being able to let up.
Even this would not guarantee their jobs. There would
be no escaping capitalism's laws.
The Youngstown workers face a two-pronged at

tack. They have lost their jobs and now the Lykes
Corporation is trying to take away their SUB (Supple

mentary Unemployment Benefits) and their retirement
pay. At the same time, the capitalists are on a political

and ideological offensive against the struggle and the
beginning consciousness and organization developed by
the workers. The Worker for the Cleveland-Northeast

Ohio area, which helped build the struggle in Youngs
town, is helping to expose the phoney "employee
ownership" plan. The Fight for Every Job Committee

is determined to meet these attacks head-on, and unite

more workers from Youngstown Sheet & Tube, U.S.
Steel and other mills to carry this battle through.■

Oregon
Steel
Workers
IkkeOn
Company
Attacks

For over five months 600 steel workers, members
of the USWA, Local 3010 in Portland, Oregon, have
been on strike against Gilmore Steel artd Oregon Steel
Company, the largest rolling mill in Oregon. The out
come of this strike, going on in the midst of a huge
crisis in the steel industry, is not only important for
the workers in the Portland area but for steel workers
nationwide who are facing sharp attacks by the big
steel companies and who are shackled by the hated no-
strike deal in Basic Steel.

The workers at Oregon Steel are not officially cover
ed by the no-strike agreement (the ENA) in Basic Steel.
But the company is insisting that the wages and

job classifications of these workers be lowered to the
level of the Basic Steel agreement. This would mean a
takeaway package of $2-3 an hour in incentive pay,as
well as an average cut of three job classes for most
workers. Oregon Steel claims the cuts are essential
to keep them competitive with Big Steel companies.

Oregon steel workers are meeting these attacks head-
on. But in the course of the strike they have learned
that while they are not directly shackled by the no-
strike deal, the union leadership's policies have posed
serious obstacles in their fight. For five months the
union officials enforced a policy of keeping the strike
peaceful at all costs. But with the plant still running,
with supervisors and company men doing production
work, and with negotiations producing nothing but
more takeaway offers, the anger and frustration of
the workers boiled over.

On the night of January 10, die supervisors and
foremen who were coming off another B-hour shift
of making scab steel were greeted by one hell of a
trashing! Car windows were broken and tires slashed.

The company called police to establish "taw and
order" on the picket line. Before the night was over,
more than 50 cops had responded to the company's
SOS and made four arrests. The following day they
were called back to disperse 30 strikers who had block
ed the plant entrance and shut down operations for
nearly four hours.

This decisive action of the strikers marked a turning
point in the strike. It was at this point that a sizable
number of strikers summed up that the direction of
the strike could only be turned around by getting orga
nized, breaking through the shackles of the union lead
ership's "peace at any cost" policy, and hitting the
company where it hurt.

On January 28 the company presented the strikers
with a contract offer, the first since the strike began
on September 1. Recent rank and file militancy on

the picket line forced the company to back off of some
of the takeaways in the contract offer, including provi
sions to do away with seniority, extended vacations,
and total elimination of call-back rights.

But the contract was stilt rotten to the core. Besides
retaining pay cuts of $2-3 an hour, the company threw
another wrench into their offer, a scheme to split the
ranks of the strikers by firing five to six strikers and
direatening disciplinary action for "another group" -
involved in the militant picket line activities. They also
made it clear that if the contract offer was rejected
they would hire scabs to run the plant.

The contract was decisively voted down by the
membership. At the same time there was controversy
over how far they could go in the face of the unified
strength of the company, cops, courts, and the treach
ery of the union leadership. But many workers summed
up that the way forward was to rely on their own
strength and organization and the support of other
working people.

The union leadership's refusal to supply union law
yers or financial help to five strikers who face stiff
criminal charges was condemned and countered by the
formation of a rank and file defense committee which
collected $300 on the spot.

The National United Workers Organization in Port
land is taking up the strike in a big way, building It as a
battle of the whole working class in the Northwest.
They are distributing leaflets, organizing plant-gate col
lections, putting up posters all over Portland, and call
ing on fellow workers to support the strike.

In the Portland area, where these steel workers are
the highest paid production workers, workers in every
industry are looking to the strike to see if the workers
there can defend the gains they have made and break
the momentum of die capitalists' offensive of union-
busting and takeaways. This key battle at Oregon Steel
Is winning wide support throughout the Northwest ■
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1930 Soviet cartoon against Trotsky titled "The opportunists' show is unsuccessful." Trotsky, in his late 20sat the
time of the 2nd Congress, was even then a swollen-headed careerist: Trotsky always tried to find cracks and crev
ices within which he could hide, hoping to represent a 'third line' while in fact covering for and giving support to the
Men^eviks

Mensheviks...
Continued from page 4

people sort things out, the howls of the minority will
also be laughed at, for they cried out against centralism
and against the Rules when they were in the minority,
but lost no time in taking advantage of the Rules once
dJey had managed to make themselves the majority."
(Ibid., p. 249)

Opportunist Alliance Collapses

Martov took witfi him, in the final vote on
Paragraph I, one quarter of the Iska delegates, and
combining the votes in alliance with the opportunists
in the Bund and the other anti-lskraists. secured

victory for his opportunist formulation at the

Congress.
But following the debates of the Party rules,

the struggle against the Bundists arose, a strug
gle destined to alter the balance of forces at the

Congress. The Bund, as Stalin summarizes, "laidclaim
to a special position within the Party. It demanded

to be recognized as the sate representative of the
Jewish workers in Russia. To comply with this
demand would have meant to divide the workers

in die Party organizations according to nationality,
and to renounce common territorial class organizations
of the workers '"(HCPSU, pg 43} Though Martov and
those around him had found it useful to ally with the

Bundists against Lenin, they were forced by the blatant
opportunism and the arrogant demands of the Bundists

to vote against their special demands; whereupon the
Bundists and two of their opportunist allies who were

supporters of Economism split from the Congress.
Lenin points out: "The Martovites had lost their faith

ful allies . .. The Iskra-ists of the zig-zag line were fac
ed with the prospect of submitting .. .But the Martov

ites were so unbridled that instead of submitting they

set out to cause a row and a split." ("Account of the
2nd Congress of RSDLP" Vol. 7, p. 30)

The elections to the central committee and to the

Editorial Board of Iskra were the decisive battles of

the Congress. The CC elected consisted mainly of firm
Iskra-ists, In spite of a frenzied attempt by Martov to
have a slate of his old cronies elected. On Lenin's pro

posal, Lenin, Plekhanov, (then still allied with Lenin,
but soon to desert to the Menshevik camp) and Mar
tov were elected to the Editorial Board. But Martov,

stung with rage that his candidates for both central
bodies were rejected by the Congress, petulantly refus
ed to join the Editorial Board. Martov snivelled that
those rejected were "great leaders" and "chief figures."
that "their political reputations have been destroyed"
by not having been granted the positions they lusted
after within the Party. Lenin comments sarcastically
on the Martovite hysteria, which immediately after the
Second Congress became public knowledge and gossip
in every "left" rag in Russia ami Europe:

.. it is absurd to think that a candidate is 'disgrac

ed' when he is not approved ... absurd to make a
'scene' and go into hysterics over what forms part of
a Party member's direct duty to select officials conscien
tiously and judiciously. And yet this is what put the
fat in the fire as far as our minority are concerned, and
they began after the Congress... to assure the broad
public in print that Comrade Stein had been the 'chief
figure' on the former Organizing Committee and that
he had been groundlessfy accused of 'diabolical

schemes'... It is bureaucracy and formalism, we are
to believe, to think it proper to discuss and decide
upon candidates only at congresses... Instead of this
bureaucratic and formal view, new usages and customs
have now become the thing: we are, after congresses,
to talk right and left about the political burial of Ivan
Ivanovich or the destroyed reputation of Ivan Nikifo-
rovich ... Those of the reading public who have a taste
for scandal will eagerly savor the sensational news that,
on the assurance of Martov himself, so-and-so was the

chief figure on the Organizing Committee. This read
ing public is far more competent to discuss and decide

the question than formalistic institutions like congresses,
with their grossly, mechanical decisions by majority
vote . . ("One Step Forward, Two Steps Back," Col
lected Works, Vol. 7, p. 279)

Elsewhere in this same work, Lenin points to anoth
er revealing feature of the Mensheviks, their "fear of

minutes." With the Mensheviks basing their case on
cheap appeals to emotion, rumormongering and sen
sationalism, the last thing they wanted was for an actual
record of what they said and did at the Second Congress
to be made known to the whole Party.

The Second Congress marked the establishment of
a genuine, Leninist Party of the working class in Rus

sia. But, while formally a single Party had been found
ed, in fact two centers existed, the Bolshevik headquar
ters, headed by Lenin, and the Menshevik headquarters,

headed by Martov, and Axelrod, Trotsky, and soon,
Plekhanov. Stalin reviews in capusle form the situation
following the Second Congress:

"After the Second Congress the struggle within the
Party became even more acute. The Mensheviks did
their utmost to frustrate the decisions of the Second
Congress and to seize the central institutions of the
Party ... TTie Mensheviks, in secret from the Party,
created their own anti-Party factional organization,
headed by Martov, Trotsky, and Alexrod, and, as Mar
tov wrote, 'broke into revolt against Leninism.' The
methods they adopted for combating the Party were,
as Lenin expressed it, '"to disorganize the whole Party
work, damage the cause, and hamper all and everything.''
(HCPSU, p. 44)

Lenin, in One-Step Forward, Two-Steps Back, com
ments on the apparent oddity that there was very lit
tle struggle over the program of the Party at the Second
Congress, and that the struggle came down around or

ganizational matters and personalities. With penetra
ting insight born of experience in dealing with oppor
tunists, he wrote:

"With large numbers of radical intellectuals in the
ranks of our Marxists and our Social-Democrats, the
opportunism which their mentality produces has been,

and is, bound to exist, in the most varied spheres and
in the most varied forms. We fought opportunism on

the fundamental problems of our world conception,
on the questions of our programme ... we fought op

portunism on tactical issues... We must now vanquish
the opportunism of Martov and Axelrod on questions
of organization, which are, of course, less fundamental
than questions of tactics, let alone of programme ...
"When we speak of fighting opportunism, we must

never forget a characteristic feature of present-day op
portunism in every sphere, namely, its vagueness,
amorphousness, elusiveness. An opportunist, by his
very nature, will always evade taking a clear and deci
sive stand, he will always seek a middle course, he will
always wriggle like a snake between two mutually ex
clusive points of view and try to 'agree' with both and
reduce his differences of opinion to petty amendments,
doubts, innocent and pious suggestions, and so on and
so forth. Comrade Eduard Bernstein, an opportunist in
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questions of programme, 'agrees' with the revolutionary
programme of his party, too .. iCW, Vol. 7, pp. 401-2)

Particularly noteworthy in this regard was the be
havior of Trotsky not only at the Second Congress but
in the decades following it (for Trotsky was young at
the time of the Congress and had a whole career of
double-dealing and revisionism ahead of him.) Trot
sky, while fundamentally allied with the Mensheviks,
always tried to find cracks and crevices within which
he could hide, hoping to represent a "third line" while
in fact covering for and giving support to the Menshe
viks. His career showed that his "third line" was no
thing but a ruse, an embellished version of outright
revisionism and opportunism which proved even more
dangerous than the less disguised variety.

Lenin, strictly adhering to principle and seeking to
avoid an irreparable split, struggled with the Men
sheviks to abide by the decisions of the Congress and
to perform useful work for the Party. Verbally at the '
Congress, the Mensheviks had assured all present that
despite the differences, they would remain in the Par
ty and struggle things out. Lenin writes, "nothing re
mained for the central institutions but to wait and

sec what would come of their verbal assurances that
they would adhere to loyal methods of struggle ..
However, events quickly proved that "the celebrated
promise to be loyal and abide by the decisions of the
Congress was just talk, and that, as a matter of fact,
the minority had positively decided not to obey the
central institutions of the Party, replying to their ap
peals to collaborate with evasive excuses full of soph
istry and anarchistic phrase-mongering." (Ibid., p. 356)

Lenin painted a picture of the characteristic features
of Menshevist opportunism which holds good to this
day: "Consisting of opportunists and people who de
tested Iskra, the minority strove to rend the Party and
damaged and disorganized its work, thirsting to avenge
their defeat at the Congress and sensing that by honest
and loyal means... they would never succeed in refut
ing the accusations of opportunism and intellectualist
instability which at the Second Congress had
been leveled against them. Realising that they could
not convince the Party, they tried to gain their ends
by disorganizing the Party and hampering all its work.
They were reproached with having (by their mistakes
at the Congress) caused a crack in our pot; they replied
to the _ reproach by trying with all their might to
smash the poxaltogether." (Ibid., p. 355)

The Mensheviks squealed like stuck pigs against
"the system of autocratic and bureaucratic govern
ment of the Party;" Lenin, pointing out that "auto
cracy means the supreme, uncontrolled, non-account

able. non-elective rule of one individual," pointed to
the obvious: "This accusation of autocratic govern
ment necessarily and inevitably implies pronouncing
all members of ttie governing body except the auto
crat to be mere tools in the hands of another, mere

pawns and agents of another's will..."

"It is clear,..." Lenin continued, "that the cries
about this celebrated bureaucracy are just a screen for
dissatisfaction with the personal composition of the

central bodies, a fig-leaf to cover up the violation of a
pledge solemnly given at the Congress... They talk of
bureaucracy... Bureaucracy means subordinating the
interests of the work to the interests of one's own ca

reer; it means focusing attention on places and ignoring
die work itself; it means wrangling over co-optation
[the bringing of new members onto leading bodies-
Ed.] instead of fighting for ideas... If the talk about
bureaucracy contains any principle at all, if it is

not just an anarchistic denial of the duty of
the part to submit to the whole, then what we have
here is the principle of opportunism, which seeks to
lessen the responsibility of individual intellectuals to

the party of the proletariat, to lessen the influence of
the central institutions, to enlarge the autonomy of
the least steadfast elements in the Party...That oppor
tunism leads to the Martov and Axelrod 'views' on

organization by its very nature, and not by chance,
and not in Russia alone but the world over..." (CW,

Vol. 7, pp. 360-2)

"Revolt Against Leninism"

Following the Congress, the Menshevik "revolt
against Leninism" was taken to the League of Russian
Social-Democrats abroad, one of the organizations which
had been represented at the Congress and was a strong

hold of Martov and Co. The League, which was com
posed of exiled and, for the most part, demoralized
and degenerate intellectuals who had long since lost
contact with the realities of revolutionary life in
Russia, rejected the discipline of the Central Commit
tee—while stilt proclairning itself part of the Partyl

.. [1] t inevitably followed," wrote Lenin, "that
this assembly, which wanted to be counted an assem
bly of a Party organization but at the same time not
to obey the Party's central institution, had to be pro-
nounce*cJ unlawful. Accordingly, the followers of the
Party majority at once withdrew from this quasi-Par
ty assembly, so as not to have any share in an inde
cent farce." (Ibid. p. 366)

It was at this point that Plekhanov. who had even
during the time He stood with Lenin, ajways showed

Continued on page 11
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a tendency to conciliate with opportunism, passed
over into the bog of Menshevism and complete oppor
tunism. Long considered "the grand old man" of
Russian Marxism, with a long history in the move
ment extending back into the '70$, and worshipped by
some impressionable young Marxists as a revered
"patron saint," Plekhanov had in fact made important

contributions for many years. But he had, as Stalin
points out, never really thoroughly broken with the
earlier Narodnik views which he had once held, though
he played a key role in criticizing and exposing the
Narodnik trend. As Stalin succinctly states, "It was
the deadweight of his earlier opportunist mistakes

that dragged Plekhanov down to the Mensheviks. From
an advocate of reconciliation with the opportunist

Mensheviks he soon became a Menshevik himself."

(HCPSU, p. 45)
Though formally the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks

were still in one Party, there were in fact two centers

in the Party—one headed by Lenin, the other by Martov,
Trotsky, and Plekhanov. Every conceivable effort was
made by the Bolsheviks to resolve the differences and

avoid a split, but as time passed, and the situation
grew more critical as the revolutionary situation
matured, it became clearer and clearer that the oppor

tunist leaders were intent upon losing themselves in the
marsh. The Russo-Japanese war and the impending

revolution of 1905 called for decisive leadership and a

united party. The Third Congress of the RSDLP, held
without the Mensheviks (who attempted to hold their
own congress but due to lack of attendance were
forced to call it a -"conference") achieved real, Bolshevik .

unity and a revolutionary program for leading the work
ers and peasants in the revolutionary struggle. The
Menshevik conference, however, advocated the surren

der of the field In advance to the liberal bourgeoisie,

to rely on them as the "most consistent fighters for
democracy," to not do any thing too daring which would
frighten off the bourgeoisie.

In summing up the "revolt against Leninism," Lenin
sardonically commented on the fact that many of the
new Menshevik trend had in fact bitterly hated each
other and had always clawed at each other's throats in
the past; but that wfien it came down to the decisive
battle, "All the offended forgot their mutual scores,
fell weeping into each other's arms, and raised the banner
of 'revolt against Leninism.' " (CW, Vol. 7, p. 404)

Lenin went on: "A revolt is a splendid thing when

it is the advanced elements who revolt against the reac
tionary elements. When the revolutionary wing revolts
against the opportunist wing, it is a good thing. When
the opportunist wing revolts against the revolutionary
wing, it is a bad business." (Ibid. p. 405)

With Mensheviks Gone Party Grows Stronger

The Second Party Congress, Lenin pointed out, was
a "real revolution," a great advance. The Second Con
gress brought together dozens of groups which had until
then been pervaded with the old narrow "circle spirit,"
devotion to one's own organization, locality, or clique.
These organizations "... were now prepared (in principle,
that is) to sacrifice all their group aloofness and group
independence for the sake of the great whole which we
were for the first time actually creating-the Party . . .
But it is one thing to call oneself something, and an
other to be it. It is one thing to sacrifice the circle
system in principle for the sake of the Party, and an-

Continued on page 12
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Lor^ considered the "grand old man" of Russian Marxism.
Plekhanov never thoroughly broke with his earHer-
Narodism. He eventually became a leading Menshevik.
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■ "In examining the degeneration of the Soviet Union, the two principal classes of modern society-the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat-have two entirely opposite summations. The summation of the bourgeoisie,
which it promotes in a thousand ways, is, of course, not based on Marxism and scientific class analysis. The
bourgeoisie does not explain what is happening in the Soviet Union today on the basis of capitalism having
been restored through a process of acute and complicated class struggle, but instead dishes up its favorite line
that socialism is 'impractical,' that it is suited only for 'backward' countries, that it is not viable once modern
industry is established, that sooner_or later it ends up the same as capitalism, etc., etc...."

"But the proletariat and its Marxist-Leninist leadership draw exactly the opposite conclusion. Far from
concluding that mankind will never reach a higher form of society-communism-in which classes, exploita
tion and oppression, and material want will be relegated to the history books, we examine the profund nega
tive example of the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union in order to better learn how to wage the
class struggle in all its forms against the bourgeoisie, in order to progress from the barbaric and outmoded
capitalist system to the lofty goal of communism.

"And while the experience of the Soviet Union is a negative example from which we must learn, there
is also historical experience of the class struggle under socialism which is providing the answer of how to pre
vent capitalfst restoration and continue along the socialist road toward communism. For it is precisely these
questions that are at the heart of China's Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution...." {RED PAPERS 7, p. 114)

■ "How is it possible for a socialist country, a country where the workers have seized state power under
the leadership of a Communist Party, to revert to capitalism?

"The answer is complicated, but lies in the fact that socialism doesn't drop from the sky. It comes into
being through revolution to overthrow capitalist society, but, as Marx writes in the Critique of the Gotha Pro
gramme, it is 'in every respect, economically, morally and intellectually, still stamped with the birthmarks of

the old society " {RED PAPERS?, p. ii)

■ "In summary, the continuing presence of capitalist production relations under socialism provides an
objective basis for the restoration of capitalism, but this does not indicate that the economy, and the society,
is capitalist. We can say that socialism exists where the working class actually holds state power, where the
sphere of operation of the law of value is being reduced to the madmum degree permitted by economic and
political realities, where the initiative of the working class in developing new relations ofproduction includ
ing a new division of tabor is actively fostered by Party and state, and where the revolutionary transformation
of all aspects of society is vigorously carried out under the leadership of the working class and its Communist
Party " (RED PAPERS 7. p. 9)

■ "In the final analysis, the revisionists can only fall back on the law of value as the 'lever' which organiz

es production. They must reduce the workers to propertyless proletarians, competing in the sale of their sin
gle commodity—their labor power—to live. They must appeal to the narrow self-interest of the worker in this
competition, backing this up with the power of the state, as a force standing above and oppressing the work
ers, a weapon in the hands of the owners of the means of production...." (RED PAPERS 7. p. 55)

■"Khrushchev had constantly promised to increase production of consumer goods and help raise the
living standard of the people. But despite ail his talk of 'goulash communism,' living standards actually de
clined. For all of Khrushchev's attempts to revise Marxism-Leninism, most Soviet workers still remembered
what communism is supposed to mean: not simply an abundance of the good things of life, but the break
down of distinctions between mental and manual labor and between worker and peasant and town and coun
try; not a 'state of the whole people,' but the withering away of the state. The workers still remembered
what goulash tasted like, too—and they knew they weren't getting much of that,either.. . ."(RED PAPERS 7,P. 29)

■"Instead of mobilizing and relying on the working class to change the actual class relationships that
existed in Cuba, to eliminate the warped economy that imperialist plunder had created in Cuba, and on this
basis to develop the productive forces, the Cuban leaders looked for something that could substitute for the
masses and class struggle. Despite the rhetoric of building the 'new man,' they more and more based them
selves on the line common to all revisionists, that things, not people, are decisive; that in order for their ver
sion of 'socialism' to triumph in Cuba, productive capacity had to be obtained from abroad. Their class out
look insured they could never understand that revolutionizing the relations of production is the key to devel
oping the productive forces. Still less could they understand that, in Marx's words, the 'greatest productive
power is the revolutionary class itself.' In place of the conscious struggle of the masses the Cuban leaders
sought to purchase socialism by mortgaging the economy to the Soviet Union. . . (CUBA, p. 13)

■"Castro said that the main problem facing the revolution was how 'to produce the abundance neces
sary for communism'-meaning, to him, trading sugar for the means of production and machinery that hejelt
the working class could never produce by relying on its own efforts. And to do this the Cuban leaders' plan
amounted to putting the substance of the old relations of production, in somewhat altered form-society's
division of labor and its sugar plantations-to work at top speed to produce the goods to sell to get this wealth.
Now the buyer and 'provider' was no longer to be the U.S., but the Soviet Union.

"Once this line was adopted, the enthusiasm of the masses for changing the old society was increasingly
perverted so that the role of the working class, rather than revolutionizing society, was reduced to working
hard to produce the necessary cash. Thus the basic capitalist relation of production was preserved and
strengthened—the subordination of the working class to production for profit. Rather than a new socialist
society, and still less communism, this was, in essence, the same old society with new masters. The workers'
role was to work hard. The Cuban leaders more and more became bureaucratic state capitalists dependent
on a foreign imperialist power.

"Even the revolutionary fervor and desire of the Cuban people to support anti-Imperialist struggles,
exemplified by their support for the people of Vietnam, was twisted to support Soviet adventures abroad
against their U.S. rivals, as in Bangladesh and in Angola.

"Once the basic political road was taken of buying 'socialism' Instead of relying on and mobilizing the
class struggle of the working class and masses which alone could revolutionize society, the basic economic
policy of the Cuban revisionists followed as surely as night follows day. The cash that Castro sought could
only be obtained by preserving and strengthening the very lopsided and semicolonial economy that had led
to the Cuban revolution in the fim place. The production of sugar for sale to the Soviet Union became the
basis of economic policy, which all the get-rich-quick schemes, 'socialist' proclamations and gimmicks depend
ed on and served. And this economic dependency, in turn, became the basis for the further development of
the political line of the Cuban leadership." (CUBA, p. 14)

■ "Within the people's movement in the United States, even among those opposed to the 'Communist
Party' of the USA, the influence of revisionist ideas is an important block holding back revolutionary strug
gle. Social pacificism, reliance on the 'progressive' politicians of the bourgeoisie, reliance on union leadership,
and other bourgeois representatives, all are ideas which keep people from seeing the need for mobilizing the
masses of people, under the leadership of the working class and a genuine Marxist-Leninist Communist Party,
to make revolution. For those who want to make revolution in the United States, it is essential to understand
the roots of revisionism in the class struggle, and to see that revisionism is an international phenomenon. The
struggle against revisionism and all forms of opportunism must be a part of making revolution in this coun
try, and is part of the international struggle of the working class to defeat imperialism and all reaction, and to
build socialism. . . ." (RED PAPERS 7, t>. 21
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' "Game Plan" Big Obstacle

J.P Stevens

Union Drive
In November of last year. 800 J.P. Stevens workers

from across the South jammed into the Spartanburg
Memorial Auditorium in South Carolina for a rally call
ed by the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union (ACTWU) to build the drive to organize Stevens.
The convention marked big advances in the struggle to
organize Southern textile workers-the hundreds who
came from the Carolines, Georgia and Alabama threw
mud in the face of the myth that "mill workers will
never get organized."

"niousands have come forward in the battle to orga
nize J.P. Stevens, a drive which was initiated two years
after the union election victory in Roanoke Rapids,
Virginia in 1974. The convention showed that there
are activists determined to break through every obsta
cle Stevens throws up against the union—like the work
ers from Statesboro, Georgia where the company clos
ed the mill several years ago to avoid organization.

It ̂ owed that Stevens workers are resisting attacks
by the company—like in Stuart, Virginia where Stevens
bought out four mills a few years ago and immediately
introduced a medical plan that was far worse than the

one under the previous owner. They also kept pay at

around a dollar an hour lower than the rest of Stevens'

mills. Within nine months, a majority of the workers
signed cards, and up to 1000 were attending union
meetings.

But in order to make the union drive a real blow to

tfie capitalist enemy, and in the course of this build the

kind of fighting union they need, Stevens workers will
have to break through the "game plan" that the ACTWU
officials have set up. In particular, the union officials

have dished up a scheme—the boycott of J.P. Stevens—
that is meant to prevent any outbreak of struggle on the
part of the rank and file. The ACTWU hacks intend the
boycott as a substitute for mobilizing the textile work

ers themselves in struggle agairist J.P. Stevens—and this
is the only way the union drive can move ahead. For

this reason the boycott must be opposed at this time.

The Tectiie Workers' Voice, an industry-wide news
letter, has taken up the J.P. Stevens struggle, and togeth
er with some active Stevens workers is putting forward
a fighting program. The Voice was formed at the time

of the founding of the National United Workers Organi
zation (NUWO) over Labor Day weekend, 1977 and is
closely linked with it. One purpose of the newsletter is

to unite the rank and file in order to fight the companies,

and as part of this, take up the question of organizing
unions in the textile mills.

At die convention in Spartanburg, they put out a

leaflet that said, "If we are going to build a union that
unites the vast majority of Stevens workers, that is
strong and able to fight whatever the company comes

down with, then we need a different strategy. The

heart of this battle has to be the rank and file workers

planning and leading the fight."
The leaflet called for the campaign to be built around

the real demands of the workers in the mills: recognize
die union; a hefty increase in wages and benefits—no
wage cuts; stop the stretch-out and job overload; plant-
wide seniority; and keep all the mills open. It talked
about the need to build union organizing committees
around this program, and to put forward the need to
build independent organization for the rank and file
to really forge its own path. The hacks responded by
sending goons to rip leaflets from the workers' hands,
which caused much controversy and confusion. But
despite this, over 500 got leaflets and many were dis
gusted with the hacks' tactics.

The fight to organize unions is certainly an impor
tant one, and for textile workers, it is a key battle to
day. But the past history of the working class and the
current experience of textile workers underlines the

lesson that to limit the fight to just "getting a union"
is to politically disarm the workers as the capitalists
inevitably try to take back any concessions they have
given up, and more. Organizations like the Voice and
the NUWO can and must play a key role in linking the
struggles in the mills to larger political battles—such
as unemployment, discrimination, and war-facing the
entire working class. This in turn releases the initiative
of the workers in their immediate battles, helping them"
see the face of the class enemy more clearly.

Struggle and Roadblocks

Textile workers have a proud history of struggle-
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many of their battles have become legends in working
class history-such as the Lawrence Strike in 1913 and
the Gastonfa, North Carolina Strike in 1929. Still, the
level of trade union struggle in North and South Caro
lina has been lower than other parts of the country-for
example, in days lost due to strikes—because of the
backward conditions historically in the South and the
tremendous roadblocks thrown in the workers' path.

For decades, the Southern textile mills have been
mainly small family-owned operations based In rural
areas. Like the mines, the mill owners also controlled
the towns, lock, stock and barrel. Due to this the cap
italists have been largely able to isolate and crush orga
nizing drives and strikes.

When organizing drives were launched by the Textile
Workers Union of America (TWUA)-which the mill
owners would invariably answer with massive firings,
plant closings, and brutal attacks on union organizers
and active workers-the hacks' only response was to
file endless and useless lawsuits. For years, the gutless
TWUA officials had worked to tie the workers' hands

to the capitalists, trotting out the same old story-
"either give in or lose your iobs"-and pointing to the
fact that the textile mills could easily be moved, ma
chinery and all, out of the area. When the TWUA merg
ed with the Amalgamated Clothing Workers to formu
late ACTWU, this treachery remained.

In the last 20 years and more, important economic
changes in the South helped spark a new wave of strug
gle in the textile industry. Hundreds of Northern com
panies moved to the largely nonunion Southern states.
Large monopolies like J.P. Stevens and Burlington be
gan buying up smaller companies. Today Stevens owns

85 mills and employs 45,000 workers. Although the
industry is still largely rural, textile workers are more
concentrated In fewer companies than ever before.

Following World War 2, the plantation sharecrop-
ping system gave way to mechanized capitalist agricul
ture. trillions of Blacks left sharecropping and be
came members of the working class, while national op
pression remained. This set the stage for the mighty
storm of the Black people's struggle.

Until 1964, Blacks were virtually barred from the
mills except for the most menial jobs. But the upsurge
of the '60s forced the doors open, bringing in thousands
of Black workers. This laid the material basis for break-

Continued on page 22

Southern textile workers demonstrate against J.P. Stevens.

Mensheviks...
Continued from page 11
other to renounce one's own circle. The fresh breeze

proved too fresh as yet for people used to musty
Philistinism...The furious gale/aised all die mud from
the bottom of our Party stream; and the mud took its
revenge..." (CW, Vot 7, pp. 410-11)

The Third Congress of the Party (April, 1905) con
demned the Mensheviks as a "section that has split
away from the Party." (HCPSU, p. 63) The Third
Congress represented the consolidation of the Party
on Leninist principles, even though it wasn't until the
Prague Conference of 1912 that the Mensheviks were
formally expelled from the RSDLP. The Leninist,
Bolshevik Party, far from destroyed by the wild Men-
shevik assault, was strengthened, and made ready to
lead the masses forward through the complex revo

lutionary struggles which lay ahead, forward on the
road to victory. This is a profound lesson, a profound
confirmation of the thesis which Lenin chose to quote

on the title page of What Is To Be Done? ; "... Party
struggles lend a party strength and vitality; the greatest
proof of a party's weakness is its diffuseness and the
blurring of clear demarcations; a party becomes
stronger by purging itself."

Just how prophetic Lenin's inscription was
was shown by the actions of the Mensheviks in the

years to come. The Mensheviks capitulated to the
Stolypin reaction which followed on the heels of the
defeated 1905 Revolution and fought against il
legal Party organizations.

In 1914, when the imperialist war broke out, the
Mensheviks followed in the footsteps of the social

chauvinists in all the belligerent countries who leapt

to the "defense of the fatherland." Piekhanov, in

particular, capped his opportunist career by being in
the forefront of this disgusting action.

Dizzied by temporary successes, the Mensheviks
howled with derision at Lenin's Bolsheviks, whom

they ridiculed as a "sect." But the temporary
successes of the Mensheviks in creating a relatively
large but completely opportunist and unprincipled
party were shown to be, like the imperialist system
they sought to preserve, a Collossus with feet of
ciay. While they were able to attract, for a while,
sections of the backward and unenlightened workers,
their party itself was characterized by a relatively
small handful of leaders using whatever influence
over the masses that they had as bargaining chips with

the bourgeoisie. In the end, they found themselves
completely isolated from the revolutionary proletariat
,and their own followers were deserting them, many
joining the revolutionary camp.

After the February Revolution toppled the Czar,
the Mensheviks came to the defense of the bourgeois
Provisional Government. Just as they howled about

"democracy" when they were trying to destroy the
RSDLP, they again became the biggest proponents
of "democracy"-bourgeois democracy, of course.
While claiming that the workers had no right to rise in
revolution against their masters, the Mensheviks openly
aided the bourgeoisie in attacking the Bolsheviks and
the revofutionary masses. For this service the Menshe
viks, along with the equally opportunist Socialist Revo
lutionaries with whom they were allied, were entrusted
to form a cabinet with Kerensky at its head and ad
minister the state for the imperialist ruling class. This
final act of counter-revolution made them a target of the

revolutionary vwath of the masses, and they were
toppled along with Kerensky and the rest of the Pro

visional Government.

They had opposed the Leninist Party because
they opposed revolution. At a critical juncture in the
months before the October Revolution, the Menshevik

leader Tsereteii had declared emphatically that there
was no Party in Russia that would dare claim that it
could govern. To this Lenin made his famous reply,

"There is such a Party!" This was a fundamental
difference which, focussing then on the question of
the Party's role, reflected, in fact concentrated, the
struggle between communism and revolution on the
one hand and revisionism and reformism on the other.

One Step Forward, Two Steps Back

Lenin's inspiring conclusion to One Step Forward,
Two Steps Back has lost none of its luster or immediacy
with the passage of 75 years:

"One step forward, two steps back... It happens in
the lives of individuals, and it happens in the history

of nations and in the development of parties. It would
be the most criminal cowardice to doubt even for a

moment the inevitable and complete triumph of the
principles of revolutionary Social-Democracy, of
proletarian organization and Party discipline. We have
already won a great deal, and we must go on fighting,
undismayed by reverses, fighting steadfastly, scorning
the Philistine methods of circle wrangling, doing our
very utmost to preserve the hard-won single Party tie

linking all Russian Social-Democrats, and striving by
dint of persistent and systematic work to give all
Party members, and the workers in particular, a full
and conscious understanding of the duties of Party
members, of the struggle at the Second Party Congress,
of all the causes and all the stages of our divergence,
and of the utter disastrousness of opportunism..."
(CW,Vol.7, p.412)»
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Wilmington
Ten

FIrame-up
Continues

On January 23 Governor Hunt of North Carolina'
announced in a highly publicized television address

that he refused to pardon the Wilmington 10. The
announcement was a slap in the face to Black people and
and the i/^ole working class, driving home the message:
If Black people, or any others, step out of line and mlli-

tantly challenge the system, they Viilll be crushed. Even
if takes frame-ups, with bribed witnesses and stacked
juries, the state will not back down.

The Wilmington 10 are nine Black men and one •

white woman who were framed up and sentenced to

a total of 282 years for allegedly firebombing a small
white-owned grocery store and conspiracy to shoot
police and firemen. The store was burned during an
intense struggle in Wilmington, North Carolina in

1971, sparked by discrimination in the newly integrat
ed schools. The struggle began when Black students
who were bused to the white high school were exclud

ed from many extracurricular activities. When fights
broke out at the school, only Blacks were expelled.

Black students and parents demanded an end to dis

crimination in the schools, and organized a school boy

cott. White vigilantes and night riders—backed by local
politicians, business leaders and police—terrorized the
Black community. When several Black youths were

shot down, the community moved to defend itself by
force.

It was only after a white vigilante was killed while
making an armed attack on the church which served as
the school boycott center that the state moved to "re
store order." The National Guard was called in and

effectively crushed the boycott. Throughout this pe
riod the government made calculated use of violent at
tacks on the Black community as their main weapon
in combatting the mass movement. The mayor of
Wilmington was quoted after one such attack as say
ing, "I see the shooting as a deterrent, t think we have
the situation in hand now."

Climate of Terror

The frame-up of the Wilmington 10, one year
later, was a further move to show that those who step
out of fine would be made to pay, that the state was

prepared to destroy their lives even if they survived the
direct attacks by cops and vigilantes. Only in this way
could the proper climate of terror be created for the
capitalist and politicians to feel secure in their ability
to continue their super-exploitation and oppression of
Black people, and keep down workers of all nationali
ties.

The trial of the Wilmington 10 was an open frame-
up. The first jury had 10 Blacks and 2 whites, so the
prosecutor suddenly got sick. He probably felt a lot
better when the next jury had 10 whites and 2 Blacks.
Evidence was suppressed and "lost," and witnesses
were bribed and intimidated into lying.

After the state's witnesses ail publicly recanted their
testimony nearly a year ago, and admitted to being
bribed by the prosecution, there was a widespread feel
ing in North Carolina that the government would have
to give in.

Page 13

Celebrate International ^
Women's Day

■  .-.t *

"The Stronger the Role of Womenj
the Stronger WiH Be Our Movement"

"Beat Back the Attacks on Working
Women"

"Equality and Unityg Not Division and
Oppression "

Events will be held In March in many local areas. At these events there will be a Party speaker on the
general theme "Emancipation through Revolution."

The Carter administration has found the Wilmington
10 frame-up embarrassing as their "human rights" cam
paign—employed by the U.S. bourgeoisie to stir up
trouble for their Imperialist rivals in the USSR—is being
turned around on them. The "New Czars" in the Soviet

Union, who are guilty of brutal repression themselves
(such as the imprisonment of over one million Soviet
workers, minority nationalities and political dissidents
in "mental hospitals" and concentration camps) have
made the most of the Wilmington 10 case to further
their own superpower contention with the U.S. bourgeoi
sie. For this reason the federal government, on the

horns of a dilemma, for a time exerted some pressure
for a pardon, while they also "refused to lnterfere"-i.e.,
acted according to their overall nature of enforcing na
tional oppression and repression.

Governor Hunt, responding to local capitalist in
terests and, still more, to the general capitalist refusal to
tolerate mass struggle, refused to reverse the frame-up.
Keeping their state an "attractive" and highly profitable
area for investment is the top priority for North Caroli
na capitalists. This means tightening the chains on the
state's workers (only 8% of whom are unionized and
who have one of the lowest wage levels in the country)
and smashing any signs of rebellion among North Caro
lina's large Black population. The continued national
oppression and super-exploitation of Black workers,
who are heavily concentrated in the state's unorganized
textile mills, is crucial to maintaining the capitalists'
version of the "New South." Thus Hunt's hard line on

the Wilmington 10, while consistent with general
capitalist interests, also goes hand in hand with the
capitalists' hard-line offensive against the whole work
ing class in North Carolina.

The Wilmington 10, framed and jailed in North Caroling, in the fight against national oppression.

CPUSA Revisionists Lead Struggle Down Blind Alley

The bourgeoisie is caught between a rock and a
hard place in the Wilmington 10 case, and its ugly
features are being increasingly exposed in this blatant
frame-up. But the capitalists' efforts to get off of this
tight spot are receiving Invaluable assistance from the
revisionist Communist Party, USA, which has been
parading itself as the great defender of the "Wilming
ton 10" and riding this case for all its worth. What
the CPUSA is trying to cover up—the vicious nature
of the bourgeoisie and its state, "die political apparatus
that enforces the rule of capital-is even more disgusting
than what Hunt is trying to cover over with the frame-up.

Working mainly through the National Alliance
against Racist and Political Repression (which includes
some honest forces and individuals) the CP has raised

the slo9an"Human Rights Begins at Home" in the best
reformist, misleading and petty-bourgeois moralistic
fashion-as if the rights of the working class and oppress
ed nationalities can be protected under monopoly
capitalism if just enough "pressure" is exerted by the
people. The CPUSA holds that discrlmfnation and the
brutal national oppression of Black people can be "out
lawed" and eliminated step by step, without overthrow
ing its source—the bourgeoisie and their blood-soaked
rule.

In recent months, the CPUSA has initiated demon
strations at Democratic Party headquarters in a number
of cities, asking this political party of the bourgeoisie
"to make it known to the President and the Governor

that it too wants justice done"! The CPUSA Is now
calling for a mass protest and demonstration in March
at the White House to demand that "President Carter

intervene in the case"—which Carter and the bourgeoi

sie may well do, but for their own reasons.

RCYB and ALSO Launch Campaign

The masses of Black people in North Carolina, as
well as a significant number of wliites, are outraged by
Hunt's calculated attack on the Wilmington 10 and
the people's struggle in the area.

The Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
(RCYB) and the Organizing Committee for a new Af
rican Liberation Support Committee (ALSO are now
taking up this struggle. They are contacting other
groups to build local demonstrations throughout North
Carolina this month, to be followed by a statewide dem
onstration. The case is controversial, and a big task re
mains to be carried out, particularly among the masses
of white people. By going out boldly, patiently explain
ing what is at stake, and mobilizing the masses to free
the Wilmington 10, such activity can contribute to
upsetting and exposing the bourgeoisie's political calcu
lations and can help develop a new political climate In
the state-a climate of revolutionary struggle against .
the ruling class and Its state.®
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But 'Free Trade'

REVOLUTION

Main Banner

ULS Cries Foul i
Trade Wars

The U.S. bourgeoisie, which has sung the praises of
"free competition internationally" for three decades,
peddling the "free enterprise" system has now come
up against the fact that in the anarchy of capitalism it
too can be a loser in the competitive struggle. Now that
important segments of the U.S. bourgeoisie are suffering
losses, praise of competition has been coupled more and
more with squeals of "foul play."

These capitalists are like contestants in a game who
praise the rules while ahead, then demand that they be
(Ranged when they start losing their advantage. The eco
nomic domination of U.S. imperialism is everywhere un
der attack. This has come out especially sharply in the
auto and steel industries, where the capitalists are al
most hysterical about foreign imports. What has made
foreign competition suddenly "unfair" to a U.S. bour
geoisie that pressed lower tarrtffs and "free trade" in

general upon Western Europe and Japan as well as the
Third World since the end of World War 2?

To listen to the squeals of the capitalist press, one
would believe that it is a result of two causes: first,
that the lesser imperialist powers (particularly Japan)
have suddenly begun "dumping" their commodities
upon the U.S. market at "unfair" prices; and, second,
that this is possible because wages are "too high" in
the U.S.—that the U.S. proletariat must work harder
and for less in the future if it is to save its jobs from
competition by "cheap" foreign labor. The U.S. bour
geoisie is peddling a familiar line: unemployment is
the result of the competition among workers. "Japan
ese workers are taking our jobs," as the union hacks
eagerly put it.

This is, of course, complete nonsense and cannot
stwd up to scientific (Marxist-Leninist) analysis. It
doesn't even stand up to the facts that the bourgeoisie
itself collects.

Wage Rates

The idea that rising imports result from U.S. work
ers being paid too much is a lie so bold as to be laugh
able, were it not so widely repeated. U.S. government
figures show that since 1967, hourly wages have risen
slower in the United States than in any other Wehern
imperialist country (this doesn't include the USSR, for

which we don't have information); less than half as fast

as in Japan, and 35% less than In Germany. As a con
sequence, unit labor costs of production in the United
States have also increased more slowly since 1967 than in
other imperialist countries. If, as the bourgeoisie
would have the working class believe, "labor costs"
are the cutting edge of competitive advantage, then
U.S. capital should be seizing markets, not losing them.
But it is losing markets, abroad and "at home" in rela

tive terms (that is, total'exports are rising, but slower
than those of the other advanced capitalist countries).
Why?

A basic problem for the U.S. bourgeoisie is that its
plant and machinery overall is antiquated, out-of-date,
and backward compared to that in Japan, Germany and

other imperialist countries. This antiquated equip

ment, for example in the steel industry, prevents the

productivity of labor from rising as fast as in other
capitalist countries. Since 1967, output per worker-
hour has risen at 2.3% per year In the U.S.. slower

than In any other advanced capitalist country, slower
even than in that pathetic imperialist corpse. Great

Britain. By comparison, labor productivity rose at

8.2% per year in Japan and S.8% in Germany and
France. This is the main reason why the U.S. is losing

its former competitive advantage.
Thus, the U.S. capitalist class is faced with the

urgent necessity of replacing its fixed capital, in order
to provide a basis for lower cost production. But their
ability to carry this out is reduced by the competition
with other capitalist countries, a competition which

is reducing profit rates of U.S. industry, profit rates
which are themselves the source of the replacement of
fixed capital. There is an irony in this, because for 15-20 ̂
years after World War 2, the U.S. capitalist class ruled
the imperialist camp, using its sheer power to enforce
favorable economic relations with the lesser capitalist

countries. During this period when German and Japan
ese capital was reconstructing after the war, the U.S.
was a virtual monopolist in the world trade in industrial
products. Because of this position, the U.S. had no
need to "modernize" so rapidly.

High Cost of Retooling

The demand for U.S. exports seemed limitless and

the dollar was in high demand in foreign money markets.

But as the lesser capitalist countries rebuilt, with more
modern equipment, the U.S. bourgeoisie began to first
lose foreign markets, then domestic ones. During this
period of ascendancy, U.S. monopoly capitalists inno
vated slowly, falling behind in the competitive struggle.
Now when they must innovate, the means of innova
tion—profit—is being squeezed by foreign competition,
as well as by overproduction (markets which are increas
ingly limited compared to the productive power un
leashed by new machinery). Further, the freedom to
restructure U.S. industry is limited by competition
within the U.S. capitalist class itself, as well as by exter
nal competition. The steps necessary to "retool" would
leave even huge capitalists like U.S. Steel overextended

financially and temporarily even more vulnerable to
competition, domestic and foreign.

The export of capital-imperialist investment
abroad-has been a major feature of the U.S. economy
since monopoly capitalism first developed around the
turn of the century, and especially since World War 1.
The rapid expansion of this investment abroad after
World War 2 led to a constant balance of payments
deficit (more money leaving the country than coming
in), but this was cushioned throughout the 1950s and
'60s by a positive balance of trade-more goods export
ed than imported. With the declining competitiveness
of U.S. goods in the world market in recent years, the
balance of payments deficit has become a major prob
lem for U.S. imperialism. Yet the more competition
heats up among the imperialist powers, the more
American capitalists must open up new plants and

investments in these other advanced capitalist coun

tries (as well as in the Third World) to meet this com

petition head on, including in its own markets.

This trend is starkly clear. In the late 1950s about
55% of U.S. foreign productive investment was in the

developed countries. By the mid-1960s it had risen to
67%, and in 1976 to almost 75%. But this shift of in

vestment abroad to Europe, Japan, Canada (and away
from the Third World in relative terms) is fraught with
contradictions.

On the one hand, the critically severe balance of

payments conditions, a deficit of almost $30 billion ,
in 1977, calls out for restrictions of imports. But such

restrictions would stimulate moves by the lesser im

perialist bourgeoisies to place barriers on the inflow
of U.S. capital to their countries. As a result, tariffs
and import restrictions would undermine the necess

ary steps tiie U.S. bourgeoisie must take. For this rea

son, Jimmy Carter, as the utensil of the bourgeoisie.
Is trying to convince Japanese capitalists to voluntarily
reduce their exports to the U.S. He hopes that the

essence of protectionism-reduced imports—can be
achieved without employing the forms of protection
ism (tariffs, quotas) which would generate barriers
to U.S. investment abroad. Some U.S. capitalists,

those most affected by imports, genuinely want pro
tectionism, but for the class as a whole such a policy

would weaken the position of the U.S. as an imperial
ist power.

Decline of Dollar

For a long time the balance of payments deficit

seemed to work to the advantage of U.S. imperialism,

because it enabled the American government to print
money to stimulate the U.S. economy while dumping

Made in Japan.
Has your job been exported lo Japan

yet? II not. tt soon will be.

Unless you buy the pfoduclsol
American workers who buy Irom you.

To protect your |0b. look lor this
union label when you buy

women's and children's apparel
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many of these dollars abroad-in effect exporting in
flation. But when this balance of payments deficit
suddenly ballooned—along with other economic, poli
tical and mflitary setbacks for U.S. imperialism-this
deficit reached the crisis level, with the vast amount
of U.S. dollars abroad leading to a sharp debline in
the dollar's value in relation to other currencies.

This decline of the dollar plays a contradictory
role for the U.S. bourgeoisie. On the one hand it
momentarily cheapens U.S. exports, thus offering
the hope of an improvement in the competitiveness
of U.S. goods (although In previous devaluations of
the dollar this advantage has lasted only briefly be
fore the U.S. once again fell behind in the internation
al market.) On the other hand, the devaluation of the
dollar will make it harder to expand U.S. investment
abroad-which the U.S. Imperialists must do. The Car
ter administration has allowed the dollar to decline-

or rather gone along with the decline of the dollar since
it couldn't stop it anyway-but in the last few weeks it
has stepped in to try to limit the dollar from falling any
lower. In this, the U.S. found it had the cooperation of
the lesser Western imperialist countrles-who bought up
huge amounts of dollars—not only because a falling
dollar threatens the competitiveness of their own goods,
but even more importantly because it threatens to tear
apart the entire structure of finance built around the

dollar. The.use of the dollar as an international medium

of exchange (as a "reserve currency") is absolutely es
sential to the U.S. bourgeoisie in order for them to
maintain their position as top dogs in relation to West
ern Europe and Japan (as well as much of the Third
World), but while this has enabled the U.S. to lord it

over its weaker "partners" the bourgeoisies of these
other countries have had no choice but to go along or
risk going down the drain economically themselves.

The capitalists of Western Europe and Japan,
however much they try to beef up their position in
relation to the U.S., are still fundamentally within the .
sphere of U.S. control. Their economies are tied in

with the U.S. by a thousand threads. They remained
tied, ultimately, to the fate of the dollar and the U.S.
economy. Their competition with the U.S. is within

the context of having to accept the U.S.'s dominant
position within this camp, because they cannot muster
the military might to challenge the U.S. nor to defend
themselves against the USSR without the U.S.'s
"help':

Superpower Contention

The struggle between the bourgeoisies of the U.S.
and the other imperialist powers in its camp over their
respective shares of the exploitation of the working
class and the loot extorted from the Third World is
taking place within the broader context of the growing
rivalry between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The
USSR is the main barrier to the expansion of the U.S.
bloc (which is the only way that the U.S. and its rival
"partners" could temporarily submerge their differen
ces.) At the same time, the Soviets themselves are
aggressively trying to expand their sphere of influence,
and unlike Japan and Western Europe, the USSR is
not principally engaged in economic competition with
the U.S., but rather in building towards a military con
frontation to redivide the world (which, in turn, is the
only way the USSR could become "competitive" econ
omically). This situation means that the trade wars
now brewing between the U.S. and Japan, etc., will
not lead to a shooting war between the U.S. and Japan

as long as the Japanese imperialists are dependent on
American imperialism's guns. (In the unlikely event
that Japan switches allegiance to the Soviet Union,

this could change.) TTie economic struggle between the
U.S. and the countries allied with it will continue in

definitely, with the U.S. using the Soviet threat to help
keep its own bloc in line, until the imperialist world is

redivided again by world war, which can only mean a
war between the two blocs headed up by the U.S. and

the Soviet Union. Continued on page 15
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At left, U.S. union ad. A t right, demonstration in Japan. The capitalists try to whip up national chauvinism and
pit workers of the different countries against one another as part of their cutthroat competition.
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More Rotten Alive than Underground

HHH: Happy Warrior
ForThe Bourgeoisie

Hubert Humphrey's death put the capitalists' myth-
makers on overtime, cranking out books, magazines,
long newspaper articles and television specials on the
"Happy Warrior." Politicians, top union officials and
monopoly capitalists have sung tearful praises about
this "man of the people." "A true friend of both busi
ness and labor," "the man who gave politics a good
name"—so the song goes. In Atlanta, "Daddy" King
(father of the late Martin Luther King, Jr.) interrupted
memorial services for his son to eulogize over Humphrey,
portraying him as a savior of Black people.

The rulers of this country, faced with the worst eco
nomic and political crisis since the Depression, are well
aware that not only "politics," but their whole deca

dent system is becoming less and less appealing to the

masses of people. So they are using Humphrey's death
as an occasion to rewrite history, hoping that, in a small

way, it will help them instill in the masses a new faith

in the American political system.

But facts, as Letun once said, are stubbom things.
And the facts show that Hubert Humphrey was infinite

ly more rotten in life than he will ever be underground.

The Happy Warmonger

People sMio are now in their late twenties or thirties
remember Humphrey best as the unrepentant, diehard
warmonger of the Vietnam era. As the war dragged on,

growing numbers of people saw it as the criminal impe

rialist adventure that it was for the U.S., producing death
and harship for the masses of people both here and

especially in Vietnam. Because of heavy U.S. losses
and growing opposition to the war, many politicians
were forced to publicly disassociate themselves from it
and denounce it. Sham opposition to the Vietnam War
became the order of the day for aspiring candidates—

but not Hubert Humphrey.

Despite the massive upsurges and rebellion against
the war, which swept from the campuses and the streets

to the front lines in Vietnam itself, Humphrey clung
stubbornly to the war like it was his prized possession.
"This is our great adventure," he told the staff of the
American Embassy in Saigon, "and a wonderful one it

is!" And in an earlier TV interview Humphrey proudly
predicted, "We are going to be in Asia for a long, long

time."

At the 1968 Democratic Convention in Qticago,

while thousands of people filled the streets, demanding
an end to U.S. aggression and shouting "Dump the
HumpI," Humphrey was inside accepting his nomina
tion for President and defending the U.S. role in Viet
nam. Proclaiming his "deep desire for peace," Hum-

Trade...
Continued from page 14

The U.S. bourgeoisie tries to hide the fact that the
crisis in steel and auto, the decline of the dollar, the
mounting balance of payments deficit and so on are
alt the result of competition between capitalists. In
stead they paint it as the result of a cornpetition be-
tvi®en workers—"Japanese workers steal our jobs,"
"German imports are putting us out of work,"
"workers in the underdeveloped countries will work
for almost nothing," etc. It preaches that the level of
wages determines the movement of capital; that Inter
national proletarian solidarity is an idealistic dream,
a mere gleam in the eye of the working class. Of course
wtwkers compete for jobs-capitalism is impossible
without unemployment and competition for jobs.
But the movement of capital, the loss of jobs here,
the smaller increases there, is not the result of competi
tion among workers—it is the result of competition be
tween capitalists. In other words, it is the "normal"
working of the capitalist system itself.

No tariffs, no quotas, no lowering of wages will
"save jobs." Furthermore, the same economic laws
which lead to the crisis in the various industries and
growing unemployment are also leading to war be
tween the two imperialist superpowers-a war
which is the highest form of capitalist competition.
Although the working class can and must fight against
tiie effects—unemployment, drive towards war, etc.—

it has to do this in such a way as to build the conscious
struggle against the basic cause of this situation-the
capitalist system itself. Only by overthrowing the
capitalists, country by country, can the working class
put an end to all the misery caused by trade wars and
real wars. ■

phrey ran essentially the same "Peace With Honor"
iirre that Nixon harped on-meaning continued U.S. ag
gression in Vietnam.

This was Humphrey's Last Hurrah. Devastated by
his loss to Nixon in 1968, Humphrey had to change his
tune in a vain attempt to save his political life. In his
unsuccessful bid for the 1972 Democratic Presidential
nomination Humphrey spouted the lie that the Vietnam

War was "a tragic mistake," some sort of unexplainable

accident for which no one was to blame, rather than

the vicious, calculated imperialist war that it was.

Badly exposed as a hypocrite to the masses and
therefore useless to the Democratic Party, Humphrey

was dumped like a hot potato. He spent the remaining
five years of his life trying to pawn himself off as the
venerable "elder statesman" of the party.

For Humphrey, dubbed a "perennial loser" in 1976

by candidate Jimmy Carter, this was a humiliating final
chapter in a career characterized fay lies, back-stabbing
and outright attacks on the working class and Black '
people.

Pimping Off Populism

Humphrey's political life was heavily influenced by

the social upheaval of the 1930s and early '4Ds. The
Great Depression brought poverty and misery to the

vast majority of people, and sparked militant struggle
within the working class and among small farmers and
others. The then-revolutionary Communist Party, USA

played a leading role in developing the struggle and di
recting it against the real source of the people's misery—
the capitalist system.

The idea that capitalism must be done away with was

very popular among large sections of the people, includ
ing in Humphrey's home state of Minnesota, although
the question of how to get rid of it (by revolution or
some peaceful means) and what to replace it with (pro
letarian dictatorship or some Utopian form of "demo

cratic socialism") was not clearly understood—even by

some in the Communist Party. Many reformist political

tendencies and parties grew out of the economic stagna

tion and social upheaval of the Depression era, and
the populist Minnesota Farmer-Labor Party (FLP) was
one of them.

In 1930 Floyd Olson, the F LP candidate for governor

oi Minnesota, won the election and developed a program

for his party which said, in part, tfiat "capitalism has
failed ... immediate steps must be taken by the people

to abolish capitalism in a peaceful and lawful manner.'-'
This was part of the political climate when Humphrey

entered the political arena in the early '40s.
Humphrey saw the handwriting on the wall. He had

set his ambition on becoming a political bigshot and he
knew that no candidate in Minnesota could hope to win

an election without promising to work in the interest
of the working class and the small farmers, and against
the capitalist profiteers. Speaking at a rally denouncing
war profiteers (!) Humphrey was approached by a leader
of the FLP and was persuaded to run for mayor of
Minneapolis in 1943. In that election, which he lost,
as well as the next, which he won. Humphrey had the
support of many of the city's union officials as well as
a number of communists (including a former editor of
the Daily Worker who was a business agent for the Unit
ed Electrical Workers union [UEJ).

An Early Favorite of Capitalists

By this time U.S. imperialism had grown much
Stronger through World War 2 and was preparing an
offensive against the working class, and Humphrey was
more than willing to throw in his lot with the capital
ists. After the election of 1945, Humphrey immediate
ly began working up to the local fat cats, who were
impressed by his popularity among the voters. (Prior
to this election the owner of the Minneapolis Star and
Tribune, a capitalist heavyweight in the city, attempted
to convince Humphrey to switch to the Republican
Party—a proposal he considered seriously but decided
against. Nevertheless, Humphrey got the support not
only of this newspaper, but of such big capitalists as
the vice-presidents of General Mills, Minneapolis Honey
well, Pillsbury Mills and others.)

The unions had supported Humphrey in '45 on the
condition that he would get their approval before ap
pointing a chief of police. The police were hated for
their violent strikebreaking, anti-union activity. In
1934. during a strike in the trucking industry, the cops
had fired on unarmed strikers. Humphrey was quick
to agree to the union's terms and, after the election,
was just as quick to appoint Ed Ryan—the capitalists'
choice for police chief-who had been trained by the
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FBI and who was labeled a fascist even by the Minne
apolis City Council because he supported the renting
of the municipal auditorium to a Nazi for a rally.

Joining the Attacks on the Working Class

As it turned out, this was only the first of a long
string of broken promises and outright attacks on the
working class and masses. The period immediately
following World War 2 saw sharp struggle on the part
of the workers. Before the war the working class, often
under communist leadership, had won important vic
tories in the form of industrial unions, unemployment
insurance, and social security among other things. The
working class movement had grown in size, strength
and consciousness during this period, in direct contra
diction to the interests of the capitalists.

At the end of WW2, the U.S. monopoly capitalist
class emerged as top dog on a world scale. With most

of the developed world devastated by war, the U.S.
used the opportunity to step in and impose its economic
and political domination on the imperialist countries
of Western Europe and their lucrative colonies in Africa

and Asia. This domination was strongly opposed by the
masses of people in these countries, and in the U.S.
large sections of the people, especially class conscious
workers, opposed the U.S. imperialists' maneuvers,

especially its instigation of the war in Korea. The caFti-
talists saw that they would have to stifle the working
class organizationally and politically if they were to

pursue their adventures unhindered, and this would
mean putting an end to all the talk about "capitalism

is the source of our problems." ThiS meant that the

CP would have to go and the militant unions wduld
have to be neutralized, captured or destroyed.

Vicious red-baiting campaigns were launched, giving
rise to the McCarthy era, where real communists and
other working class leaders were attacked and "com
munists" were uncovered from the Boy Scouts to the

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Hubert Humphrey jumped into the fray early on
with all the gusto of a gorilla on the make. His first
target was his own backyard, the Democratic Farmer-
Labor Party (DFLP—the FLP had merged with the
Democratic Party).

Many people were banned from DFLP meetings
and if they tried to get in they were often beaten

up by Humphrey goons and busted by the Minneapolis
cops (Hubert's fascist police chief served him well).
Humphrey had his people read the Daily Worker regu
larly, and if anyone was heard taking positions even
remotely resembling those of the Daily Worker, they

Continued on page 22
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Coal...
Continued from page 1
and called out many of their fellow strikers and as the
next shift of scabs tried to come through, miners and
sttel workers stood.shoulder to shoulder and kept them
out. The power plant was shut down cold.

Members of the Miners Right to Strike Committee
rapped with other miners and steel workers about the

Committee and die National United Workers Organiza
tion (NUWO). They talked about how workers through
out the country were part of the same class, locked in
the same common struggle against the same class enemy,
and of the need to link up their struggles and unite to
aim the most powerful blows possible at these capital
ists.

Key Terms of Sellout

As we go to press all the details of the Miller-coal
companies handiwork are not available. But the 15-page
general outline of the proposals presented to the union's
bargaining council by Miller and the negotiating commit
tee makes clear the viciousness of the attempted sell
out. To list all the takeaways and attacks would be to
reprint the entire 15-page document. It offers the com
panies every weapon they demanded to use against the
rank and file. It offers the rank and file nothing and
takes away many of the gains won in the past through
hard fought battles.

Before the strike began the Miners Right to Strike
Committee summed up the key demands of the rank
wtd file: 1) the right to strike; 2) full restoration, in
crease and guarantee of all pensions and medical bene

fits; 3) equalization of pensions and full pensions for
disabled miners and widows; 4) a cost of living allow
ance with no caps and a big increase in pay; 5) collec
tive right to withdraw and refuse unsafe .work and no
tfbitration of safety; 6) ail mine work to be classified

and awarded by seniority.

What's in the Miller-BCOA proposal? There is no right
to strike. There is no cost of living increase. Miners are

to be fined $20 a day for each day of a wildcat strike.
After 30 days of striking all medical benefits will be cut
off. Miners are subject to firing for picketing another
mine.

Miners' struggle has done away with the hated piece-

rate system in the mines. This contract gives the com
panies the right to institute productivity and bonus
systems—a big step back towards the day when miners
were paid by the ton of coal mined. It has been a long

established principle of the UMWA that a miner was a
member of the union, with all rights and coverage from
the first day he stepped into the mine. This contract
institutes a 30 day probationary period.

In the past miners had established a six month train
ing or "red cap" period for new miners, during which
tfiey could not run heavy equipment or do certain jobs
untH they have been thoroughly broken in. This was
fought for because of the high rate of accidents among
new miners. This contract reduces the period to only

45 days. Miners had fought for and won the right to
have Sunday off and to be paid time and a half for
working on Saturday. This contract gives the compa-

Bloody Ludlow
"WeTrementoer Moody Ludow as a nwm'victory

'case they kxr^ backl"

by O.V. HifSCl^a Coal Miner
BLOODY JvODLOW, a 7" 33 1/3 rpm record by
O. V. Hirsch, a coal miner.

Flip Side; "Blood on the Tracks" by the

Chi-Town Fightin' Machine

nies the right to "seven day production," i.e. shifts can
be worked on Saturday and Sunday, with no overtime
until after 40 hours. Now miners have the right to
bid on another job in the same or a lower category
once a year and can bid up at any time. The Miller
proposal limits job bidding to only once every 18
months.

There is no equalization of pensions for miners who
retired between 1950 and 1974 and those who retired
after 1974. Since the Miners Health and Welfare Funds
were set up in 1950 they have been funded by company
royalties paid on the basis of the amount of coal mined
and man hours worked. The demand of the rank and
file, as the Miners Right to Strike Committee put it. is
for Increased and guaranteed medical benefits and pen
sions, not tied to the royalty system and to the ups
and downs—and overall down—of the crisis-ridden cap
italist system.

Not only do pensions and benefits remain tied to pro
duction, the royalties agreed upon are not sufficient to
keep the funds solvent through the life of the contract.
There will be/>o royalty payments into the 1950 pen
sion fund. This is to be financed by fines against min
ers for wildcatting! Miners pensions are based on the
number of years worked. Up to now 1000 hours worked
in any year counts as a year's work for figuring the pen
sion. This contract raises it to 1450 hours.

Miners long ago won 100% medical coverage. This is
eliminated under the contract and the rank and file will

have to pay a big deductible-justified by Miller as a
step to eliminate abuses of medical benefits. Now the

companies have to pay royalties on all coal mined or
processed at UMWA mines. Under the proposed con
tract they will pay no royalty on nonunion coal process
ed in union mines.

But according to Miller and the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, there is much in this for the

rank and file. A $2.35 an hour wage increase over
three years-which will be quickly eaten up by infla
tion. And to show that they are being fair, the pro
posed contract allows that the companies will be fined

if an arbitrator holds that they caused a wildcat!

Miller Merchandises—At a Distance

Not surprisingly. Miller announced that he will not

personally go into the coalfields to try to jam this gar
bage through. "It would be futile," he said. It's not
that he's afraid to go Into the coalfields, protested Mil
ler. Oh, no! Still, miles away in Washington,*D.C. he

has taken to packing a gun these days—just in case.
Now, Miller is going to rely on the companies, the gov

ernment and the power of the union apparatus to try

to get this contract over.
At the beginning of the strike. Miller went out and

hired a fancy, high priced public relations firm "to tell

the miners' side." For the first two months of the strike

these parasites remained absolutely silent, at Miller's

direction, about the demands and struggle of the

160,000 striking miners. All the while they collected
hefty fees. As soon as Miller crawled out of negotia
tions with the BCOA clutching his settlement, the firm
announced that now it was going to gear up to "mer
chandise" it to the rank and file.

But Miller and the capitalists are going to need a lot
more than PR "merchandising" to get over. No matter
what they call it or how good they say it is, it's exactly
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what it smells like. But no matter how hard it is going
to be, they are going to use every card they have to
bury the miners under this contract. If it is rejected,
as is likely, they will come down harder during the next
round. Miners know that they can expect more compa
ny terror, bank foreclosures and utility cutoffs for non
payment.

In Bluefieid, West. Va., the coal bosses and their
courts have put two miners on trial for conspiracy and
explosives charges stemming from the destruction of
some Norfolk and Western rail lines. The N&W is one

of the largest coal haulers in the Eastern coalfields. This
legal lynching of Danny Surface, vice-president of the
UMWA Local 5954 and James Llevins is a blatant at

tempt to get fid of active fighters and to intimidate all
miners from militant action against the companies,
And the UMWA leadership Is following right along.
District officials have not only refused to take up the

men's defense, they have tried to keep their union
brothers and sisters from visiting them in jail or even
sending them cigarettes. The Miners Right to Strike
Committee and the Miners Support Committee in Beck-
ley, West Va., have joined with others to form a Min- ■

ers Defense Fund to fight for the dropping of the charges
and the release of these men.

The companies have waged a relentless propaganda
war to convince the miners that they were "pitifully
weak" and could not possibly win. They have marshal
ed their police and gun thugs to harass, beat and arrest
rank and file picketers and to attack actions to close
scab mines. They have not stopped short of murder.

Miller and the Union's International Executive Board

(lEB) have done everything in their power to stop and
sabotage the successful efforts of the rank and file to
halt coal production and shipment. Miller ordered union
officials to have nothing to do with such action and in
one case at least, a district official was transferred out to

the Western coalfields because he was active in the strug
gle against nonunion coal.

»

No Longer "Pitifully Weak"

In the last two months the rank and file has thrown

all this back into their faces and now the companies
are crying. All of a sudden the capitalists have changed
their tune. They are yelling that if the strike does not
end immediately utility companies in the Midwest and

the East will run out of coal to keep their power gen
erators going. The steel companies are warning that they
will have to shut down and lay off thousands of steel
workers.

The rank and file has gained tremendous encourage
ment and strength as they have seen their power and ef
fectiveness in stopping production and hitting the c_ap-
. italists where it hurts most. The stories and examples
of the rank and file's courage, determination and unity
in this strike would fill a large book. For example, 300
miners from District 17 in southern West Virginia and
District 30 in eastern Kentucky recently joined in a
caravan to Pike County, Kentucky, the largest coal pro
ducing county in the state and, in the face of the bul
lets and clubs of police and company goons, shut down

two of the largest scab mines.
Miller and the BCOA no doubt think that because

they were able to get through a stinking contract in
1974 in the face of widespread opposition and resis-

Continued on page 17
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For o/he months Essex strikers, mostly women, held out against the coroorate power of United Technologies
and the cops and courts it controls

UAW Int'l Sells Out
Essex Strikers

After almost nine months on strike, in a hard fought
battle, where the rank and file had been very active, the
UAW International sold the Essex Wire Co. strikers
down the river. They were "screwed and tattooed" as
one of the strikers put it.

The final settlement in this Indiana sweatshop was
no better than the five other rotten offers that had been
voted down overwhelmingly since July. With a starting
rate of $2.76/hr. before die strike, the new contract
gives tfiem a pitiful 61 cents over three years, with sick
and accident benefits increased from $35 to $37.50 per
week. To make things worse the scabs are still in the
plant and don't have to join the union. There's no guar
antee all the strikers will ever be called back, and 11
fired during the strike are still fired with their cases
going to arbitration.

The International reached a tentative agreement on
the Tuesday before Christmas and insisted on calling a
meeting the next day. Only two-thirds of the member
ship was able to come. And v\tien they got there they
had to listen to the International say again, "We've done
all we can for you. There's nothing else we can do."
The strikers voted 70 to 44 to accept the contract and
die strike was over.

Fierce Struggle

The 220 Essex strikers, mostly women, held out for
nine months and put up one heck of a fight. They
found themselves up against United Technologies, the
huge cbnglomerate that owns Es«x Wire, and the cops
and the courts UT controls. The strikers had been shot
at and arrested trying to stop scabs going into the plant.
One picketer was hit by a van driven by the acting
plant manager, and another active striker was severely
beaten in her home by company thugs. The strikers
stood up to all of this and hit back at every turn. When
an injunction came down limiting pickets to three at a
gate, the local union (UAW Local 1663) leased land

right near the plant and strikers massed there. They
organized a picket of Indiana Governor Bowen, when he
spoke in Anderson, Indiana, to protest the use of state
troopers to escort scabs into the plant. A group of
strikers even drove up to Detroit and picketed UAW
Solidarity House when the union refused to pay court
fines imposed on the strikers.

The UAW International knew what the stakes were.
On the one hand, they had to put up a front of being
a "strong, democratic" union—so they carried a couple
of stories in Solidarity (national union newspaper)
claiming they were leading the strike. But the real
strength pushing things forward w«re the Essex strikers
and many active workers who rallied behind them. Rank
and file workers in the Elwood area came out to a car
caravan in support of the strike. Auto Workers United to
Fight and other National United Workers Organization
members proposed resolutions of support and dona
tions be sent from their local unions. Plant gate collec
tions were taken up in Ohio, Detroit and California.
But even when the rank and file took the initiative,
union officials put obstacles in their way.

In this strike, like so many others, the workers lost
their immediate demand, but also In this strike, like so .
many others, many are looking at the world differently
for having waged this battle-some charting plans for
continuing the fight against both Essex and the sellout
leadership in the UAW.

"The fight is not over! We can't let this happen
again. We've got to be more organized so we can be
on stand-by to jump to people's defense in our region,"
is the way some strikers feel. Others gained an even
broader understanding of the Essex strike as oriiy one
of many battles the working class and the owning class
are fighting. And for many workers across the country,
the Essex strike has been a beacon and a call to struggle,
and further warning against the vicious enemies the
working class faces-both Inside the unions and the cor
porations workers slave for.B

Coal...
Continued from page 16
tance to it, they can do the same thing this time around.
While the task ahead of the miners isn't easy and there
are no guarantees, there are a number of big differences
between 1974 and today.

In 1974, the first contract that the rank and file
could vote on for ratification in the history of the
UMWA and the first negotiated by Miller, a lot of min
ers were inclined to give him the bensfit of the doubt.
Since then Arnold has been exposed widely as the pat
sy for the bosses that he is. This time miners are look
ing at the crap Miller and the BCOA are dishing out a
lot more mercilessly.

This resolve to fight for their demands and the un
derstanding of miners about what Miller and the com
panies are up to has been built in the course of repeat
ed and protracted struggle. This is the fourth major
strike since 1974 demanding the right to strike. Miners
went into this strike off a huge 13 week strike against
the medical benefit cutoffs. There is growing potential

to draw important lessons from the experience of these
struggles and their limitations. The understanding of
the whole history of sellouts that have rolled down from
the union leadership is taking a much deeper hold
among the rank and file.

Right to Strike Committee

The Miners Right to Strike Committee has been able
through strike bulletins, participation in the picketing
to stop scab coal and other activities, to play an Impor
tant role in focusing and articulating the real demands
of the rank and file and call Miller and his crew out for
what they are, and further develop the presence of an
organized, class conscious force in the coalfields.

The Committee is uniting with other rank and filers
not only to mobilize for a rejection of this contract,
but to continue building the fight for the things miners
want to win off this strike as well as broader questions
miners face as part of the working class.

Carrying this out is, of course, no smooth sailing.
It involves struggle. For one thing, in the presence of a
large-scale spontaneous mass movement, there is strong
sentiment even among many active miners that picketing
and the like is enough. More organized and conscious
activity is just "buying trouble."

NYC Steel...
Continued from page 7
$75 for a 2% year contract (they wanted a 2'/j year
contract instead of three so that next time the contract
wouldn't expire in the Winter and right near Christmas),
a better vacation schedule and better medical benefits,
as well as greater job security. What they got was a
$45 increase for a three year contract and hardly any
improvement in benefits. Also this new contract
doesn't even talk about job security, although over
the last five years hundreds of workers have been laid
off even while production has been sped up.

To say that this contract is a victory, as the union
hacks are doing. Is wrong and criminal. When inflation,
higher social security taxes, etc., are taken into account,
the $45 wage increase is in fact a wage cut since the
Art Steel workers will, three .years from now, have less
spending power than what they've got now.

But there were certain other ways in which the Art
Steel strike was a victory. For one thing, 105 workers
voted against this contract (275 voted for it). Such a
large no vote has rarely, if ever, happened in District
65. But more important than that, many workers in
the course of the strike, and through the discussions
that went on during the strike and are going on after
it, have come to a deeper understanding of what they
and other workers are up against.

As it says in the Programme of the RCP, USA: "In
these struggles, the workers begin to throw off the foot
of the employer from their necks, to raise their heads.
And in raising their heads they are able to see farther
and more clearly. The face of the enemy and the forces
fighting him begin to come into sharper focus. This
gives rise to vigorous discussion among the workers not
only about every question of the immediate struggle
but also about events throughout society and the
world. Through all this the workers begin to see them
selves as more than mere individuals, but as members of
a class, locked in warfare yv'th the opposing class of em
ployers." (p. 101)

All this has helped raise the level of many workers'
understanding of what they're up against, and also of
the need for a strong, powerful workers organization,
such as the NUWO, to take on all the attacks of the
capitalist system.

Shortly after the strike ended, the immigration
authorities pulled a raid at Art Steel, obviously aimed
at trying to deport some of the most active and class
conscious fighters there. This raid was certainly no co
incidence, since no such thing had ever occurred at Art
Steel before the strike.

But the workers at Art Steel refused to be intimidat
ed. They have formed a workers committee there—so
they can tie better organized to deal with the attacks
of the Art Steel bosses—and an increasing number are
moving towards becoming active fighters not only at
Art Steel but class conscious fighters in the overall war
against the capitalist system. ■

Nevertheless, in the face of vicious red-baiting pver
the years and other attempts to drive a wedge between
the members of the Committee and other active miners,
it continues to be widely respected, and controversial,
among miners and to grow in influence.

The biggest difference between the time of the 1974
contract and today is that the stakes are up-precisely
because of the recent history of militant struggle of the
miners. And these stakes count for the whole working
class. If the miners are defeated in this contract battle
it will be a major setback for the whole working class.
It's like any battle in a war, if one of your most em
battled, hard fighting and victorious detachments suf
fers a heavy blow from the enemy, it can only strength
en them and weaken all of your forces.

Build Support

Many workers around the country have seen this battle
of the miners as their own and have taken up the call to
support them. In Pittsburgh on February 2, members
of the National United Workers Organization joined mem
bers of the Right to Strike Committee and went out to
several plants in the area to collect funds for the strik
ers. At Westinghouse and U.S. Steel they collected over
$200 in less than an hour at only three gates.

The NUWO nationwide is mapping out plans to step
up its support work, including demonstrations at key
capitalist targets, letters of support, more efforts to
gather funds for the strikers and a counteroffensive a
against the Miller-BCOA propaganda to put forward the
stand of the working class in support of the miners.
Down with the Sellout ContractI Victory to the Miners
and Their Demands! ■
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struggle and deepening the Brigade's ties among the
masses. The entire convention firmly united that
while being known as communists from the start would

not be as "easy," as opposed to being known only as
fighters, or even "revolutionaries," that even in the

short run, by practicing the mass line, the RCYB
could build and lead mass struggles and move forward
the overall movement far better. After lengthy dis
cussion the November RCYB convention unanimously
voted to openly proclaim the communist nature of the

RCYB, determining that in all the fights it waged it
would consciously aim to build them as part of the
overall struggle for revolution.

As such an organization, it is dedicated to carrying
out the three tasks writh regard to the masses of youth
as laid out by Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central

Committee of the RCP, in his speech at the convention:
1) Lead the masses of youth in struggling against

the attacks and abuses they face;

2) Mobilize the masses of youth to fight at the side
of the working class under the leadership of its Party in
the overall struggle against the imperialists and for
revolution;

3) Broadly and boldly propagate communism among
the masses, and especially youth, bringing out that the
only solution for youth is fighting shoulder to shoulder
alongside with workers to overthrow the capitalists and
to replace their decadent rule with socialism, the rule

of the working class, where the laboring millions
struggle together to transform all of society and bring
about communism—the final elimination of all clasps

and forms of class rule!

Two-Faced Opportunism

At the convention, the RCYB elected its leadership

on the basis that they would implement the line and

principles that had been adopted. This included a num

ber of these factionalists—who like all opportunists say
one thing openly, and do another twhind your back.

After the convention they stepped up their two-faced
opportunism and betrayed the trust of Brigade members

by continuing to uphold their defeated line and con
sciously undermined the principles of the RCYB. Using

the RCYB's temporary national office as a headquarters,
they factionalized against the correct line of the RCYB
and the Party, and in early January they issued a docu

ment that essentially called for Brigade members to
split away from and attack the RCP and the working
class. This dtey did in collaboration with a group of
people who were trying to wreck the RCP from

within and use the RCYB as a pawn in their game.

Gncinnati Conference

It was in this context that the Cincinnati confer

ence was held. It was called under the authority of

the RCP Central Committee and leading members of
the RCYB, and was a severe blow to this arrogant
clique's plans. Despite the short notice, over two-
thirds of the chapters were represented, including
the entire RCYB in the West and South, a solid

majority in the Midwest, and about one-fourth of

the chapters in the East.- (The RCYB in the East
is relatively small, but it is a solid, daring, determined
and communist RCYB!) TIjis good turnout came
despite the fact that the RCYB had been one of the

strongholds of the revisionist faction in the RCP,
and they had been able to gain more influence there

than in the Party as a whole.
Those attending the conference unanimously

denounced this small group's plans to seize control

of their organization. Many of the youth and stu
dents attending the conference rose to criticize the

factionalists—not just them as individuals, but their

//ne—and gave many examples of how these swollen-
headed "leaders" from the former NO had sabotaged
student and youth work in the past.

They pointed out that this had not always been

the case—some of these people had in fact made con

tributions to the development of work among students
in the past. But iMtat had been a secondary aspect in

these people—errors in line and growing tendencies
reflecting bourgeois ideology—had taken a qualitative
leap and consolidated into full-blown revisionist oppor
tunism. Now these formerly leading people had de
generated. Out of this lively discussion emerged a
graphic picture of the worst type of Menshevik
careerism.

The leading hacks from this clique acted as if the
RCYB was their little kingdom, and wanted to use

the many successes achieved through the hard work of
the Brigade's membership and the overall leadership
of the RCP as their own "capital"—claiming credit
for the "flashy" successes and spreading rumors and
innuendos blaming "the stupid rank-and-file members"
and "die Party leadership's left dogmatic line" for
any setbacks. The traitorous "national officers," bent
on building up their own individual reputations as
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Pamphlet Introduction

In November 1977, the Revolutionary Communist

Youth Brigade, the youth organization of the Revolu
tionary Communist Party, was founded. But this vic
tory was not achieved without struggle—not only mass
struggle, but also struggle within the Revolutionary
Communist Party between two sharply opposed lines.

The struggle focused on the name of this organiza
tion, with a number of leading comrades in youth and
student work, together with some others, opposing the
Party's line of having the word "Communist" in the
name of the organization. As has now become^clear,
these comrades had been organized as part of a revi
sionist headquarters within the RCP, headed by for

mer members of the old CP, who, while joining the RCP
land die Revolutionary Union before it) and playing a
positive role to an extent and on that basis becoming
leading members, never made a thorough-going rupture
with revisionism. This headquarters engaged in faction

al opposition to the central leadership of the Party on
the question of the communist youth organization as

well as many other questions. Of course not everyone

who took this position was part of this revisionist head
quarters and many have since repudiated this line.

The struggle over the name for the youth organiza
tion was actually over far more than that: it represent

ed two lines over the character and purpose of this or
ganization. The correct line of the Party is based on
the basic view of the Party's Programme that "there is

only one path that offers youth a genuine opportunity
to put to use its enthusiasm, its innovativeness, its dar
ing and its determination to change the world—prole
tarian revolution."

To chart this path requires the leadership of the
Party of the working class, its line and outlook of Marx
ism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought, and an or

ganization that carries out all three tasks with regard
to the masses of youth as laid out by Bob Avakian,
Chairman of the Central Committee of the RCP, in his

speech to the founding convention of the RCYB: first,
leading the masses of youth in struggling against the
attacks and abuses they face; second, fighting at the
side of the working class under the leadership of its
.Party in the overall struggle against the imperialists and
for revolution; and third, broadly and boldly propagat

ing communism among the masses, and especially
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youth.

The opposing line, while opposing "Communist"
in the name, opposed far more, it watered down and
narrowed the nature and tasks of the youth organiza
tion. The result would have been a reformist, if some
times militant, youth group-not the communist youth
organization of the RCP. This is hardly the bold step
needed today by the broad masses of youth and by the

revolutionary proletariat. This line was reformist, revis
ionist—not communist—in that, among other things, it
negated the real revolutionary potential of youth, the
need to exert a steady communist influence on the

masses of youth and train youth in Marxism-Leninism,

Mao Tsetung Thought while leading them in struggle
on many fronts. It is revisionist in that it negated the

necessary leadership of the working class and its Party

to fully develop this tremendous potential of youth
into a powerful force in the struggle for proletarian
revolution.

This line was defeated within the Party in the per
iod leading up to the founding convention. Based on
this, the advances of the founding convention were a-
chieved. But since that time, a number of those who
held this line, rather than building off these advances
arid changing their views, have persisted in their revi
sionism and gone still further. A small but arrogant
little clique of these people have made a futile effort
to use their leading positions in the RCYB to turn this
organization into a pawn in a struggle against the Party

and its iine-marching further into the swamp of oppos
ing communism and opposing the Party, and trying to
impose their revisionist line on the RCYB and drag it
along with them.

Such reactionary puffed-up but puny efforts are
being clearly repudiated by the Party and by the masses
of members of the RCYB around the.country, and the

RCYB is growing far stronger in the process. To assist
the Brigade members and others In developing the strug
gle—strengthening their understanding of the two lines
and deepening their grasp of Marxism in opposition to
revisionism, the RCP is publishing these two documents,
representing the two lines on this question. One (print
ed second) is an appeal written to the Party Center by
some leading people In the youth and student work.
The other is the line of the Party, written in opposi
tion to this, which was circulated to the whqie Party
just before the founding convention. Based on this
line, the founding of the RCYB as the communist
youth organization of the RCP was achieved, and bas
ed on this line the RCYB can and will move forward
in today's struggles and in the struggle for proletarian
revolution and the ultimate goal of communism.®

"mass leaders," wherever they could began substituting
this "flashiness" for politics, determining what actions
or campaigns to take up on the basis of "How will it
spin?" (meaning, will it guarantee quick and easy
results?) rather than how it would help advance the •

cause of proletarian revolution.
A good example was the righteous struggle to stop

the gym at Kent State last summer and fall. Initially
the leader of this clique in the Party's youth and student
work was opposed to the Brigade launching a major
effort around this deeply significant and developing
issue, claiming they were "too busy" building for a
youth demonstration on Wall Street later that summer
(this was his pet project at the time). He and others
in the clique backed this up by saying that working

class youth weren't interested in Kent State anyway,
and that students on campus wouldn't move either—

they were too young when the killings occurred to be
concerned. Only after sharp struggle on the part of
RCP leadership was this taken up as a campaign outside
of the Brigade in Ohio (a point which these opportun
ists conveniently fail to remember when they claim
credit for the big successes) and even then they
wavered at every critical point. First they said the
struggle was for "elite" campuses. Then, as they were
building for the first big demonstration of the fall
semester, they characterized it as "throwing a punch
while backing away," exposing the fact that they never
intended to build it as part of a militant and protracted

fight. They had planned to end the Kent struggle after
pulling off a large mass demonstration. They claimed,
"We'll never win anything more now, let's end the
struggle here—any future demonstrations would have
less people."

Once again the central Party leadership was forced
to struggle against their line, which included much
more capituhtion than this, and on the basis of this
struggle the militant confrontation of October 22 was
organized, which saw 1500 people militantly stand up
to tear gas-wielding pigs, shattering the ruling class'
claims that "student unrest is dead."

Consistently they downplayed or opposed the study
of the science of revolution within the Brigade, in order

to keep people ignorant of the correct way to wage
revolutionary struggle. They criticized members who
wanted to organize study groups as "dogmatists," and
accused people who read Marxism as "burying their
heads in the books." A leading member of their
faction liked to say, "Have faith that you know some

Marxism, in your ability to analyze things," which in
essence called for people to substitute bourgeois
"common sense" for Marxist theory and promoted
narrow empiricism (taking one's own narrow experi
ence as general truth). When over the past year the
central leadership of the RCP struggled with members
of the RSB NO to develop more study in the Brigade,
only a half-hearted attempt was made-for instance, an

Continued on page 19
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areawide study session was held In the Midwest, but it
turned out to be merely a rambling lecture by one of

dieir so-called "leader-dieoreticians," with very little
discussion.

Over the past year, the factional activities of these
so-called leaders of the RSB took the form of sabotage
of the Brigade's work. They published only a few, ir
regular issues of the newspaper Fight Backs task the
Brigade and Party had summed up as extremely im
portant—claiming they were "too busy with other
diings."

The few issues of Fight Back d^at d/d emerge in-
weasingly reflected their revisionist line. It down

played the importance of propagating theory among
the masses of students and didn't even address many
of the political questions facing the students, let alone
much on the broader events and questions involving

the working class and the rest of society. Even in its
summation of different stnjggles. It paid tittle atten
tion to line, substituting instead pages of mere descrip
tions of "wdrat happened." In short, it was as
politically "meaty" as pablum-it was not a communist
newspaper, and it couldn't aid the (then) RSB member

ship in being "tribunes of the people" and doing ideo
logical work among the masses of students.

One chapter revealed it had even sent in a finished

draft of a much-needed pamphlet (on the Bakke case)
accompanied by all the necessary money for its pub
lication, but nothing was done! (No one knows where

they squandered this money.) On d)e other hand, this
"National Office" was never "too busy" to travel from
chapter to chapter acting as honchos. Claiming that
a number of RSB chapters in the Midwest were "in
capable of doing good work" without their "direct
leadership," they parcelled out these chapters to

various members of the NO, almost as if they were

dieir personal property, and effectively tried to

stifle the initiative of the membership.
They didn't want an organization fighting for work

ing class revolution—what they really wanted was an
organization they could control from the top while the
rank and file membership just blindly carried out their

orders. In many ways, they acted just like some of the
union hacks that control workers' unions—self-serving

and arrogant, ready to crush alt members who opposed
their dictates. One delegate from the Northwest at the

Cincinnati conference recounted how, when she opposed

3 particularly raunchy line emanating from the NO, she
was told , "We can make revolution without your area

of the country—in fact, why don't you move to some
place that's important, like Chicago or New York"!

They told the Hawaii chapters of the Brigade (which
had raised the money for the trip), "You won't
get the speaking tour [to build for the founding
convention! because you're not bringing enough

people." But they, unlike the NO. were build
ing the RCYBI

Coinemptuous Toward Youtit

Concerning work among youdi, this faction ex

hibited ̂ e worst form of opportunist behavior, pic
turing themselves as "condescending saviors." They
felt that working class youth couldn't understand
Marxism. Reflecting die same view toward the op
pressed nationalities, they acted as though the reason
to take up campaigns around national oppression was
because "that would bring Black people around." With
this view they carried out the line that the best way to
organize youth was through a few flashy demonstra
tions, plus "getting down" and partying, while hiding
the politics of the organization. One Brigade member
brought this out sharply by pointing to an example
where one of these so-called "mass leaders" had brought

a number of youth to a conference to build towards
die RCYB convention without explaining to them that

it was communist. Needless to say, these youth felt
tricked—in much the same way the bourgeoisie has al
ways slandered communists as "duping people"—and
left the conference enraged!

Under the guise of "getting down" and "immersing
themselves in the life of the masses," they pushed

liberalism and refused to struggle against some of the

backward tendencies that are inevitably found among

youth growing up in bourgeois society. Male chauvinism
was tacitly condoned, with women who brought up
criticisms of this behavior being slandered as "feminists."

Some of these degenerates even encouraged dope
smoking and promiscuity as ways to "get down"—
making a mockery of the concept of proletarian morality
and revealing even more graphically the low view they
held of the masses of youth. This view came out as

well in their line that calling the youth organization
"communist" might be "o.k." among students, but
would be ruinous among working class youtit.

This same view came out once again in the content

and character of the Young Red newspaper which was

aimed at working class youth.which also appeared about
as regularly as the Do Do bird. If Fight Back was pab-
ium, the Young Red was watery pablum plus boogie.

Even their view that diere must be two newspapers

(if newspapers are really necessary at all)-one for stu
dents and a separate one for working class youth-is
revealing of their line. While some separate forms of

THE HIGH ROAD

Through the din of machines and the throb of tired
backs.

Through the constant, teeth-gritting battle
To avoid the whip and loosen the chains.
Through the steady sno w of bills that fall on the

house

And the fear in the gut for a future-less child.
Through the inch by haif-inch climb uphill
To master the laws underneath it all.
To link the experience and knowledge
Of you and your fellow workers
With the history of the toiling, rebelling millions,
Through the slow-swelling power of that focused

strength and anger

Into a mushrooming cloud of muscles and rage
Against the profit-dynasty and its stinking decay.
Through the struggle to open hearts and minds
To dream, to soar, to dare

To build a new world—

Oh. my comrades, don't took back, don't fall.
For though the road is high and hard
It is not lonely:
The lifting eyes and fists of all the workers and

oppressed people of the world
Go with us and guard our journey.
And though the exuberance of rebellion
is coupled widi the strain of uphill steps,
A billion hearts applaud each one.
As humanity stands up
Shaking off allpharaohs, kings and capitalists.
Like ancient dust.
And grinding them into the past,

■ We come together, to struggle together
Towards a master-less future,
A no-chains, sky's-the-Hmit future

At last, m

[Ed. Note—This poem was submitted by a comrade
in Detroit who was inspired by the current two-line
struggle.]

agitation must be developed, their line reflected their
negation of the communist bond that provides die only
revolutionary basis for uniting students and working
class youth in one organization with one purpose.

Situation Excellent

Even though some of these degenerate anti-Party
elements held leading positions in the RSB and RCYB,
their rotten line and behavior did not characterize the

overall work of the organization. Great advances have
been made in work among students and youth, due to
the correct line of the RCP which-/n ̂ /reof the-inter-
ference from these opportunist "leaders"—has been
implemented and deepened by the dedicated revolu
tionaries in the neighborhoods and on the campuses.
The January Cincinnati conference was an inspiring
testimonial to this fact, and was a severe blow to the
clique's puffed-up plans. Not only did it represent the

large majority of the RCYB's membership, but it clearly
released the initiative and strengthened the determina
tion of RCYB members to carry out the revolutionary
line and tasks they had united around at the founding

convention.

The conference unanimously denounced the at

tempts to seize control of their organization, and re

affirmed the principle of leadership of the working

class and its Party, the RCP. Even though a number
of RCYB members (a clear minority) had been swayed

by the degenerate hacks, the conference recognized
that uncovering and removing the reactionary leaders

actually strengthened tfieir organization and signified
a big victory. For it was like cutting out a cancerous
tumor—removing the sickness strengthens the patient.

And this experience l]elps educate members about why

certain people who claim to be revolutionaries "go
bad," linking this to the question of class outlook and

class struggle in society as a whole. All told, the
situation in the RCYB is truly excellent, and the basis

is laid for even further advances in organizing among
students and youth.

In the weeks to come, the RCYB plans to develop

a Communist Consolidation Campaign to thoroughly
study and discuss the questions raised in the struggle
with these opportunists, in order to better understand
iMiy things like this inevitably occur, how to analyze
it and grow stronger in the struggle against it. The
RCYB will also study how the struggle between correct
and incorrect ideas (and the people who hold them)
is an integral part of the struggle for revolution-in
fact it's the way that real understanding develops, and
that's a good thing. They will study more system
atically and deeply the revolutionary science of
Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought in order to

oppose the revisionism pushed by the clique and in

this way the RCYB will become better able to grasp
and apply Marxism and to recognize and defeat all
forms of opportunism.

Work Ahead

At the close of the one-day Cincinnati conference,
the RCYB members briefly mapped out guidelines for
the organization's work during the coming months.
This includes plans to fight the Bakke decision against
affirmative action programs and building nationwide
support among youth for the peoples of southern Africa
struggling for liberation from imperialism and racist
rule. Another emphasis will be building support for
the current coal miners' struggle. Local chapters will
investigate conditions facing youth in their areas,
stressing the application of the mass line and building
struggle around such issues as jobs for youth and police
repression. In addition, beginning plans were made for
the RCYB's second national convention to be held later
in the spring. The convention's purpose will be to

repudiate the revisionist garbage pushed by the
former mfsleaders in the Brigade, and to grasp more
firmly the correct line on the class struggle in the
U.S., the role of the RCYB in that struggle, and
other questions. It will build off the fundamentally
solid strengths of the first RCYB convention.

In contrast to the revolutionary achievements of the

Cincinnati meeting, the Menshevik former Brigaders
continue to sink further into the swamp. At a meeting
held later, they decided to drop the name "communist"
from their organization, dub it the Revolutionary
Student Brigade (our emphasis), and de-emphasize
the crucial work among working class youth. In

a pitiful maneuver, their meeting also decided-
based on predictably little study—to.take a position
on a decisive question for which they had blasted the

RCP for an "undemocratic" "rush to judgment." The
reason they took this position now? According to lead
ing speakers, they had a pressing necessity for "tactical

reasons"-they needed a position to "combat the RCP's.
And after all, if they were wrong."they could always
change the position later"!

CP(ML) Jumps to Defense

Although defeated and exposed in their attempts
to seize control of the RCYB, it cannot in all honesty
be said that the small clique of former RCP members

have had no success with their opportunist line they

tried to peddle among youth and students. Not sur
prisingly, they have attracted the attention and ad
miration of an equally slimy group of opportunists,

the so-called "Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist)."
In the February 6 issue of their slander sheet. The
Call, they show how willing they are to slither and

. crawl, and twist their already ragged line in order to
encourage and accomodate others of their own oppor
tunist ilk. For instance, they do everything but come
right out and endorse the clique's opposition to the
name "communist" for the Party's youth group-even

though they have named their own rump youth group
the "Communist Youth Organization." (Of course
their chairman Mike Klonsky has always shown his

Continued on page 20
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The Programme of the RCP summarizes the pres
ent situation facing the working class in its struggle
and points the road forward. It is a concentration
of the Party's basic aims, strategy and tasks as the
Party of the working class. It sets forth to the work
ing class the goal of its struggle-revolution, social
ism and ultimately communism-and the means to
achieve this historic goal. It is a guide to action.

The Constitution of the RCP summarizes the ba

sic Programme of the Party and sets down its basic
organizational principles which enable it to carry
out its tasks and responsibilities as the Party of the
working class.

Prepay all orders to RCP Publications, PO Box

3486 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60664,
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willingness to bend his "principles" when the question
of a few more dues-paying warm bodies are at stake.)

But more serious and exposing is the overall unity
on line concerning the question of youth (and other
things) between the »lf-sty[ed former RCYB careerists
aid the CP(ML). For instance, they both "reverse
correct verdicts" on the gains of the mass student
struggles of the '60s. The Call, reprinting a page from
Klonsky's social pacifism in SDS days, criticizes the
observation made in the RCP's recently published
youth polemic on the formation of the RCYB that
advanced ideas and actions, (ike carrying NLF and red
flags in the anti-war marches, had a positive "shock"
effect—and in much the same way, so would open use
of the name "communist." In fact, experience has
shown Wiat this "shock" sometimes angered some
people, but also spurred many others—especially youth
who were already questioning what the hell was going
on—to check out further why someone was willing to
risk heckling and opposition for such a controversial
question.

Of course, this is not (and was not portrayed as)
the main way to bring out communism among the
masses of youth—but the opportunists' stand on this
question clearly betrays their right-wing essence. Bring
ing communism and working class ideology to the
masses is a concrete task of the RCYB, not a "frill"
to be added in "stages" or just "drawn out of their ex
periences" in struggle. Putting it in a name alone, and

negating the propagation of the ideology of communism

REVOLUTION

in fact, is not enough (as can be seen by the CPfMLJ's
example).

Idealist Notion?

The Call article, in a similar rightist vein, goes on
to attack as an "idealist notion" the line in the RCP
Programme that while youth face many problems,
the most basic problem the masses of young people

face is the fact that imperialism is unable to offer them
a life with a purpose." (p. 157) This attack is in funda
mental unity vwth the outlook of the former NO clique.
Particular attacks must of course be fought, but under
lying all this is the basic fact that imperialism can offer
youth no purpose. All it can offer is a lifetime of ex
ploitation and oppression because of its very nature.
This is perceived by youth to a certain degree, but it is
a truth that must be brought home to them and raised
to a rational level in their understanding.

In the Call's Menshevik search for something palpa
ble and concrete, these rightists narrow down and under
play the great potential for the proletariat to rally and
guide youth's "enthusiasm, its innovativeness, its daring
and its determination to change the world" [Programme.
p. 158) for the revolutionary overthrow of the capitalist
system by proletarian revolution. Such a line can in no
way grasp why and how Mao Tsetung could have stated
in Orientation of the Youth Movement" that In a way
youth play a vanguard role in the revolutionary struggle
struggle—a struggle whose main force and leadership
in this country is the working class.

One other way the CP(ML) tries to snuggle up to
the defeated faction is by worshipping bourgeois demo
cracy to defeat democratic centralism. They quote the
RCP document which says that the line put forward
there is not for "free debate" as evidence that dictator
ship exists within the RCP. This is ironic, because In
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fact tills question had been discussed and debated
among comrades doing youth work for many months-
the "Appeal" that was written was part of that process,
and the RCP document was the summation of the line,
as deepened through that process, which was soon tcT
be Implemented at the convention. It was precisely be
cause some of the opportunist clique's factional
machinations during this period had been uncovered
that It was necessary for this document to clearly
spell out that comrades must firmly unite to carry out
the line, which Is merely a restatement of a Leninist
principle of democratic centralism.

The working class and its vanguard Party, the RCP,
see the gains of the recent Cincinnati conference as a

real victory-not only for the youth in the RCYB, but
for our class as a whole. Defeating the attempt at an
opportunist coup within the Brigade, deepening the '
criticism of the clique's revisionist line, and grasping
and further developing the correct line of the RCP will
ensure that the RdYB will continue on the revolutionary
path charted at its founding convention.

This is the type of organization that can really serve
the interests of our class, the type of organization that
sons and daughters of the working class and other youth
dedicated to fighting for its revolutionary cause in the
.neighborhoods and campuses can join with pride. Not
only will It fight for better conditions for young people,
more than that it will provide a real alternative to the

decadence and dog-eat-dog system and outlook the
ruling class tries to train and coerce youth, along with
the masses of people, to accept as "the only way " and
the 'natural order of things." The Revolutionary
Communist Party has complete confidence that the
RCYB will continue to be the place where youth will
truly find a life with a purpose, in helping to accom
plish the historic task of the working class-making
proletarian revolution, and freeing all of mankind. ■

Vets Work...
Continued from page S

that relatively more people will come forward around
particular battles, and that, as these battles ebb or sub-
skte, many will fail away again, we now began to under
stand more clearly that in order to consolidate our
gains and to take advantage of the new conditions we'd

helped to create, we had to struggle with people polit
ically to sum up what gains had been made and what
was the road forward.

We feel this "revolving door" question is important.
If we don't understand how to consolidate active and

advanced forces, politically, it leads to a lot of gimmick
ry and rightism.

One line we've had to fight goes something like this:

"Since people come forward around particular strug-
gtes, the way to keep them around is to keep taking up
new struggles in order to keep them active." What this
line means in tiie real world is that people come for
ward out of struggles they're involved in, but they're
too stupid or brainwashed to be able to understand
OKJch about how their problems relate to other peo- .

pie's problems and society as a whole, so let's keep
Ihem active so they don't have time to think about any-
titing.

In fact, everything about Marxism teaches us that

the masses can and will become the conscious makers

of history (as opposed to pawns of a few "organizers"),
Vd our experience in the recent period of veterans
work bears this out. When vets become active, they

start to raise their heads, and instead of seeing a smooth

load to revolution, they see a lot of contradictory phe
nomena. Naturally questions come up. How come

people who say they agree with us don't get involved?
Why do we raise the questions of revolution or commu
nism when that turns people off? How can we say the
U.S. is as bad as Russia, they've got a dictatorship over
#iere? Why can't the races get together? etc. We've
seen that our ability to keep these people active in
VVAW related directly to how well we answered these
questions. The mpre we have brought "light into the
struggles," and along with this done all-around expo
sure of the imperialist system and developed political
discussion and struggle, the more we brought activists
into VVAW and moved them forward politically.

When we let up on this, the masses would get demoral-
t»d and drop away from the struggle.

In some areas of the country within the Party and
WAW the incorrect line on this question of struggle
and consciousness was not struggled against and in fact
was even encouraged. This line reduced the question
of building VVAW with a life of its own to a question
of "results" in the narrowest sense, liquidating the
tasks of raising the general level of consciousness of the
masses and training the advanced in Marxism-Leninism,
«id only paying attention to how many people we can
pi to a demonstration or how much news coverage
wee^ get. The people spouting this line push "orga-
mze, organize" and "fight, fight, fight." Organizing
WAW chapters becomes an end in itself, "activity"
teeemes everything, and the consciousness of the
aiKses, and consolidating the advanced into Marxists,
is reduced to nothing. This incorrect line forgets that

for us, in everything we do, we are building a revolu
tion and not just a veterans organization. And, in fact,
such a line makes it very difficult to sustain any type of
activity for long, for the reasons gone into earlier.

Veterans as a Powerful Sodal Force

Another incorrect line promoted in some areas,
which is the mirror opposite image of the "fight, fight,
fight" incorrect line, negates that it is possible or neces
sary for the working class and its Party to do work
among veterans at ail.

This line says that since most veterans are workers,
they face the sharpest contradictions as workers, and
therefore it is not "realistic" to try and organize a pow
erful veterans movement as a distinct component of the
revolutionary movement generally.
To bolster this argument, some people try to use

Marx to oppose Marxism, incorrectly asserting that
Marx said, "social positio'n determines consciousness."
In fact, what Marx said (in "Preface to a Critique of
Political Economy") is that "social being determines
consciousness." Marx's point was that consciousness
derives from the material world, and that man's activity
in production is his fundamental social activity. But -
to listen to those who promote the line that a veterans

movement is not possible or necessary, you'd have to
think that aside from work, people are not affected in
any way by anything else going on in the world.

In the first place, veterans face some particular con
tradictions as veterans-cuts in disability benefits, the
Gi Bill, the Veterans Administration, etc. These are all
real contradictions, and there is just as real struggle
around them, against the capitalist attacks. Secondly,
and more importantly, there is the whole ecperience of
veterans in the broadest sense, of being used to fight
an unjust, imperialist war for the profits and empire of
the bourgeoisie, only to be discarded on their return
back home. We constantly see veterans' burning hatred,
having seen their partners killed or maimed in the pro
cess of suppressing foreign peoples and protecting the
capitalists' oil fields or Bank of America buildings, their

disgust at racial discrimination, harassment, the unsafe
and unhealthy conditions and much more in the mili
tary. This hatred can only get intensified as they re
turn home to no disability pay, no jobs, more discrimi
nation, benefit cuts and the rest. And beyond that, vets,
along with the masses of people, have the experience of
living in a society and in a world where exploiting ban
dits try to rob and crush millions of people and where
people in turn continually rise up against them.

All this is part of veterans' social being, and deeply
affects how veterans look at society, their position in '
it and their participation in the overall class struggle.
This, in turn, and the role of veterans as a group, has a
big Influence on society as a whole. For both positive
and negative reasons, veterans have a certain "right to
speak" in the eyes of the masses on the nature of the
military and the country's foreign policy, even on over
all questions of the nature of the country.

To sum this up: the incorrect line on this question
has led, in some places around the country, to liquidat
ing the work of VVAW entirely, while others with this
incorrect line have argued that VVAW should be little
more than a shell organization, whose name is preserv
ed for "heavies" to speak at events and rallies.

On the other hand, building the movement among
veterans in a revolutionary way and recognizing their
potential as a powerful social force against imperialism,
has been increasingly based on and deepened our grasp
of what Mao Tsetung said in On Practice. "Man's social
practice is not confined to activity in production, but
takes many other forms—class struggle, political life,
scientific and artistic pursuits; in short, as a social being,
man participates in all spheres of the practical life of
society. Thus man, in varying degrees, comes to know
the different relations between man and man, not only
through his material life, but also through his political
and cultural life." We cannot afford to throw away an
organization which enables us to reach and influence
veterans, mobilize and organize them in struggle against
•the capitalists, and through them influence broader sec
tions of the masses.

Continued on page 21
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VETS SAY

■ -V •. , cT-i-

Southern California veterans confronted the t^arlne Corps at Camp Pendleton's front gate in the Fall of 1977,
shouting, "Brass. Nazis. Ku Klux Klan; Tools of the Rid). Scum of the Land."
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Veterans Day

With much of this struggle as background, the Cali
fornia chapters of VVAW built struggle around Veter

ans Day this year. All three chapters marched to
gether in the official San Francisco Veterans Day
parade, (see article in Revolution. Vol. 3, Na 3).
This struggle had a deep effect on many people
in San Francisco generally, on the members of VVAW,
and in turn had a deep effect on die comrades doing
die work. This campaign, and the whole struggle against
rightism, has resulted in an even deeper and'fuller under
standing of how to conduct revolutionary work in to
day's non-revolutionary situation. VVAW regionally
saw a clear need to answer the ruling class which used
the festivities to glori^ imperialist aggression and pave
the way for more in the future, and-we felt that by
gadiering our forces together from all over the state,
we'd be able to make the most impact both on the rul
ing class as well as among the masses.
VVAW entered the political battle around Veterans

Pay to "create favorable new conditions through strug
gle," and the results were even more positive than ex
pected. Many veterans lept at the opportunity to tell
the ruling class and their reactionary friends on the re
viewing stand to "sit on it." The slogan "To Hell With
Your National Honor, We Won't Be Used Again!"
summed up their anger at being lied to and used, and
aimed it at the enemy.

Frankly, none of us were quite expecting the thun
derous response we got from the crowds watching the
parade. They cheered us and chanted with us, and
vi^en the embarrassed politicians and military brass
tried to chase us from the reviewing stand, they were
booed down. Even the reactionary San Francisco
Chronicle had to admit, in the next day's issue, that
VVAW stole the show, and was received better than

any other group in the parade.
This action brought home in a powerful way the

potentially explosive contradiction that exists between

wets, who have gotten a first-hand taste of what impe
rialist "freedom and democracy" Is all about, and the
bourgeoisie. It also showed how deeply the masses of
people hate the slaughter and destruction of imperialist
war.

When comrades summed up the weekend, we knew

we had to build off the advances that had been made,

but we also knew that we had been caught a bit off
guard in some areas. This pointed to some weaknesses
in our understanding that would block the road for

ward if we didn't get down on them. Specifically, we
had been weak in understanding the objective necessity
to carry out independent work as communists from

the start, artd this hurt our ability to make the. most out
of the action, because we had left politics to simply do
ing VVAW work and didn't realjy use the opportunity

to also put out independently a Marxist-Leninist analy
sis.

The Veterans Day weekend events In the Bay Area
had been an extremely intense period of political strug

gle with many people participating. It was exactly this
intensity, and the relatively high level of political d's-
cussions that resulted from it, combined with struggle
within the Party around the question of revolutionary
work and the tasks of communists, that allowed us to

see our weaknesses.

We had lots of freedom to get at w^at is the answer

to these problems (imperialist war, veterans being "used
once and thrown away," etc.l, where does the working
class come in, what is the rote of the Party, and where
does it get Its ideas from. We could have used Revolu
tion, The Worker, the pamphlet War and Revolution
and other Party literature in a pretty up front way.

Basically it was an excellent situation to do a lot of
good political work as tribunes of the people, and
v^lle we did a pretty good job, we didn't make the
most of It.

In discussing this, we deepened our understanding of
the fact that, as the Central Committee Report of 1976
states: "Never forget the revolutionary goal. If we do
it will also affect the smaller battles, because they are

also dialectically related—whether we understand it or
not, whether anyone wants it to be true or not—it's
true that what you can achieve in changing the condi
tions of the masses for example is related to the big
question of how society is going to be organized.
There's no way to get around that." (Excerpted in the
July 1977 issue of Revolution)

By not integrating with our work the question of
our overall goal and revolution we would fall into the
incorrect line of making the question simply building
VVAW as an end in itself. The Veterans Day action

confronted us sharply with the fact that we were still
too cautious of red-baiting and struggling over the
need for revolution. As we discussed this problem,

aiother example uf it surfaced.
In one chapter, comrades had actually struggled

with a vet who was beginning to see the need for
revolution to quit talking about it in meetings because
it was jacking up the level of unity! Although we have
to help new activists understand the mass line and
bring them into afl-round political life beyond VVAW,
the position we took turned our priorities upside down,
and was fundamentally in opposition to the line of our
Party. We were wailing off the struggles we were taking

ashby
leach

Yjm ̂
EXf^o

Vets picket Senator Cranston's office in San Francisco, March 1977. Demanding freedom forAshby Leach
who represented the fighting anger many veterans feel at having been used and thrown away.

up along with other vets from the final goal of socialism
and-communism.

In the past we had frequently raised an example from -
our practice to justify this erroneous position. A Viet
nam veteran who had been active on and off for quite

awhile told us that if he had known we were reds at the

start, he would never have worked with us. One way

to sum this up is that when you're up front with your
politics, you'll turn people away. The correct line, how
ever, recognizes that this system propels people into
struggle against it, and this will be stronger than Initial

anti-communism-if not today, then tomorrow-pro

vided the communists carry out a correct political line
and style of work. In fact the guy who raised this ob

jection is now in VVAW, and is checking out Marxism
and the Party exactly because of communist politics,

not because we hid them and didn't wage struggle to
vtnn him to an understanding of how things are set up,
how society is organized and so forth.

It is crucial to grasp the relationship between unity
and struggle. Things develop through contradiction,
through struggle of opposing forces. And the surest
way to make diings stagnate is to smother the political
struggle that's bound to develop as controversial ideas
get tossed around.

Regional Meeting

The first meeting of the regional steering committee
of VVAW for the California region, called to plan the
upcoming regional conference, was the most political
and lively meeting VVAW had held up to that time.
Party members and other VVAW activists had vigorous
discussion and struggle which both deepened everyone's
understanding of key questions and also served to firm-
up our grasp on how we were going to take up these
subjects at the conference, and unite others around
them. There was much discussion on war and revolu

tion, where does war come from, what are the economic
and political laws in operation, whether and why revolu
tion is the only solution. Here we referred people to
and were able to discuss parts of the Party's pamphlet
War and Revolution, Lenin's Imperialism. The Highest

Stage of Capitalism, and the Banner Press study course,
Political Economy. Heated debate took place about
how and why we should bring out the danger of world
war between the U.S. and USSR. The steering commit
tee united around having a full presentation of VVAW's
position follOMred by discussion. This was a big advance
in terms of dealing with this question. (VVAW's posi
tion is that there is a big danger of such an interimperial-
[$t war and that VVAW should oppose both superpowers,

especially fighting the war preparations by the U.S.)
The meeting got into how VVAW has been battling

the day-to-day economic attacks on veterans and
others, and united that this should be a large discussion
at the conference, including specific discussion on our Gl
Bill work as well as on the upcoming State of the Union
demonsti-ations around unemployment (called jointly by
the National United Workers Organization and the Un
employed Workers Organizing Committee, but which
was cancelled on the East Coast because of bad weather,
while around 350 attended out West). There was also
an in-depth discussion around why and how the Party
should play a role at the Conference.

The conference itself was dynamite. A number of
advanced forces played key roles, including giving pres
entations and leading discussions. A little over 40 vet
erans attended, which wasn't quantitatively larger than
the last conference, but quality wise, there was much
more political unity and understanding. Those present
were much more active members of VVAW than in the
past, when the majority of people were "just checking
it out."

The Party and the revolutionary goal came out as in

tegral parts of the life of VVAW, not that people had
to agree with them, but that they were a part of the

struggle over the road forward. It also created a lot of
controversy, and that too was a good thing.
. As we said in the beginning, our struggle to keep to
the high, hard road to revolution has been marked by
much sharp struggle, mostly against rightism. It has

been exactly this struggle that has propelled our work
forward. Without it, as has become clear in some other

parts of the country where this rightism has been en
couraged, we would be doomed to the low road towards
opportunism and revisionism. As the article in the Sep
tember issue of Revolution on the "Tasks of Party

Branches" put it, "The point is that without the leader
ship of the Party, without the guidance of its ideological

and political line representing the revolutionary outlook
and interests of the working class, there is no way that
mass struggle can continue to advance through ups and
downs, no way the struggling masses can thoroughly
distinguish real friends from real enemies and build the
broadest unity against the enemy, and certainly no way
the struggle can be carried forward to achieve the his
toric mission of the working class, the abolition of class
society."

The revisionist line, the low road, reaps what it sows.
It says the masses can't understand all tfris political
stuff, so "leave it to us hot shots." It hides the political
goals and outlook of the working class in the name of
turning out numbers to gimmick events, and it can't
even turn out numbers on a long-term basis as our "re

volving door" experience showed. In its substitution
of quantity for quality, it negates both, and leads peo
ple into a dead end. It would inevitably lead to a VVAW
consisting of a small handful of officers and no troops.

Our overall experience, which became so sharply fo
cused around Veterans Day, reaHy showed us something.
The masses of people hate the misery this system heaps
on them, and we can tap this hatred and turn it on the
system itself. We can do revolutionary work in a non-
revolutionary situation and prepare our own ranks and
the masses for revolution—and our work among veterans

is one important part of this. ■
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Humphrey...
Continued from page 15

would be kicked out of the DFLP. With this experi
ence, and after winning the Senate election in 1948,
Humphrey went all out.

In 1950, Humphrey put forward an amendment
to the UcCarran Act {also known as the "Internal

Security Act") which provided for the construction
of concentration camps to imprison "subversives" dur
ing times of war or severe national emergency. Six
such camps were actually constructed.

More Counter-Revolution

In 1952, Humphrey chaired the Senate Subcommit
tee on Labor and Labor-Management Relations which
engaged in McCarthy-style hearings to expose the "red

menace" in the unions. Singled out for immediate at
tack was the UE-one of Humphrey's main supporters

in his first election victory! The UE was charged with
"Communist domination" and "threatening national
security," in part because it took a firm and righteous

stand against U.S. involvement in the Korean War. As
Chairman of this subcommittee, Humphrey proposed

a law in which "a union vthich, for all practical purposes
Is a political organization controlled under the leadership
of proven and known members of the Communist

Party and following a line which one is able to identify
as a communist line, that even if that union gets a ma

jority, it shall not be given bargaining status in terms
of a collective bargaining contract."

In 1954 Humphrey sponsored the Communist Con

trol Act, which was aimed at outlawing the CP. And
in the late 'SOs he topped it all off by supporting die

Landrum-Griffin Act, which barred communist work

ers from elected positions in the unions.
All of this was part of the capitalists' rabid effort

to isolate the CP and to take the unions out of the

hands of the rhilitant rank and file workers and put

REVOLUTION

them under the control of stooges and goons like
George Meany who would serve the capitalists' inter
ests. Despite his claim to be "a true friend of tabor."
Humphrey proved from the beginning to be deathly
afraid of the working class.

Ovil Rights-More Empty Talk

One of the biggest hoaxes of the Humphrey legend
is that he was a staunch fighter against discrimination
and the oppression of minorities, especially Black peo

ple. This lie stems from a speech Humphrey made be
fore the 1948 Democratic Convention in which he In

furiated the racist politicos from the South by saying,
'There are those who say to you—we are rushing this
issue of civil rights. I say we are 172 years late." But
less than six months later, as the newly elected Senator

from Minnesota, Humphrey voted against a bill that
would require states to desegregate their schools in or

der to get federal funds! His excuse was that he didn't

want to alienate Southern Senators—so the Blacks

be damned! In his typical two-faced style, Humphrey
cried, "No Senator could be more unhappy than I am
at this hour." But his "unhappiness" was nothing

compared to the outrage of the masses of Black peo
ple fighting desperately for the right to a decent edu-

' cation for their kids.

When favorable court decisions of the 1950s, like

Brown vs. The Board of Education in 1954, failed to

lead to any real improvement in the lives of the ma

jority of Black people, the civil rights movement took
on a more massive militant form. With sit-ins, marches,

freedom rides, the masses of Black people went into

motion and there was a growing understanding.that
any real change would have to be wrung from the rulers

through bitter struggle. In the face of such struggle,
the capitalists took the road of granting certain con

cessions on the one hand, and on the other hand using
these concessions (federal funds, poverty programs)
to buy off the leaders they could, come down hard on
those who wouldn't bite, and direct the struggle into
legal, political channels where they could try to keep
a lid on It. Hubert Humphrey was in the forefront of
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this effort

In 1964 Black people in Mississippi as well as some
white civil rights workers formed the Mississippi Free
dom Democratic Party (MFDR), They chose delegates
to the 1964 Democratic convention and demanded to

be seated in place of the ail white mainline delegation
which had been elected via the Jim Crow laws. The

MFDP had been on national TV, telling how they had
been harassed and beaten for trying to participate in
the regular Mississippi Democratic Party's business.

At the convention Lyndon Johnson told Humphrey
he'd better get over there and stifle things if he ever
wanted to be vice-president. Hubert worked out a "com

promise" in which the delegation was seated as "honor
ed guests"—with no vot^l Later this was changed to
allow the delegation two of the state's 24 votes, but
MFDP delegates were so disgusted that they walked
out, despite the efforts of Martin Luther King and Roy
Wllkins to get them to accept Humphrey's generous of
fer.

With the growth of the militant, rebellious Black
liberation struggles of the mid-sixties Humphrey began
to more openly attack the masses of Black people. As
the Democratic nominee for President in 1968, he
threatened to "break their backs" if they got out of
line. "Have patience," he warned. "Let us wait and
see .. In his 1968 election fight with Nixon he even
floated the idea of outlawing "paramilitary groups,"
calling the Black Panther Party one.

Humphrey's staunch opposition to the struggle for
Black liberation, as well as his stubborn defense of the
Vietnam War, served as a final exposure of his thorough
ly reactionary career. Despite frantic attempts to re

write history now that he is dead, the true record of
this two-faced but loyal servant of the capitalist class .
will be his living monument.

Hubert Humphrey styled himself a great savior of
the working people. But his whole life and career show
very clearly once again that ail such promises dished up

by the capitalist system are nothing but disguised at
tacks. And such back-stabbers as Humphrey have to

be fought tooth and nail by the working class as part
of taking its future in its own hands. ■

J.RStevens.H
Continued from page 12

ing down national divisions among textile workers—as
Black and white workers were now working together

under the same miserable conditions, facing the same
capitalist enemy.

Especially as the civil rights movement, aimed main
ly at breaking down Jim Oow segregation, developed
Into a Black liberation movement aimed more squarely
at the imperialist system, it became the main force push
ing ahead all other struggles against the capitalist rulers
at that time, including the struggle of Southern textile
workers. This was shown in the powerful strike at the

Oneita Knitting Mills in South Carolina, where a six-
month strike for union recognition by some 600 wom

en, mainly Black, ended in victory in July 1973.

Growing Crisis

More fundamental, though, has been the deepening
of the imperialist crisis and its particular effects on the
textile industry,

Like workers everywhere, textile workers have fac
ed serious attacks in the '70s. Particularly, cutthroat

international capitalist competition has cut into the
U.S. companies' markets at home and overseas, in
1974, the industry took a nose dive that cut manufac
turing activity by 25%, profits by 50%, and left almost
100,000 workers jobless. Since then, both output and
profits have risen way above the 1973 peak levels but
50,000 jobs have been eliminated. Those still working
have paid dearly with tremendous stretch-out, or job
combinations, by increasing the number of machines
operated per worker in order to increase productivity.
Often this means doubling the number of machines a
worker has to run.

And the crisis is far from over for the textile giants.

In a traditionally labor intensive industry, they are now
faced with the necessity of raising hundreds of millions
of dollars to modernize their outmoded machinery-
much of which, as any textile worker will tell you, is
older than their parents. But their ability to do this is
•seriously hindered by a number of things. Business
Wfee* has labeled textiles as bad for investment, citing
an 8.9% return on investment compared to 14.9% in

1966. Almost no new investment money has gone into
textiles in the past-decade, and foreign competition has
both cut into U.S. companies' markets and made it
more difficult to raise their prices higher. This is what's

behind their big "Stop the Flood of Imports" campaign.

Squeeze on the Workers

With investment, sales and prices caught in a squeeze,
the companies are working overtime to suck more and
more needed capital out of the workers. It's clear from
this why Stevens, Burlington and all the textile compa- ̂

nies will fight tooth and nail to keep their mills "union
free." Textile workers today make over $1.50 an hour
less than the average Northern industrial worker; pen
sions and seniority are almost nonexistent. Injured

workers are forced to report to work so the companies
can avoid workers' compensation payments. This situa
tion has also attracted hundreds of other companies to

the "Sunny South." In South Carolina, capital spending
in 1977 was up 300% from 1976, and today, 37% of
North Carolina's workforce is industrial workers-the

highest in the country.

The growing attacks, along with the increased mo
nopolization of the industry, are once again raising the
need and possibility of organizing and winning unions.
But, it must be noted, today this understanding is still
very weak and young. The ability of beating the com
panies is a major point of controversy among the work
ers. Also, significantly, the rotten state of the unions
weighs heavily on workers' minds when the question :
of organizing comes up.

The flood of industry to the South has also forced
the AF L-CIO hacks to develop a "Southern Strategy,'^
also known as "Labor's Domino Theory." In the past
few years they not only have t>een losing members, but
also political clout with their capitalist masters, and
they are desperate to make a breakthrough at Stevens
to use textile workers as bargaining chips in their many
"deals" and "trade-offs" with the capitalists. This is
why they have poured so much time, money and peo
ple into the Stevens' drive.

At the Spartanburg convention, the hacks wrapped
themselves in the cloak of the tremendous battles of

the '30s. They everi included the verse that said, "We
can build ourselves a new world from the ashes of the
old," when they sang "Solidarity Forever." In case
anyone missed the point, they declared themselves the
inheritors of the civil rights movement-fighting today
for "Economic Justice" for Blacks.

But to date the drive bears little resemblance to the
'30s or '60s. When the workers at Roanoke Rapids
(3000 in ail) held their election in 1972, they sponta
neously broke through many of the shackles the hacks
tried to put on them. They built their drive militantly,
holding parades and rallies. It was because of this that
they were able to win, when the union had lost on ten
previous elections at Stevens plants. Without conscious
leadership, though, the workers' initiative couldn't be
sustained.

The union officials quickly moved-to get things
"back under control," attempting to chain the struggle
to filing grievances and N LRB cases. Stevens, of course,
has seen no need to budge at the bargaining table.

Even when the officials finally decided in 1976 to
organize the whole company, it was carefully planned
out to keep the workers from taking "too much initia
tive." The last thing these traitors want is for the Stevens
workers to take things into their own hands, give inspira
tion to other workers around the country, and make the
fight for a union a conscious battle against the rich man's
system, If that happens, it would threaten the hacks'
livelihood and turn the struggle into something jar great

er than a means to negotiate the terms of sale of the

workers' labor to the mill owners.

The AFL-CIO has been telling the Stevens workers
and other workers in the South that the success of the
organizing drives depends on more favorable labor
legislation in Washington. Instead of militant struggle
the hacks have organized letter writing campaigns.

Key in the officials' strategy for keeping things
"cool" is their present "boycott" of J.P. Stevens. "J.P.
Stevens is so strong and the workers so scared," reason
the hacks, "that we have no choice but to boycott the

company to put economic pressure on them." This
"get-rlch-quick" gimmick is meant to divert and disarm
the workers, whose own urganization and struggle is
crucial to winning the union drive.

While it's true that overall "the Stevens workers are

not in a position to strike, the main reason for this is
that they are not yet organized-a large majority of the
workers still have not yet joined the union. What is

needed is for the active Stevens workers to organize
their fellow workers, building their strength and unity,
and relying on themselves to fight the company. Only
in the context of such struggle would a boycott be a
positive weapon in the hands of tfie workers.

Boycott

Using the boycott as their main selling point, niany
anti-union groups have formed in the mills with com
pany backing. In Roanoke Rapids, such a group got
over 1000 signatures on a petition to "kick the union
out." These scabs have been able to point out that the
boycott is'just a way for big time union hacks to force
their way on the scene with the workers having no part
in it. And while they end up drawing the ridiculous ,
conclusion that "we have it good here, and don't need
to fight," which only exposes where they are really
coming from, these scabs have been handed a trump
card by the union officials themselves!

This doesn't mean that in principle boycotts are

bad, or not effective tactics for the workers to use in
fighting the capitalists. But they are just that-a tactic,
to be used or not used given the necessity and strategy
of .the particular struggle.

When built on the foundation of the workers strug
gles themselves, boycotts can be effective weapons, as
demonstrated by the farmworkers and the Farah strik
ers in the Southwest a few years ago. With most of
Farah's production shut dowr>, the nationwide boycott
called against Farah pants not only helped strengthen
the strike, but provided an important vehicle for build
ing support lor the strikers among workers in many
industries all around the country. It helped bring the
lessons of the Farah strike and union drive to thousands
of workers around the country.

Further, the facts show that the union hacks are
using the "boycott" scheme as much to keep the lid
on the rank and file as hurt J.P. Stevens "economical
ly." According to the LA. Free Press (Jan. 12, 1978),
while the AF L-CIO is on record in favor of the boycott.

Continued on page 23
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Israeli settlement in the Sinai. The Zionists intend to hold key parts of Egyptian land In the Sinai—from luxurious
Mediterranean real estate to strategic military bases.

"Peace" Plan
Continued from page 2

and perhaps in Egypt itself.

No Agreement on "Settlement" To'nu

After promising to serve up a delicious dish of pho
ney peace, the U.S., Egypt and Israel are having a tough
time agreeing on the ingredients of their poisonous
brew.

When Sadat announced his scheme for conciliation
with the Zionists, the U.S. saw it as a possible way to
cut through the obstacles it had met in forcing the
Arab countries to make peace with Israel on terms ac
ceptable to the Zionists and their U.S. backers and to
eliminate the Palestine Liberation Organization from
any effective role in the determination of events.

This is not to say that the U.S. did not see the risks
Involved in Sadat's maneuvers. To the extent that his
trip to Israel caused any misgivings to the U.S. rulers,
it was only that they knew it would bring the key is
sues of the rights of the Palestinians and the return of
occupied Arab land rapidly to a head. Since the only
way Sadat could get his "peace" was by crawling on
all fours before the Zionists, the question was, could
they pull it off without stirring up even greater active
resistance to U.S. imperialism and Zionism in die Mid
dle East and especially in Egypt.

In Israel, the U.S. has a firm, strategic Middle East
outpost. The U.S. has no intention of doing anything
to weaken or jeopardize the Zionists' strength or to
undermine its ability to be used as a weapon which the
U.S. can threaten at any time to unleash against the
Arab states and the Palestinian liberation movement.
On the other hand. If Sadat can carry off a settlement
with Israel and on that basis force Syria, Saudi Arabia
and Jordan to come to terms, it will be a victory for
U.S. imperialism.

So the claims run out in the U.S. bourgeois press,
including by the pseudo-Marxist rag, the Call, that
Sadat's trip to Israel was not at all welcomed by the U.S.
are merely an attempt to cover over what the U.S. im
perialists are trying to achieve through Sadat. The
CP(ML) even went so far as to call it "a step against
superpower hegemonism," and to use this flimsy rea
soning to give some feeble back-handed support to
Sadat's treachery and betrayal.

The tasks of Marxist-Leninists, however, is not to
parrot the press releases of the bourgeoisie or to build
self-serving and imperialist-serving analysis out of dis
gusting sophistry as the Kautskyites of the CP(ML) do.
It is to get to the essence of the situation. In this case
it is clear that the essence of Sadat's actions is not a
stand against imperialism or social-imperialism, but
an attack against the Palestinians, sabotaging Arab
unity against Zionism and serving the interests of the
U.S. bourgeoisie.

In the complicated Middle East situation, a setback
for one superpower often opens new opportunities for
the other. The Soviets, for example, oppose Sadat's
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recent actions not because they are against legitimizing
the Zionist state, they did that a long time back. They
opposed them not because Sadat is attempting to stick
a knife in tile backs of the Palestinians. The Soviets
have been doing that all along, while trying to pose as
friends and supporters of the Palestine liberation move
ment. They oppose Sadat here because his move took
the maneuvering away from the Geneva Conference
where the Soviets, as co-conveners with the U.S., hoped
to play a big role; because it could strengthen the hand
of the U.S. at the expense of the Soviets in the Middle
East; and because they hope to strengthen their own
influence within the Palestinian liberation movement
and those Arab states the U.S. bourgeoisie is calling
the "hard liners" (Libya, Algeria, South Yemen, Syria
and Iraq) and to use those states as' pawns in their su
perpower contention.

Responsibilities of Marxist-Leninists

Marxist-Leninists cannot base their analysis or their '
actions on the claim that the Soviet Union is always
and everywhere the main-and in effect the only-enemy
of the people of the world, that whatever is to the detri
ment of the Soviets is therefore an unqualified good
thing to be supported, as does the CPIML). Commu
nists in the U.S. cannot abandon their responsibility to
expose and build opposition to the machinations of
both superpowers, particularly the U.S. .For the U.S. is^
after all. where they live and the mobilization of the
U.S. working class and the masses of people to over
throw its ruling class is their task. Neither can commu
nists in the U.S. abandon their internationalist duty to
call out Sadat's actions for what they are and to use
the science of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought
to analyze what is going on-including the temporary
and partial conflicts such reactionary regimes may have
with one or another superpower at times.

Even the Soviets give verbal support to the Palestin
ians. Even a U.S. puppet tike Jordan's King Hussein
can accuse Sadat of wrecking Arab solidarity. Even
Syria's President Assad who launched an all-out rfiilitary
attack on the Palestinian Liberation Organization in
Lebanon last year can demand "no peace without the
PLO." Some, like our own Kautskyites can even claim
to support the Palestinians while supporting the U.S.-
Israel-Sadat schemes. In fact almost anybody can be a
double-dealing bourgeois diplomat. But they can't be
a Marxist-Leninist at the same time. Support for the
Palestinians and the struggles of the Arab people re
quires opposition to Sadat's treachery .■

.  - *

Chile...
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Striking Farah workers together with workers nationally
were able to make their boycott a weapon in their
strike in 1972-74. In contrast the J.P. Stevens boycott
must be exposed as part of efforts to substitute for and
squash any struggle of Stevens workers.

J.P. Stevens...
Continued from page 22

many of these same unions have billions invested in
companies like Manufacturer's Hanover, Irving Trust
and Metropolitan Life, which in turn have loaned J.P.
Stevens over $147,000,0001

Tbe struggle at J.P. Stevens, and the overall fight to
organize the Southern textile mills, holds great potential
for advancing the revolutionary workers movement. This
potential will be realized if this battle is built as part of
the overall class struggle by linking the union drive to
other battles against the same enemy and to the long-
term aim of atolishing the source of these abuses, the
capitalist system of wage-slavery. As the RCP Programme
states, "The policy of tiie proletariat and its Party is to
build its strength in the unions as part of building its
revolutionary movement, and not to reduce the class
struggle to the struggle for the control of the unions."■

Continued from page 8
geois opposition, differing with the military only on
tactical questions of how the bourgeoisie should rule.
During Allende's regime, the Christian Democrats and
the Chilean monopolists who back them threw their
support to the junta to overthrow Allende and put a
stop to the tide of mass struggle. Their role today is to
try to confine the resistance against the junta to various
calls for "free elections" and other kinds of maneuvers
while the masses are to be passive least they "provoke"
more repression. Important forces among the U.S.
ruling class are particularly anxious to bolster the
Christian Democrats in the belief that the military has
already done its job and some more democratic trap
pings might be a more stable way to protect U.S. im
perialism's interests in Chile.

Current Resistance

The current formation of rank and file resistance
committees led, at least in many cases, by revolutionary
elements, in the factories, farms, schools and so on is
an extremely important step because it enables the
masses to organize the struggle for their own interests
independently of the maneuvers of the revisionists and
Christian Democrats. The revisionists are particularly
dangerous because they work to tie the reemerging
mass struggle to an electoral "way out" of fascism, in
opposition to the line of building up the organization
and consciousness of the masses in the struggle against
the dictatorship so that no matter what happens to the
military junta the masses can continue to push forward
towards national liberation and socialism, rather than
having to suffer through an endless cycle of open re
pression and "democratic" elections for generation after
generation, as in so much of Latin America, without
any real prospect of getting the landlords, capitalists,
and foreign imperialists off their backs. Today many
forces, including many rank and file militants once led
by the reformist parties, are discussing and summing up
important lessons about reform and revolution and the
role that the revisionist party has played.

Bur this process is still impeded to some extent by ■
the cry for "unity" put forward by the CP and forces
tied to Cuba which amounts to unity behind the CP's
line rather than following a line which can really unite
the vast majority of workers, peasants and others to
move forward through revolutionary struggle.

Especially because of the activities by the revision
ists in our own country, many people in the U.S. who
have been active around exposing the U.S. crimes in
Chile have fallen into presenting the whole thing as a
tragedy and little more, making it a question of "dem
ocracy"—"the people" vs. "dictatorship," and ignoring
or even covering up the real revolutionary lessons which
are so important to our own struggle.

The working class and its allies can win many reforms
and concessions as a by-product of its struggle, but If it
doesn't keep in mind its revolutionary goal—the armed
seizure of power—the bourgeoisie can and will use these
concessions to derail the mass movement and eventual
ly take back ivhat has been given and much more. This
was what happened during the Allende regime.

Those who once tried to fix the attention of the
masses on the immediate results won through the elec
tion of Allende, and who today promise the masses im
mediate results in the struggle against the junta through
tailing after bourgeois democracy, are betrayers of the
real interests of the Chilean people.■
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